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Abstract

The string trio in Vienna, in the final years of the eighteenth century and first two decades of the
nineteenth, remains in various respects under-researched. This neglect includes the string trios of
Mozart and Beethoven. This study takes up three factors that have inhibited a balanced understanding
of the genre: the near exclusive scholarly focus on the string quartet during this period; the overlooking
of lesser-known composers’ and their music; and the presentation of instrumental chamber music as
autonomous, cut off from social situations and meanings. I direct attention to string-trio production
during this period by situating it in the context of private domestic music-making associated with
amateur players. I point out that the various types of string trios, and the composers who wrote them,
had certain and significant functions and roles essential to Viennese chamber-music culture: education,
entertainment, and sociability.
Significant attention is given to the composer and publisher Franz Anton Hoffmeister, who was
an important figure in Vienna’s string-trio culture. As a composer, he was responsible for
approximately one-third of the string trios written in Vienna during the last two decades of the
eighteenth century; and as a publisher, he not only supplied the market with numerous string trios, but
he also helped create certain aspects of that market. Marketing strategies for chamber music in general,
and string trios in particular, are considered, with attention paid to Hoffmeister’s subscription series, an
innovative manner of publishing chamber music at the time. The Viennese publishing catalogues reveal
a heavy presence of string trios by Hoffmeister, Peter Hänsel, Ignaz Pleyel, and Franz Alexander
Pössinger. Changes in string trio production and function after the turn of the nineteenth century are
considered.
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Introduction

During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Viennese composers produced a great
deal of string chamber music. This included not only an abundance of string quartets and quintets, but
also string trios and duos. This repertoire of string trios constitutes a significant number of works:
approximately 650 trios for two violins and cello and approximately 70 for violin, viola, and cello were
advertised in Viennese publishing catalogues between 1780 and 1820.1
The aim of this study is to investigate a portion of this largely unknown string-trio repertoire,
scored for two violins and cello or for violin, viola, and cello, which circulated in Vienna at this time. I
do not offer a complete account of the genre’s history; instead, I attempt to determine the string trio’s
cultural context during the last two decades of the eighteenth century and the changes the genre
underwent going into the nineteenth century. Jeffrey Kallberg suggests that a genre study should
involve the reconstruction of contexts and traditions, and the perceptions of composers and their

1

These figures and publishing catalogues will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters Three to Five.

The figures given are approximate and meant only to give an indication of the number of works
available in the Viennese market. Furthermore, these figures are not exhaustive, for one must also take
into account unpublished manuscripts that circulated in Vienna. For example, several string trios of
Anton Wranitzky, Joseph Pirlinger, Ferdinand Kauer and Franz Christoph Neubauer circulated in
Vienna, but, for various reasons, were not published until several years later or not until after the
composer was deceased. Neither does the number represent the Viennese publishing catalogues that
may have become “lost”. Although the numbers are not exhaustive, they nevertheless serve to establish
a context for the publication and composition of Viennese string trio music of the period.
1

audiences.2 Such an approach re-examines the reception history of the string trio and would thus
challenge modern-day understandings of the genre. Using Kallberg’s framework, string trios are
considered in relation to the following: composers’ approach to the medium; players and audience (if
one was present); and private/domestic/salon settings. Case studies of the string-trio repertoire are also
approached from multiple perspectives including analytical, historical, historiographical, and
biographical. Only after we combine musical analysis with cultural contextualisation can we begin to
better understand the various meanings and significance of the string trio as it functioned in Vienna
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

A Focus on Vienna and the Years 1780 to 1820
During the early 1780s the nature of music dissemination in Vienna entered a new era with the
strong establishment of the Viennese music-publishing industry.3 No longer limited to distribution
primarily by manuscript copies or foreign prints, composers were able to disseminate their music more

2

Jeffrey Kallberg, “The Rhetoric of Genre: Chopin’s Nocturne in G Minor”, 19th-Century Music 11/3

(1988), 243.
3

On early Viennese music publishing see Alexander Weinmann, “Zur Geschichte des Alt-Wiener

Musikverlags”, Österreichische Musikzeitschrift 12 (1957), 474–81; Beiträge zur Geschichte des AltWiener Musikverlags, First and Second series (Vienna: Universal Edition 1948–1979); and Consuming
Music: Individuals, Institutions, Communities, 1730–1830
ed. by Emily H. Green and Catherine Mayes, see especially the following chapters: Emily H. Green,
“Music’s First Consumers: Publishers in the Late Eighteenth Century”, 13–28; Rupert Ridgewell,
“Inside a Viennese Kunsthandlung: Artaria in 1784”, 29–64; Marie Sumner Lott, “Musical Style as
Commercial Strategy in Romantic Chamber Music”, 127–53; and Catherine Mayes, “In Vienna ‘Only
Waltzes Get Printed’: The Decline and Transformation of the Contredanse Hongroise in the Early
Nineteenth Century”, 154–75.
2

readily by way of locally printed editions.4 The success of string trios (and chamber music more
generally) in Vienna was partly due to this development. The music markets drove Viennese publishers
to expand; expansions in music publishing, especially with the cheaper, more readily accessible print
music being produced, drove these markets. This circular system aided in the sales and dissemination
of string trios by creating a supply and demand.
The successful sale of chamber works, specifically string trios, depended on much more than
their association with cheap accessible print music during this time in Vienna; musical dissemination
had to involve a social infrastructure. Between 1780 and 1820, Vienna was known for private domestic
music-making rather than public music, though this was changing, since previously “private” music
was moving on to the concert stage: semi-private and semi-public settings were in flux and emerging in
connection with salons and soirees. Public concerts did not take hold in Vienna until after 1800.
Although the city could boast a large number of fine musicians and many generous patrons, the first
lasting concert society, the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, was not formed until 1812 – very late as
compared to other centres of musical activity like London and Paris. Nonetheless, the demand for
chamber music gave rise to a regular outlet in the private concerts that formed part of the vibrant,
aristocratic salon culture. But it also was in great favour with the bourgeoise/middle-class amateur
players. Before 1800, chamber music in Vienna was an essentially private artform, enjoyed mainly by
musical aristocrats who could either play it themselves (or have their servants play it) or by those who
had the status (such as itinerant virtuosos) to receive invitations to salon concerts in private aristocratic
residences. Since the string trio was mainly cultivated in private by bourgeois amateur players, it is not
surprising that it was particularly in vogue in Vienna (as elsewhere), where Hausmusik – music

4

On this subject see David Wyn Jones, “Selling Symphonies” in The Symphony in Beethoven’s Vienna

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Rupert Ridgewell, “Biographical Myth and the
Publication of Mozart’s Piano Quartets”, Journal of the Royal Musical Association 135/1 (2010), 41–
114.
3

exhibiting modest technical requirements, regular phrasing, uncomplicated rhythms and immediately
accessible melodies – occupied an important role in musical life during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.5
The classification of string trios as salon music, with a utilitarian, pedagogical, and entertaining
function, has resulted in the supposition that the majority of these works lie outside the field of serious
scholarly enquiry. Considering the size and popularity of the string-trio repertoire during the lateeighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, the scholarly literature on the subject is small. Generally,
string trios and their composers have been neglected in studies of chamber music. The aim of Chapter
One will be to assess this neglect of the string trio through a survey of scholarly literature from the
nineteenth century to the present. This chapter will consider the image of the string trio as a precursor
to the string quartet by critiquing established hierarchies within chamber music.
Chapter One indicates that although scholars vary in their accounts of this repertoire, most
recast similar narratives. They acknowledge that Mozart’s and Beethoven’s very small output of string
trios exhibits a high level of compositional mastery, but at the same time, these scholars do not afford
the lesser-known composers of numerous string trios recognition for their contributions in cultivating
the genre. This chapter reveals that a number of modern-day scholars are applying nineteenth-century
concepts of genre to eighteenth-century music, which results in a skewed view of the string trio.
Chapter Two places an emphasis on the term amateur musician. This thesis is as much about
Viennese amateurs (players and listeners) as it is about string trios. The concept of the amateur is
surprisingly vague, and some discussion of the complexities involved in the term is a necessary
preliminary to the discussion of string trios in Vienna during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.

5

John H. Baron, Intimate Music: A History of the Idea of Chamber Music (New York: Pendragon

Press, 1998), 274–9. See also Ludwig Finscher, “Hausmusik und Kammermusik”, Musica 22 (1968),
325–9.
4

Chapter Two also examines the ideological bases for recent scholars’ views and the effect that
genre has had upon reception history, thus creating a historiographical context in which to view the
string trio repertory. Eighteenth-century theorists, musicians, and audiences recognised the value of
chamber music that possessed qualities of lightness, pleasantness, and melodic abundance and in
general, the provision for group enjoyment in performance. All of these characteristics signalled music
that was fit for purpose, where that purpose was entertainment and sociability. This chapter explores
how we might understand string trios of this era as “fit for purpose” and how the string trio fitted
within the definitions of chamber music of the late eighteenth century. Exploring the string trio under
this lens gives us a better understanding of how it was valued as an important genre of chamber music
during this period.
Chapter Three considers the publication and marketing of chamber music in Vienna between
1780 and 1800 with special attention to string trios. The last two decades of the century brought major
changes into Viennese musical life through the establishment of local music printing and publishing. Of
importance here is the position of the composer as publisher, a role initiated in 1785 by Franz Anton
Hoffmeister (1754–1812). This chapter will use Hoffmeister and his publishing firm as a case study in
order to examine their roles in string-trio production during this time.
In a large advertisement on 6 August 1785 Hoffmeister established a firm in his own name at
his home. This advertisement gives a list of works as well as a new publishing programme involving
three different series, including orchestral and chamber music by Haydn, Mozart, Vanhal,
Albrechtsberger, Pleyel, and other composers, besides Hoffmeister’s own works. According to David
Wyn Jones and Nancy November, for aspiring publishers like Hoffmeister, Artaria, and Koželuch, the
publishing of music was economically viable only if they focused on smaller-scale genres.6 That
Hoffmeister was a successful music publisher and also a prolific composer of string trios suggests that

6

Jones, The Symphony in Beethoven’s Vienna, 28–9; and Nancy November, Cultivating String

Quartets in Beethoven’s Vienna (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2017), 78.
5

he recognized the public’s desire for smaller-scale chamber-music genres, and that many of his works
may have been directed towards such an amateur audience. The reciprocal relationship among
composers, publishers, and consumers that naturally shaped the general taste and awareness of
Viennese musical life is examined.
Chapter Three shows that Hoffmeister’s firm responded to the tastes of a music clientele in
Vienna made up of the bourgeoisie/middle-class who needed music for private celebrations and less
formal gatherings.7 It also shows that just because there were local publishing firms, that does not mean
that the string-trio repertoire circulating in Vienna was not influenced by foreign trade. Many of the
Viennese publishing firms such as Traeg, Artaria, and Hoffmeister had associations with foreign
publishing firms and were able to offer foreign prints to the Viennese consumer. This means that the
string-trio repertoire in Vienna may have relied in no small part on foreign trade and transactions for its
circulation. This chapter examines the dissemination of string trios in Vienna and suggest that the late
eighteenth-century Viennese musical market for string trios was more complex and more affected by
foreign influences than previously believed. For instance, Roger Hickman asserts an influence of
Parisian style on Viennese quartet composers and cautions that Vienna’s musical scene was too
complex for the Viennese style merely to be equated with that of Haydn.8 The same caution should be
applied to string trios that circulated in Vienna between 1780 and 1820. For instance, the concertant
style of Giuseppe Cambini (1746–1825) and Ignaz Pleyel’s string trios and the brillant trios of Pierre

7

Wiebke Thormählen, Art, Education and Entertainment: The String Quintet in Late Eighteenth-

Century Vienna (PhD dissertation, Cornell University, 2008), 49. This development had already been
established in other European cities such as London, Amsterdam, and Paris. See Cari Johansson,
French Music Publishers’ Catalogues of the Second Half of the Eighteenth Century (Stockholm, 1955).
8

See his “The Flowering of the Viennese String Quartet in the Late Eighteenth Century”, Music

Review 50 (1989), 157–80.
6

Baillot (1771–1842) and Rudolf Kreutzer (1766–1831) were very popular in Vienna at this time,
indicating a Parisian musical influence.
Chapter Four takes Ignaz Pleyel (1757–1831) and his string trios for its case study in domestic
music production and consumption. One of the main functions of the string trio in the late-eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries was to provide pleasant and technically not-too-difficult music for
domestic use by amateurs. Composers naturally sought to satisfy this demand, as they wanted to sell
their music. How Pleyel’s string trios, and those of other composers, were well suited for domestic
music-making will be examined in this chapter.
The majority of music published for home use was fairly accessible, both intellectually and
musically, and was therefore appropriate for amateurs. The goal of the music consumed in the home
was to enable amateurs to produce pleasing entertainment. The view that music which is popular and
encompasses an ease of playability is irrelevant or not worth scholarly notice is short-sighted
considering the functional aspect this music played in domestic music-making. Rather than comparing
the music fashionable in Vienna with the recognised genius of someone like Mozart, it is worth
considering the value of music that was popular for home consumption on its own terms. Many of
Pleyel’s string trios are pleasant, undemanding works: he was supplying the demands of consumers for
music that was accessible.
But accessibility should not be viewed as the only prerequisite for selling string trios; rather, it
was only one of many ways of appealing to the domestic market. As W. Dean Sutcliffe points out, “too
much has been made of the accessibility of [Pleyel’s] quartets, as if this were somehow at odds with the
prevailing instrumental aesthetic of the time. Haydn’s Op. 33 (1781) had shown that a popular manner
and technical strength were perfectly compatible”.9

9

W. Dean Sutcliffe, “Haydn, Mozart and their Contemporaries”, in The Cambridge

Companion to the String Quartet, ed. Robin Stowell (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2003), 196.
7

Nonetheless, one thing is certain, that a portion of musical society preferred, and even
requested, fairly easy chamber music for domestic music-making; a market that was fulfilled by the
music of Pleyel. The case study of Pleyel in chapter four demonstrates that the contemporary reception
of the music of any period reflects public expectations and opinions; it tells us as much about the
general taste of the time as about the works themselves. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, when the demands of music consumers were held important by composers and publishers
alike, composers were ready to respond to popular demand. Therefore, the examination of how Pleyel
and his music operated as domestic music should help us to understand how the string trio functioned
as domestic music-making in Vienna between 1780 and 1820.
Chapter Five forms a conclusion to this study by way of a survey of the string trio in Vienna
just after 1800. The period in question was a pivotal time of change for the performance and
publication of the genre. The vogue for facile works, especially dances for two violins and bass, which
began to take hold in the 1790s, increased immensely after 1800. A new label for virtuosic string trios
emerged during this time – Trio Brillant – which serviced advanced amateurs and professional players.
Several other types of string trios continued to circulate in and around Vienna: pedagogical,
concertant, and grand. Each title carried unique characteristics and implied a distinct commercial
market. Though both of these concepts (performance and publication) were changing after 1800, much
of this music continued to be aimed towards the amateur musician for the purpose of private domestic
entertainment.
This survey of the string trio in Vienna after 1800 is viewed primarily through the careers and
works of Peter Hänsel (1770–1831), Franz Alexander Pössinger (1767–1827), and Alessandro Rolla
(1757–1841). These composers and their string trios are used as case studies since their trios best
reflect the diverse styles and functions – simple/virtuosic, pedagogical/entertaining – of the genre in
post-1800 Vienna. For instance, Hänsel’s thirty Polonaises (1802) and Pössinger’s six Deutsche Tänze
and eighteen Menuetti (1805/1808) illustrate the pervasiveness of dance music for two violins and cello
in Vienna at the turn of the nineteenth century. Pössinger’s Trois Trios faciles et progressives à l’usage
8

des Commençants (1818) offer insights into the pedagogical function of trios designed for the lessskilled amateur musician, while Hänsel’s three Terzetti facile, published in 1811, are representative of
string-trio music designed for the more advanced amateur musician by way of a semi-virtuosic firstviolin part. The concertant trios of Pössinger and Rolla are designed for the skilled amateur with a high
level of technical proficiency as well as the professional musician.
The nature of my case studies will allow for the inclusion of other Viennese composers who
also had an impact on the cultivation of string trios such as Johann Baptist Vanhal (1739–1813), Paul
Wranitzky (1756–1808), Joseph Eybler (1765–1846), and Jan Kleczyński (1756–1828). In this study,
the significance of all of these composers will be established by considering their larger cultural roles.
Their interactions with audiences, players, and publishers were important in forming a Viennese
chamber-music culture between 1780 and 1820. The placement of the string-trio genre/repertoire in its
creation and reception context will help us to understand what these works might have meant in
Viennese society during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
A procedure used in preparing this study requires a brief explanation. All of the music examples
(some of which are extensive) were scored by me from original and copies of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century editions. These scores should be thought of as diplomatic transcriptions of the parts
rather than as proper editions. Thus, while an attempt to correct obvious errors (pitches, rests,
accidentals, dynamics) has been made, a few inconsistencies (phrasing, articulation markings) remain.

9

Chapter One

We will not do justice to Beethoven’s string trios by viewing them as preparatory
exercises for bigger and better things; on the contrary, he approached these works just
as seriously as he would the later quartets. This is not only true of the C Minor Trio
Op. 9 No. 3, which foreshadows the storm and stress of Op. 18 No. 4, but also, of the
unabashedly sunny G Major Trio Op. 9 No. 1. The concertante textures in the latter
work hark back to the idiom perfected by Mozart in his E-flat major Divertimento K.
563 (the model for the early String Trio Op. 3), but the prefacing of the first movement
with a slow introduction and the appearance of elaborate sonata forms in all movements
except the Scherzo betray Beethoven’s desire to lend the genre a new weight and
substance.10
John Daverio’s summary is an excellent indicator of the current state of literature as concerns
our understanding of string trios.11 His summary merits attention for the following reasons. First, he
uses the phrase “preparatory exercises”, indicating that within a certain reception in the history of the
string trio, it was considered a stepping stone towards something “bigger and better”, namely, string
quartets. Second, Daverio indicates that the modern-day devaluation of string trios should change. This
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is implied by the overall tone of his writing and that he uses such phrases as “will not do justice to” and
“on the contrary”, indicating that the pejorative views of string trios, though still presently adopted by
some scholars, are indeed beginning to weaken.
The first two points he raises call for a change of views toward string trios, but the following
points rely on the ideology of the string quartet.12 He points to a common thread in scholarly discourse,
in which string trios are often (and many times only) discussed in relation to string quartets. This
scholarly discourse about Classical chamber music is not restricted to only string trios. Arguably,
scholars tend to discuss all other chamber genres – whether for wind ensembles, winds/strings, even the
piano trio – in relation to string quartets. Daverio draws attention to this common thread by comparing
the perceived seriousness of Beethoven’s Op. 9 string trios to that of the Op. 18 string quartets. He also
remarks that Beethoven was trying to bring a “new weight and substance” to the string trio, which
suggests that scholars (including Daverio) tend to think these two qualities were thought to be absent
from the string trios of Beethoven’s contemporaries.
Next, Daverio only discusses the string trios of Mozart and Beethoven, a focus that is
widespread in musicological discourse from the nineteenth century to the present. This obstacle is not
specific to string trios but also to all instrumental music in general. It is common for scholars to
concentrate not only on the chamber works but all instrumental music of only Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven with perhaps brief mention of the works from lesser-known composers. Our general
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understanding of a complete contextual string trio construct will be limited if only the string trios of the
canonical composers are mentioned. This also gives credence to the belief that only Mozart’s and
Beethoven’s string trios are deemed worthy of discussion. But this is equivalent to reading narratives
concerning only the string quartets of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven and expecting to get a complete
picture of the string quartet culture without having any regard for other composers and their quartets,
which have unquestionably helped to establish our understanding of the string quartet.
Finally, Daverio turns to a critique of modern discussions of chamber music, which only
occasionally offer mention of string trios. Reference to a string trio is usually tucked away somewhere
in lengthy, in-depth studies of string quartets or studies of chamber music in general.13 These points
deserve special attention because they may help to clarify an issue that has lingered in musicological
discourse since the nineteenth century, a problem that has yet to be resolved: our modern-day
misunderstanding of the string trio during the late-eighteenth century in Vienna. One of the central
problems in understanding this genre is the absence of context. There is currently no study that
examines how agents such as composers, audiences, genres, venues, etc., interacted with one another
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within the context of the string trio, which is central to establishing an understanding of the genre in
Vienna during the late eighteenth century.
This chapter will consider each of the points raised by Daverio’s text, through a survey of the
literature. However, this survey will take “literature” more broadly than has otherwise been the case in
writings about the string trio, in that it will include discussion of commercial recordings and published
editions.

The String Trio as “Preparatory Exercise”
One major problem that persists in current scholarship on the string trio is its treatment as a
compositional step on the way towards the string quartet by early nineteenth-century critics and
scholars. This idea transpired in part from the emerging status of the string quartet as the dominant
genre during the late eighteenth century in Vienna. This rhetoric of “preparation” can be traced back to
discourse about the string trios of Beethoven. Hubert Unverricht observes:
[A]ll of Beethoven’s string trios were composed before the Op. 18 set of quartets.
Beethoven’s importance as a model for succeeding composers not only influenced the
general historical development of chamber music from c.1830 onwards but also
contributed to the view that the string trio was technically, compositionally, and even
historically a preparatory study for the string quartet – a biased view.14
This type of treatment relates to the wider idea of organicism that underpins so much
historiography of the music of this time. Normally, Beethoven does well out of this, because overall he
represents “maturity”, but in this case even he suffers from the notion of
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immaturity/experimentation/preparation leading to something better/more mature. The idea of
Beethoven’s trios as preparatory work for his string quartets has been based primarily on Ferdinand
Ries’ account in his biography of Beethoven from 1838. Ries tells the following story:
Count Appony asked Beethoven in 1795 to compose a quartet for him in return for a
fixed fee, Beethoven not yet having written a piece in this genre. As a result of my
repeatedly reminding him of this commission, Beethoven twice set about the task; the
first effort resulted in a grand Violin Trio (Op. 3).15
Ries’s account of Beethoven’s failed attempt at writing a string quartet, which resulted in a
string trio, implies that Beethoven had to compose a trio before attempting a quartet, and though the
trio came to fruition, the quartet did not. In other words, although Beethoven failed at his attempt of a
string quartet (twice), he was able to produce the required precursor, a string trio.
Despite questions from Franz Gerhard Wegeler about the validity of Ries’ story, his assertion
that the string trio was viewed as a necessary precursor to the string quartet was in keeping with the
general trend of opinion at the time.16 For example, in 1829, a reviewer of Joseph von Blumenthal’s
String Trio Op. 34 claims that Blumenthal’s trio is an excellent preparation for the performance of
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quartets.17 In his review he states that, “every voice is important and yet is very easy to perform, in a
word, it is an excellent preparation for the performance of the quartets of our masters”.18
The idea of the string trio as a precursor for the string quartet continued during the late
nineteenth century through the works of Haydn scholars Adolf Sandberger and Carl Ferdinand Pohl,
who viewed the string quartet as the dominant chamber-music genre. They adopted an evolutionist
approach to Haydn’s string quartets. They venerated his later quartets and viewed his early string
quartets as immature precursors. Their evolutionist approach had a bearing on how string trios were
and are perceived by scholars.19 As James Webster notes, teleological narratives arise from an
evolutionary based way of thinking, which valorises the “late” phase in any given system (e.g.,
compositional development) and thus automatically relegate the “early” phase to a lower status.20 By
Sandberger and Pohl’s way of thinking, Haydn’s compositional efforts in his early string quartets (Opp.
9, 17, and 20) were preparation for his first masterpiece in string quartet writing, Op. 33. When
compared with Haydn’s later quartets, Opp. 9, 17, and 20 were generally assumed by Sandberger and
Pohl to be lacking in technical mastery, and they relegated them to the status of “mere” preparatory
material, their existence justified as forerunners of the greatness still to come in Op. 33.21
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The view of a composer’s works as “preparatory” has come under scrutiny by Unverricht and
Webster. Using the term evolutionary in place of preparatory, Webster has made claims that an
evolutionary approach leads to negative historical interpretations and critical evaluations. 22 In fact,
Webster cites Sandberger’s evolutionist approach – a historical development from earlier, imperfect
antecedents to a later synthesis of perfection – as the cause of the insupportable marginalisation of
Haydn’s music written before 1781.23 Unverricht agrees that Sandberger helped to create a one-sided
interpretation of the string trio’s association with the string quartet through his evolutionist approach to
Haydn’s works.24 However, for the present-day scholar to imply that the string trio is in any way
inferior to quartets according to musical style of the late eighteenth century is for that scholar to
overlook the ways in which string trios are successful compositions according to their own criteria.
This dismissal also disallows for the fact that not all string quartets were difficult and intellectual.
When scholars view string trios as preparatory exercises leading to the string quartet, they
establish hierarchies of chamber music. Both Webster and Marcia J. Citron have pointed out that
hierarchies construct binary oppositions, as in “public – private” and “art – popular”.25 Any system of
hierarchies always involves the valorisation of one category and the marginalisation of the other. In
other words, if string quartets are positioned at the top of the chamber music hierarchy, the one who is
positioning the genres will have no other choice than to place other genres (quintets, trios, etc.) on a
lower level. For instance, Lewis Lockwood writes as follows: “Knowing that he had achieved a tightly
knit work he could be proud of in this secondary genre … Beethoven felt free for the rest of his career
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to drop the string trio and move on to the higher ground of the string quartet”.26 Lockwood’s rhetoric
reinforces the view that Beethoven’s Op. 9 string trios are viewed as “preparatory” material for his
string quartets, Op. 18, thereby establishing two different levels of value.
One might also observe that the valorisation established by a system of hierarchies can be
applied to historical narratives: Webster has shown the prevalence of teleological narratives and
pointed out how “early” periods are thereby marginalised.27 In the above-cited comments, the
“preparatory” view of the string trio also suggests that it is “prior” to the quartet, and so always the
“early” genre, which is then superseded by the “later” quartets (the works of the given composer’s
“maturity”).
This view of the string trio as “immature” has been a prevalent obstacle in the critical reception
of Beethoven’s string trios, which were written during his “first period”.28 Despite the attempts of
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scholars such as James Webster and Douglas Johnson, whose writings have been aimed at the valuation
of Beethoven’s early-period works, these works are still viewed as immature.29 According to Webster,
the works that form Beethoven’s first style-period have been marginalised because “any system of
periodization always involves the valorisation of one period over another and the marginalization of
certain periods by the one that is then valorised”.30 In other words, the more critics praise the works
from Beethoven’s middle and or late periods, the more marginalised the works of his first period
become.
What scholars fail to observe is that many celebrated composers of the late eighteenth century
wrote their string trios only after an initial foray into string quartet composition and/or in the later
stages of their careers. Mozart and Pleyel may be seen as representatives here. Mozart wrote all of his
string quartets except for his “Prussian” quartets before his Divertimento for violin, viola, and cello in
1788. Pleyel wrote thirty string quartets (B301–330) before he composed his first set of string trios
B401–403, in 1787. It does not follow that string trios should be viewed as mere preparatory exercises
for string quartets based on when they were written, for example, prior to a string quartet or in the early
to middle stages of one’s career.
Although the claim that string trios were preparatory work for the composition of string quartets
is being challenged by some scholars, it persists still. Angus Watson, for instance, has asserted as
recently as 2010 that Beethoven “would learn how to compose string quartets the hard way by
focusing, for a time at least, on a rare and difficult genre, the trio for violin, viola, and cello”.31 So
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Watson perpetuates the nineteenth-century view that string trios were mere preparatory material for the
composition of string quartets.
There are very few scholars who, like Daverio, critique the view of string trios as “preparatory”
material for string quartets. One such statement comes from Paul Bekker in which he claims that
Beethoven’s Op. 9 trios surpass his Op. 18 quartets. He states that Beethoven’s dedicatory message of
his Op. 9 string trios as “la meilleure de ses œuvres” (the best of my works), was more than a mere
figure of speech. Bekker writes:
None of [Beethoven’s] previously published works equalled [Op. 9] in gravity, in
logic, in mastery of form and matter. They bear all the characteristic marks of
Beethoven’s great work for strings, the absolute intellectual clarity, the firmness of
structure, the sure poetic touch…these trios are not only examples of Beethoven’s work
in its maturity, but in many ways, surpass the Op. 18 quartets, and it is due to the
superficiality of a too hurried and restless musical culture that works of such
importance should have been so long neglected.32
Not only does Bekker insist that the Op. 9 string trios surpass Beethoven’s first set of string
quartets, Op. 18, he also states that these trios are examples of Beethoven’s work in its maturity.
Bekker offers an opinion that goes against Ries, Sandberger, and Pohl’s view of string trios as mere
stepping stones on the path to the compositional maturity they associated with string quartets. Bekker’s
rejection of their evolutionist view is unusual for a scholar in the early twentieth century: the writings
of Sandberger and Pohl were central to the view of the string quartet as the dominant chamber music
genre at this time. Why did Bekker offer such a rejection? Bekker was a trenchant observer of
contemporary musical life.33 He lamented music’s continuing dependency upon extramusical stimuli
that ranged from poetry and painting to nature, history, and philosophy. He thought that music must
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move away from these influences and instead strive for organic unity, for solving formal problems with
means unique to the medium, and he thought Mozart’s classicism was a model. Bekker most likely
heard Beethoven’s string trios Op. 9 as an example of what he thought music should encompass:
overcoming formal problems with means unique to the medium.
There is a need for a more thoroughgoing critique of the view of the string trio as “preparatory”,
as implied by Daverio’s remark that we should not look at Beethoven’s string trios as mere preparatory
exercises. No one has yet gone back and studied the views and definitions of the string trio ca. 1800 in
depth, which would allow us to evaluate the modern marginalisation of the string trio. My study fills
this gap.

Changing Views of the String Trio
The shifting concepts of genre during the nineteenth century made it difficult for critics to
comprehend string trios in the same ways they were understood in the eighteenth century. The
nineteenth-century pejorative views of the string trio escalated to such a point that Eduard Hanslick
(1854), Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl (1878), and Ludwig Nohl (1885) did not think to mention string trios
in their writings.34 Hanslick, Riehl, and especially Nohl were more focused on venerating the
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symphony, string quartet, and sonata rather than discussing smaller-scale chamber-music genres such
as string duets and trios. Hanslick’s exclusion of the string trio may not seem at all unusual as he
concerned himself with modern concert practice and the string trio did not fit into that category as it
was more of a private than public affair.
George Grove chose to go against the tendency of the others, and in 1889 wrote a non-specific
entry concerning string trios under the title of “Trio” in his Dictionary of Music and Musicians.35 By
examining the entry for “Trio” throughout the various published editions of Grove’s dictionary one can
observe how the views of the string trio have changed and at the same time observe how some thoughts
have stayed the same. Grove’s entry for “Trio” in the first edition of his dictionary perpetuates
nineteenth-century misunderstandings of the string trio. Grove does not consider the string trio worthy
of its own entry; rather, his discussion of the string trio is overshadowed by information concerning
other trio genres such as the trio sonatas of Bach and Handel and the pianoforte trio. Grove claims that
“when the pianoforte came to form a part of the [trio] combination, this caused all other [trio]
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combinations to retire into the background”.36 In other words, because of the popularity of piano trios,
string trios were a thing of the past. He also states that the trio “paved the way for the string quartet”,
thus deploying the rhetoric of preparation discussed earlier.37 Grove states that trios for three stringed
instruments:
are felt to labour under the disadvantage of producing an insufficient body of tone, and
a free use of double stops is necessary if complete chords are desired… the greater
number of Haydn’s string trios are very thin and poor.38
The rhetoric used by Grove in 1889 helped undermine the status of the late eighteenth-century
string trio. The second edition of Grove’s dictionary published in 1910 only adds “that the [genre] is
not entirely neglected even by the ‘advanced’ school, may be shown by the trio for strings in A minor,
Max Reger’s opus 77b”.39 This addition can be seen as an indication that the genre was beginning to
appeal to composers again, as it had in the late eighteenth century. Basil Smallman claims that “during
the 20th century a leaning towards clear-textured media led to a marked revival of the string trio”.40 It
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was perhaps that twentieth-century composers were turning to smaller, more stringent types of texture
as a way of challenging themselves that explains why they were turning to the medium.
According to editor Eric Blom, the third edition of Grove’s dictionary, published in 1927, was
an extensive revision of the second edition.41 However, the entry for “trio” did not change from the
second to the third edition, nor from the third to the fourth edition, published in 1940. The fifth edition
was edited by Blom and published in 1954. This was the most thoroughgoing revision of the work
since its inception, with many articles rewritten in a more modern style and a large number of entirely
new articles. Blom himself was among the first to re-evaluate the information concerning the string
trio. However, he offered no real alternative to his predecessor’s view. Not only did Blom still adhere
to the idea that the string trio of the eighteenth century constituted a devalued genre, he advanced the
idea. He eliminated any mention of Haydn’s string trios and reduced the discussion of Beethoven and
Mozart’s trios to a mere sentence; “Beethoven left five string trios and Mozart a Divertimento”.42
Another change made by Blom was his assertion that “modern composers have on the whole cultivated
[the string trio] medium more assiduously than the classics and romantics did”.43 Here, Blom’s
comment may be understood best as taking part in the larger historical narrative discussed earlier. He
views the string trios of the “classics” and “romantics” (“early”) as immature/preparatory works
superseded by modern (“later”) composers, thereby further devaluing the eighteenth-century string trio
by treating it as a precursor to later greatness. Blom’s claim that twentieth-century composers
cultivated string trios with much more care and perseverance than did late eighteenth-century
composers has yet to be validated. So far, the studies that have examined string trios of both these time
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periods have made no such claim.44 Blom’s remark found few followers, presumably because it was not
based on any type of scholarly argument, and with the publication of the next edition of Grove’s
dictionary in 1980 it was removed.
The view of the string trio as found in Grove’s dictionary from its first edition in 1889 up to
Blom’s revision in 1954 was widely accepted and subsequently repeated in chamber-music literature of
the early twentieth century. In 1913, for example, Thomas Dunhill did little to alter Grove’s view of the
string trio.45 He states (as did Grove three years earlier) that:
[W]e seldom find a musician content to work in a narrow sphere, and the particular
type of genius that accepts limitations and triumphs in spite of them is becoming rarer
every day. Since Beethoven's time very few string trios have been published, and, were
it not for the fact that some five or six examples by modern composers show
remarkable skill in expressing the idioms of a later period through this slender form,
one might have been tempted to declare that the combination was totally unfitted for
present-day use.46
Dunhill echoes Grove’s disparaging rhetoric with “slighter and more delicate”, “slender
material”, and “unfit”. And the works he gives the most attention to are those of Mozart and
Beethoven, stating that they are “the most important”.47 Dunhill, like Grove, claims that the
“composition of trios for strings alone has never exercised a very great fascination for composers”.48
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The point to notice is that Dunhill only perpetuates the limitations already entrenched in Grove’s
dictionary by merely repeating Grove’s information. As was typical at this time, Dunhill does not reevaluate Grove’s information.
Donald Ferguson adheres to the position given in the 1954 edition of Grove’s dictionary edited
by Blom.49 In discussing the string trios of Beethoven, Ferguson uses derogatory terms such as
“slighter medium” and “thin” when describing the trios. And he echoes Blom in claiming that the string
trios of Haydn are “antiquated”.50 And even though, as of 1980, a revision of the string trio entry was
given in Grove’s dictionary by Michael Tilmouth, and revised as of 2009 by Basil Smallman, Mark
Radice, in 2012, still subscribes to Blom’s 1954 pejorative view of the string trio.51 In his entry for the
string trio, Radice writes:
Mozart’s only important example of the string trio is K. 563, the Divertimento in Eflat. Beethoven contributed to this genre with his Opp. 3 and 9…ultimately, the string
trio was superseded by the string quartet, the most important medium for Classical
chamber music.52
Radice, like Blom a half century earlier, reduces discussion of Mozart and Beethoven trios to a
bare minimum, basically stating that they wrote string trios but offering no information about the trios
themselves. Instead of offering any general discussion of string trios, he moves on quickly to say that
the string trio was superseded by the string quartet.
Writing about string trios in 1904, Nicholas Kilburn gives a more positive view of the string trio
than that offered in Grove.53 For instance, Kilburn describes string trios by Beethoven and Aloys
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Schmitt as being, “pleasant” and “well written” and that they are “especially fine works”. The positive
tone adopted by Kilburn is far removed from the rhetoric used by Grove just fifteen years earlier.
Grove insisted that string trios “labour under” a “disadvantaged” and “insufficient” texture that
produces “thin” and “poor” results. There is a rhetoric of skill and artistry in Kilburn’s description, as
compared to a rhetoric of shortcomings and inadequacies in Grove’s. Writing about string trios in 1923,
John D. Hayward reports that there are string trios that compare favourably with string quartets, citing
the string trios of Pleyel as “quite good, especially the three, Op. 11”.54 Hayward says that Mozart’s
Divertimento is still a favourite and that the genre is most indebted to Beethoven. He goes on to discuss
the string trios of lesser-known composers, describing them as “interesting” and “worthy of attention”.
Likewise, J. Arthur Watson professes in 1929 that string trios for violin, viola, and cello and for two
violins and cello “consist of supremely fine works”.55
The positive tone found in the early twentieth-century writings of Kilburn, Hayward, and
Watson is found in few other writings of the twentieth century. In 1944, Donald Tovey stated that
“string trios for violin, viola, and ‘cello are a rare tour de force not necessarily less valuable than string
quartets”.56 The fact that Tovey has to say “not necessarily” in his assessment means that the
comparison of string trios to string quartets was commonplace. Nevertheless, it seems Tovey is
suggesting that a reassessment of the string trio is due.
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In 1980, Grove’s dictionary was expanded to twenty volumes and another re-examination of the
string trio entry had taken place, this time by Michael Tilmouth.57 No longer was the entry given the
title “Trio”; rather, it was placed under the term “String Trio”. This change in terminology is
noteworthy as it signifies that scholars were beginning to see the string trio as a genre in its own right,
rather than a sub-category. For the first time in the one-hundred-year history of Grove’s dictionary, the
genre was being examined on its own merits. Tilmouth created a substantial entry where there was
none before by offering more details concerning the early development of the string trio and by
mentioning composers other than Mozart and Beethoven such as Cambini, Giardini, and Boccherini.
Haydn, who was absent from Blom’s 1954 trio entry, has been brought back to the discussion. No
longer were Haydn’s string trios described as “thin” and “poor”. In Tilmouth’s entry, Haydn was
championed as the first composer to write a string trio using the combination of a violin, viola, and
cello. This newly created entry for the string trio indicates that during the second half of the twentieth
century, some scholars were making an effort to better understand the string trio.
Barry Brook’s observations are in alignment with those of Daverio: he indicates that the
pejorative views of string trios, though still dominant, are indeed beginning to weaken.58 Brook
emphasises that music dictionaries have either ignored the string trio altogether or given it very short
shrift. He notes that the “New Grove is an exception in that its entry is not too short”. Brook states that
“some errors remain”. The errors that Brook refers to should be viewed as being debatable conclusions
rather than errors. Although Tilmouth addressed many of these debates that his predecessor Blom left
unchecked, Brook was correct in stating that some still remained. One of the more prevalent debates is
a misunderstanding of the relationship between the trio sonata and the string trio. Many scholars hold
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that the string trio combination of violin, viola, and cello emerged from the trio sonata, which is
debatable. The idea of the emergence of the string trio from the trio sonata might be more plausible for
the combination of two violins and cello rather than violin, viola, and cello. Writing in 2001, Dietrich
Berke states:
This claim has, however, been severely discredited by more recent research. Rather it
would seem that the new instrumental combination emerged in close connection with
a fundamental change in compositional technique, whereby the principle of two upper
voices above a more stolid bass gave way to the motivic inter-penetration of every part.
This places the classical string trio in the near proximity of the string quartet, thereby
adding to its prestige.59
Berke associates motivic interpenetration of every part with string-trio composition.
This compositional technique is attributed more to the string quartet than to string trios and
has been a factor in establishing the string quartet’s supremacy in chamber music. The fact
that in 2001 Berke had to make an argument for the worth of string trios indicates that the
string trio is still not well understood. Many of our misunderstandings are a result of not
going back and examining the historical evidence.

Valuing String Trios by Way of String Quartets
As noted, Daverio points to another common thread in scholarly discourse, in which string trios
are often (and often only) discussed in relation to string quartets. He draws attention to this common
thread by comparing the seriousness of Beethoven’s Op. 9 string trios to that of the Op. 18 string
quartets. Scholars tend to discuss Beethoven’s string trios by way of his string quartets more so than
any other composer. The following scholars are representative of this tendency. Gerald Abraham, for
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instance, states that, “in style and in aesthetic value the trios of Op. 9 stand on the same level as the
quartets of Op. 18 and it is strange that, because they give the second violin a rest, they are so much
less known”.60 Lewis Lockwood adds that, “Beethoven interweaves the three voices of the ensemble in
ways that match the best of the Opus 18 quartets”.61 And Donald Tovey states that Beethoven’s Op. 9
trios are, “bolder in conception and execution than even the largest of the six String Quartets, Op.
18”.62
These scholars tend to value Beethoven’s string trios by considering them through the lens of
the string quartet, a situation that has already been shown to not give a correct assessment of string
trios. However, one needs to notice that Mozart’s Divertimento K. 563, is not assessed in this way. It is
rare that his divertimento is compared to or given value through his string quartets as is such the
tendency when scholars discuss Beethoven’s string trios. One can surmise that this is due to the fact
that Mozart wrote his divertimento after most of his string quartets were written, whereas Beethoven
wrote all five of his string trios before he wrote his first string quartet.
Daverio, too, subscribes to the idea of the string quartet as the dominant form of chamber music
in his remark that Beethoven was trying to bring a “new weight and substance” to the string trio, which
suggests that these two decidedly venerated qualities were absent from the string trio genre during
Beethoven’s time. One is drawn back to Bekker cited above, as he too asserts that Beethoven brought a
seriousness to the string trio genre with his Op. 9 trios. What Daverio and Bekker led scholars to
believe is that before Beethoven composed his Op. 9 in 1798, string trios were nothing more than light
fare for domestic music making. “Light”, “popular”, “amateur” string trios there certainly were, but
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there were also string trios of “weight” and “substance”.63 Yet if we consider the string trios by
composers such as Johann Georg Albrechtsberger (1736–1809) and Johannes Sperger (1750–1812), we
can note that both composed string trios in fugal form, lending “weight” and “substance” (in terms of
the eighteenth century) to the works. In fact, many of Albrechtsberger’s string trio works finish with a
fugal finale, much like Haydn’s string quartets, Nos. 2, 5, and 6 of Op. 20. Likewise, there are Mozart’s
Six Preludes and Fugues, K. 404a, in which Mozart transcribed for string trio some of J. S. Bach’s
fugues.64 These fugal trios, along with the newly composed Adagios which accompany them, were
written for Baron van Swieten’s Sunday morning trio and quartet matinées. Baron Gottfried van
Swieten’s Sunday matinées were known for the performance of serious works, not light fare.65 Van
Swieten’s invitees were connoisseurs who listened attentively and studied the music played by/for
them. Daverio and Bekker’s view of the string trio lacking “weight” and “substance” before
Beethoven’s Op. 9 seems to be historically bound to nineteenth-century music aesthetics – a view that
has retained much of its strength through to the present day.
Such interpretations and assumptions asserting that string trios lack any type of seriousness
must rely on some form of evidence, which, in this case, is simply not there. Given the paucity of
information on string trios from the writings of nineteenth-century critics through to present-day
scholarship, there has, instead, been the opportunity for assumption, and this “failure” is due to the lack
of closely examining the evidence that does exist. One of the central problems with our understanding
of this genre is the absence of a contextual examination of the late eighteenth-century string trio in
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Vienna. There is currently no study that examines how agents such as composers, players, audiences,
genres, and venues, interacted with string trios, which would be central to establishing a contextual
examination. It is this absence of a contextual examination that leads to false assumptions about the
genre.
Daverio’s writing draws attention to the string trios of only Mozart and Beethoven, a focus that
is widespread in musicological discourse from the nineteenth century to the present. For example,
Tovey writes:
Trios for two violins and any kind of bass but the viola are ominously suggestive of a
return to, or non-emergence from, the continuo method. Trios for violin, viola, and
violoncello are a very different matter. They represent the problem of the string quartet
intensified into a tour de force. Mozart’s great example, the Divertimento in E flat, is
in all its six movements on a scale and a plane of thought that its title vainly belies. It
inspired Beethoven to one of his biggest early works, the Trio, op. 3; and the success
of this encouraged Beethoven to write the three String Trios, op. 9, of which the first,
in G major, and the third, in C minor, are bolder in conception and execution than even
the largest of the six String Quartets, op. 18, and not less sonorous than any string
quartet written before or since.66
Scholars who mention the string trios of only these two canonical composers perpetuate a
continued emphasis at the expense of a broader perspective. The only information Tovey conveys is
that Mozart’s trio was a great example of the genre, that it inspired Beethoven to write a string trio, and
that some of Beethoven’s string trios surpass his string quartets, Op. 18. What Tovey does is gives
credence to the belief that only Mozart’s and Beethoven’s string trios are deemed worthy of discussion.
He offers no general discussion of string trios nor does he mention any other composers. The reader is
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left with very little information concerning the late eighteenth-century string trio of which Mozart and
Beethoven constituted only a small part. This perspective however, is changing.
In contrast to Tovey, John Hayward discusses the string trios of lesser-known composers.67 He
mentions that the string trios of Alessandro Rolla are melodious, and quite difficult but worth the effort,
and those of Krommer, Giardini, and Viotti are worthy of attention. Hayward says that Pleyel has
composed several that are quite good for the amateur performer, especially the three of Op. 11. Like
Tovey, Hayward’s discussion is brief. He does, however, let his readers know that the string trio of the
late eighteenth century was cultivated by more composers than just Mozart and Beethoven.

A Need for More Research
Jens Peter Larsen made his “challenge to musicology” in the late 1960s.68 He conveyed a need
for research on the Viennese Classical School of the second half of the eighteenth century, and
researchers have responded.69 However, very little enquiry into the string-trio repertory has come out of
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this. Only two dissertations have been written about the string trio: Mirian Tchernowitz-Neustadtl’s
dissertation is a source study examination of Luigi Boccherini’s string trios with an emphasis on the
music itself,70 and Linda Gail Jennings provides a theoretical analysis of Beethoven’s Op. 9 string trio
in C minor.71 Jennings’s dissertation is not actually concerned with the string trio as a genre; rather, she
uses Beethoven’s string trio Op. 9 No. 3 as a lens by which to view his use of structural integration and
harmonic progression. In scholarly literature, there is no discussion of the string trio genre in a
contextual framework relating to late eighteenth-century Vienna. Tchernowitz-Neustadtl and Jennings
examine string trios through a different emphasis/methodology than contextual. Thus, string trios are
represented as largely autonomous, and the chance to explore how this music functioned in Viennese
society, and even helped shape that society, is missed.
Likewise, there is an imbalance between the amount of material available for string quartet and
for string trios in the commercial recordings and published editions of this music. It is unfortunate that
today’s concert-goer is presented with the same works over and over again. As far as chamber music
concerts go, most of them are of string quartets or piano trios, works that were originally destined
purely for chamber performance but are now heard regularly on the concert stage. However, one rarely
hears string trios performed in the concert hall. This might be explained by the fact that there are few
permanent string-trio ensembles in existence performing regularly before the public. A few established
professional string-trio ensembles that are still together and concertizing are The Aspen String Trio;
The Vivaldi Project: The Lendvai String Trio; Jacques Thibaud String Trio; and Trio Zimmerman. But
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if on the off chance one does get to hear a string-trio concert, it can almost be guaranteed that the
selection will be from a handful of familiar works: Mozart’s Divertimento, K. 563, Beethoven’s Op. 9
or occasionally the Op. 8 Serenade, and Schubert’s D. 471 or D. 581. It is truly a rare occasion to attend
a performance of a string trio by Wranitzky, Pleyel, or Hoffmeister. Of the string trio ensembles listed
above, all but one has produced recordings of the all too familiar Op 9 string trios of Beethoven and
Mozart’s Divertimento, K. 563. Though the overwhelming majority of commercial recordings are of
Beethoven’s and Mozart’s string trios, ensembles such as The Vivaldi Project are seeking out the works
of lesser-known composers such as Campioni, Giardini, Cannabich, Cambini, Gossec, and Rolla and
making recordings of their string trios.72
These works were originally published in parts only, so a comprehensive analysis of the music
is only available once there are modern score editions – such is not currently the case and this hampers
our assessment of the music greatly. Published editions of string trios do not fare better than the
commercial recordings. For example, A-R Editions’ Recent Researches in the Music of the Classical
Era has one title associated with the string trio, Florian Leopold Gassmann’s Selected Divertimenti à
tre and à quattro.73 By comparison, string quartets account for ten titles and fourteen titles are for
various chamber-music groups including quintets, duos, mixed quartets and quintets. Nonetheless, the
majority of published editions are of the string trios of Beethoven and Mozart.
Daverio’s last point may be seen as a critique that summarises all of the examples offered in this
chapter. Daverio demonstrates how modern narratives of chamber music, whether they be general or of
a specific composer, only occasionally offer mention of string trios, and it is usually in the context of a
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lengthy, in-depth study of string quartets or a study of chamber music in general. In other words, if and
when string trios are mentioned in the literature, they are surveyed with a few sentences in a
nondescript manner. Representative examples include Daverio’s chapter concerning Beethoven’s
chamber music for strings.74 Daverio writes wonderfully descriptive text that conveys a genuine respect
for Beethoven’s Op. 9 trios. Unfortunately, this is all accomplished within the span of a mere three
sentences.
Daniel Heartz offers high praise to Mozart’s Divertimento K. 563 but does not offer any
detailed analysis or contextual study.75 He writes that it is “exquisite in every detail” and “one of the
greatest works of 1788”.76 However, this is accomplished in just two short paragraphs. Beethoven’s
string trios manage slightly better, as is typical: Heartz gives each trio a short paragraph or two of its
own describing formal aspects of each.77 However, again, there is no contextual analysis given, and,
considering the length of his book, a few paragraphs do not amount to what is needed for a thorough reevaluation.
In similar fashion, Lockwood gives all five of Beethoven’s string trios only three paragraphs of
seventeen pages which comprise Chapter 4 of his study on Beethoven.78 Adding to this
marginalization, Lockwood places the string trios in a subchapter titled, “Other Chamber Works”,
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while works that are arguably less representative of aesthetic quality and technical achievement receive
their own subchapters.79

Conclusion
This chapter has shown the neglect of the string trio. Although the scholars cited vary somewhat
in their views, most recast a similar narrative. They acknowledge that Mozart’s and Beethoven’s string
trios exhibit a high level of compositional mastery, but at the same time, these scholars do not afford
the string trios of lesser-known composers recognition for their contribution in cultivating the string
trio. Worthy of note is that the scholarly critique appears not to be based on critical study concerning
the string trios themselves; rather, their criticism seems to be more of a recasting of earlier accounts, for
instance, twentieth-century scholars like Dunhill, who echoed Grove’s information about the string trio
without adding anything new in his own writings. This has been coupled with a willingness to show
that the string trio is considered primarily a secondary genre which causes most scholars to dismiss any
possible inherent musical value that may be found in the works.
What this chapter has pointed out is that the late eighteenth-century string trio has been
marginalised due to the persistent comparing of it to the string quartet, by critics like Adolf Sandberger
and Ludwig Finscher who placed the string quartets of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven on a pedestal,
based on criteria that were not part of the valuation system during the period in question. There is a
long history of studying the eighteenth-century string quartet from a structural or formal perspective. In
general, musicologists have emphasized its worth as a genre based on a four-movement structure which
employed a particular sequence of forms. Many have singled out the development of motivische Arbeit
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and its central role within the sonata allegro movement as an important aspect of valuation; for these
scholars, only the presence of these aspects can give value to string quartets, this in turn not only leads
to a skewed understanding of the eighteenth-century string quartet but also to other chamber music
genres associated with the string quartet such as string trios. However, this hierarchy associated with
the string quartet did not begin to sufficiently take hold until the early nineteenth century, as viewed
through a lengthy article entitled “Ueber Quartettmusik” (“On Quartet Music”) in the Allgemeine
musikalische Zeitung in 1810, by Wilhelm Conrad Petiscus.80 No one has yet gone back and studied in
depth the views and definitions of the string trio ca. 1800 within the concept of chamber music.
Why are string trios misunderstood? What about them is misunderstood? And how can we alter
this view? To better understand and answer these fundamental questions, my study will conduct a
contextual examination of the string trio in Vienna between 1780 and 1820.
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Chapter Two

Before providing the more detailed account of string trios, I must comment briefly on one key
term in this study: amateur. The word amateur is surprisingly vague, and some discussion of the
complexities involved in the term is a necessary preliminary to the discussion of string trios in Vienna
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
Many different kinds of musicians lived in and around Vienna at this time. Some can be
described – and would describe themselves – as either professional or amateur/dilettante. Among the
various musicians, some regarded music as their only real employment (with varying success in terms
of monetary return), some valued music as an enjoyable but serious recreation outside work, and some
treated it as a part-time occupation for the occasional fee. Among all these variations, which are the
“amateur” musicians on which this study claims to focus? Unfortunately, there is no simple answer, nor
are the amateur players always unambiguously separated from the professional musicians. The reasons
for this, as well as the complexities surrounding these at first-sight-simple-concepts, need to be
explained not just to clarify my own presentation but also because complex amateur/professional
interrelations form an essential element in the practices of Viennese society. This point is worth
stressing because most studies of Viennese musicians either confine their interest to the more
professional practitioners, such as composers and performers like Mozart and Beethoven or Ignaz
Schuppanzigh, and take the amateur distinction for granted.81 In chamber music, however, the
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interrelationship and overlap between professional and amateur musicians is significant for the
functioning of music as it was practised in Vienna during the time in question.
In Vienna, for example, there was the professional who made a living strictly from music.
Professional musicians would include the composer/performer like Beethoven. The term “professional”
then appears unambiguous. A professional musician earns his living by working full time in some
musical role, in contrast to the amateur, who does it “for the love of it” and whose source of livelihood
lies elsewhere. But problems arise as soon as one tries to apply this to actual cases. Difficulties lie in
ambiguities in the concept of “earning one's living”, others in differing interpretations about what is
meant by working in music. During the late eighteenth century, a musician could be employed as a
servant to nobility, and although playing music might be one of his duties, many times it was not his
only one. So, in one way, yes, he would be making a living by playing music, but the complexity
involved reveals that a divide in professional and amateur musicians was not so black and white, but
rather a grey area.
In Viennese musical practices, the at first sight “obvious” amateur/professional distinction turns
out to be a complex continuum, with many different possible variations. Indeed, even the same people
could be placed at different points along this line in different contexts. Some were clearly at one or
other end of the continuum, but the grey area in the middle in practice made up a large proportion –
perhaps the majority – of musicians. My initial statement, therefore, that a large aspect of this study is
about amateur musicians needs some modification. It would be more accurate to say that it focusses
mainly on the amateur rather than professional end of an overlapping and complex spectrum, taking
account of the variations along this continuum. This can also be stated more positively, for one problem
of distinguishing these apparently key terms is not just a matter of terminology. It alerts us to the fact
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that one of the interesting characteristics of Viennese musical organization at the time is precisely the
absence of an absolute distinction between “the amateur” and “the professional”.
According to Clive Brown, the majority of public concerts in Vienna during this period were
given by orchestras containing a high proportion of amateurs; only a few were given entirely by
professionals.82 Among the most durable of the largely amateur orchestral associations were the
Augarten Concerts, an annual series usually consisting of twelve summer concerts. These began in
1782 and continued until 1811. A reviewer in 1799 reported that, apart from the wind and the basses,
all the other sections of the orchestra were plentifully stocked with amateurs.83
During the years 1803–1807 a series of winter orchestral concerts was given under the
patronage of the banker von Würth in his house. The orchestra consisted largely of amateurs, but was
directed by a professional: Franz Clement. According to Brown, a performance of Beethoven’s Fourth
Symphony in January 1808 was given by an orchestra containing fifty-five members, and of these
eighteen were professional and the rest amateurs.84 There were other short-lived and occasional
amateur concert ventures, such as the society known as the “Reunion”, which met in a room at the hotel
“zum Römischen Kaiser” in 1812–13, where Beethoven directed his oratorio Christus am Ӧlberge in
March 1813.85
This adds yet a further dimension of ambiguity to the difficulty of isolating the amateur side of
music-making. But it also has to be accepted that there were many ambiguities between the
“professional” and “amateur” spheres and it is difficult, therefore, to keep them entirely distinct. The
overlaps and interactions between the amateur and professional musicians are of interest in themselves.
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For the world of professional music in Vienna, with its orchestras, operas, and consortium of highstatus performers, is often considered as an autonomous and separate one, cut off from amateur players.
Yet when one looks more closely, it quickly becomes obvious that much of this music builds directly
on amateurs’ activities and would have been impossible to sustain without them.
As discussed, the general interaction between amateur and professional worlds is very
perceptible. Like the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie amateurs put on grand performances from time to
time with professional musicians who would appear for a fee (how large the fee and how well-known
the artist depending partly on the available money). This is particularly common in salons, where often
a professional was required to play the more difficult parts. This continuing interdependence is
essential to both sides: to the professional on the one side, who, whether just starting out on their
careers or already established, have the opportunity to perform for a fee before an “audience”; and to
the amateurs on the other, who want the prestige and need the services of experts to assist them in
performing works.
This interdependence of musicians at different points along the amateur/professional continuum
is particularly strong in the realm of the string-trio repertoire, as will be shown in later chapters. In
Vienna at this time, much of this repertoire was designed to be simple in terms of both its playability
and in its comprehensibility to the listener, but these simple works sat side by side with weightier trios
of Beethoven, P. Wranitzky, and Jan Kleczyński and trio brillants, works designed for the professional
performer.
Though this study concentrates mainly on the amateur end of a multi-faceted continuum
between amateur and professional, in view of the many overlaps and interrelationships the spheres
cannot be totally separated. The concept of amateur music is a relative label rather than a clear-cut
binary division. In this context, the difficulty of making any absolute divide is more than just a problem
of presentation; it also tells us something about the characteristics of late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries Viennese music-making and forms the background to the people and music
described in this study.
41

Amateur: A Working Definition
A succinct definition of a musical amateur during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is
given by Marie Sumner Lott: accomplished amateurs, or performers and musicians with significant
training, who for various reasons pursued music as an avocation or hobby rather than as a profession.86
However, as discussed above, the word amateur was associated with a much more diverse group of
musicians than Lott implies. Some were highly skilled on an instrument, others much less so. The
multiplicity of amateurs too is reflected in the variety of terms used in Vienna during the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. For gentleman, these included “Kenner”, “Liebhaber”, and “Dilettante”.
For women, any specification of gender – such as “für das schöne Geschlecht” (for the fair sex) –
signalled amateur status.87
Johann Friedrich Daube's Musical Dilettante: A Treatise on Composition (1773) states that the
word dilettante derives from the Italian “dilettare”, meaning to enjoy oneself or to take delight in
something.88 Koch refers to a dilettante as “a person who practices singing or an instrument for
pleasure, without making music their main occupation, or supporting themselves through this
activity”.89 According to Susan Snook-Luther, Daube's choice of Der Musikalische Dilettante for his
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title, rather than the German “Liebhaber” (sometimes used in the text), suggests both the pleasure of
studying music and the strong Italian influence in the southern part of the German-speaking countries –
a verbal hint confirmed by certain Italian musical style traits within the work itself. Snook-Luther adds
that neither Johann Christoph Adelung's Wörterbuch (1796) nor Johann Georg Sulzer's Allgemeine
Theorie der schönen Künste (1771–4) contain an entry for the term “dilettante”. However, according to
Adelung, the Liebhaber, Ital. Dilettante, is one who has an excellent taste for fine arts and artworks
without being an artist himself. Not all amateurs (Liebhaber) are connoisseurs (Kenner)”.90
Therefore, according to eighteenth-century theorists, amateurs/dilettantes, even those who
attained a “professional” proficiency, stood in contrast to professional musicians, many of whom
earned their livelihood working as composers, performers, and teachers for noble dilettantes, whose
status, affluence, and leisure enabled them to cultivate music purely for their delight and edification.91
Like the nobility, another group in Viennese society was beginning to attain status, affluence, and
leisure time: the bourgeoisie.

Bourgeoisie/Middle-Class
The construct of the middle class during the late eighteenth century is difficult to define since
there was no uniform concept of what this constituted. For the purposes of the current study, the term
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“middle-class” should be viewed as an administrative rather than industrial one.92 Ranking in tax
obligations and privileges would help to define someone as belonging to the bourgeoisie, as would
education, lifestyle, self-image, and social and family relationships.93 The most prominent middle-class
groups were the bureaucrats, writers, and lecturers, those with university training and endowed with
Bildung, a status resting on education.94 In other words, the bourgeoisie were not quite
nobility/aristocracy, but rather, the upper-echelons of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
Viennese society. They might simply live from the income derived from property or from money
invested. Either way, the bourgeoisie were the monied middle class who had the purchasing power to
become influential in many aspects of Viennese society, including music. In fact, the bourgeoisie were
responsible for much of the private domestic music-making in Vienna.

Gender
Men dominated the playing of string chamber music around 1800.95 At the time, bowed string
instruments were played almost exclusively by men. The violin and cello were considered “masculine”
and were frequently discussed in gendered and sometimes male-personified terms around this time. For
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instance, due to the prominence accorded the violin by Louis XIII through his employment of the
Vingt-quatre Violons du Roy, the violin was often called the “king of instruments”, associating it with
royalty and masculinity.96 This association was reinforced as courts throughout Europe began to
establish violin-dominated ensembles which only employed men, which in turn marked the fledgling
concept of the orchestra and the tendency to think about its music as gendered masculine.
The violin was also understood as a gentleman’s instrument during the late eighteenth century,
and the string quartet an ensemble for masculine leisure as well as courtly entertainment. This genre
(and all other stringed chamber music of the time) was closely associated with men, as evidenced in
iconography, in memoirs, accounts of musical life and musicians, and in descriptions of music-making
in the era.97 For example, Johann Ferdinand von Schönfeld’s Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und
Prague (1796), listed approximately seventy male string players who were active in Vienna at this
time, he included only two women string players (both violinists).98 These exceptions (there were likely
more than only these two women string players), demonstrates that the gender-influenced roles of
amateur music-making were general expectations rather than absolute requirements. Nonetheless,
women were discouraged from playing string instruments during this time.
According to Annemarie Krille, the instruments that German pedagogues deemed unsuitable for
women were the flute, the violin, the violoncello, and the organ.99 One of these pedagogues, Karl
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Heinrich Heydenreich, advised in his book Der Privaterzieher of 1800: “It becomes a young lady very
well when she learns to play the piano: she possesses thereby a pleasant talent, an ornament moreover;
but to play on the violin or organ is not compatible with the grace of the female sex. ... The arm
movements which violin players must make and the faces which they pull would do unfailing harm to
femininity”.100
Schönfeld’s listing of amateurs in his Jahrbuch supports that most females either sang or played
piano (or both), while males commonly played stringed instruments and woodwinds (mostly the flute).
According to Lott, string chamber music performance remained a clearly male-dominated activity
through the nineteenth century until at least the 1870s, possibly as late as the 1890s.101 This was partly
due to issues of censorship and the perceived potential for political uprisings during the early to midnineteenth century. Men wanted opportunities to gather outside work without attracting pressure from
the authorities and gathering to play string quartets and trios, was one way of accomplishing this.

Domestic Music-Making in the Home
Shared across the various types of performers/players discussed above are the settings in which
music was regularly performed and organised, some common to all of these musicians, some associated
particularly with just a few. Some settings appear clearly from the discussion so far: for instance, a
professional, along with advanced amateurs, would have likely played in the halls in which concerts
took place; other settings call for more explicit consideration. For instance, where did the vast number
of amateur musicians play? In Vienna during this period, amateurs commonly played music in their
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homes. The home served as more than just the physical place for music-making however, for it also
provided a complex web of associated roles and opportunities for the amateur. It is worth drawing
attention to some of the roles which underpinned amateur musical practices in Viennese society during
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: education, entertainment, and socialising.

An Opportunity to Interact and Socialise Through Music
String trios, and chamber music in general, offered both players and listeners a congenial
opportunity for social interaction. The provision for sociability through the playing of music may be
viewed through the ways that string trios entertained and established modes of sociability, for example,
in their “conversational” quality, which engaged the players playfully and intelligibly within the
practice of music-making. November states that quartet music at this time offered a simulacrum of
friendly conversational exchange, as is apparent in the prevalence of metaphors of conversation to
describe the genre.102 Indeed, the concept of conversation was a basic characteristic of a number of
string quartets during the late eighteenth century, as evidenced in the titles of compositions of the time
as in Henri Joseph Rigel’s Quatuors Dialogués pour deux Violons, Viola et Violoncelle (1773).
However, the label “dialogué” was not restricted only to quartets, this title was applied to string trios
(and other genres of chamber music) as well, signifying that trios also displayed a conversational
attribute and thus would also be viewed as exhibiting sociability through the playing of these works.103
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During the eighteenth century, theorists such as Sulzer and Koch, commonly emphasised the
“concerting” aspects of chamber music. In fact, Sulzer states that: “A true trio has three main parts that
concert against one another, and have, as it were, a conversation in tones”.104 And Koch contrasts the
style of sonatas (meaning any chamber music, including trios and quartets) and symphonies, noting that
the former “portray the sentiments of individual people ... [and] must be exquisitely cultivated and
seem to represent the subtlest nuances of the sentiments”, whereas the latter depend less on subtlety
than on “power and force”.105 Koch’s remarks about sonatas hint at interpreting parts in a chamber
piece as distinct musical characters or agents engaged in social intercourse.106 This concentration on a
conversational component during the eighteenth century is in contrast to analyses of chamber music
during the nineteenth century, which tended to examine its harmonic and formal motivic aspects.
The socialising function of chamber music carried over to the early nineteenth century. In her
discussion of a Schubertiade (informal gatherings held at private homes), Alice Hanson argues that
entertainment, dancing, eating, and music were all of equal importance: “The Schubertiades are
examples of typical middle-class socializing”.107 Hanson adds that “while music historians have tended
to concentrate only on the musical aspects of these gatherings, the eyewitnesses report that the eating,
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dancing, and games were equally important to them. In this respect, the Schubertiades are examples of
typical middle-class socializing”.108
Though Hanson argues for an understanding of equality among the various entertainments
associated with a typical domestic gathering, what clearly emanates from her description is that the
sociability of the event is emphasised, including that afforded through the playing of chamber music.

The Value of Entertainment for Amateur Players and Listeners
Eighteenth-century musicians and theorists would have recognized three central functions of
music: 1) to enhance worship in church; 2) to heighten the drama in the theatre; 3) and to provide
entertainment in the chamber.109 Indeed, Koch gives a description of functional chamber music that
contrasted with that ascribed to the church and theatre. He clearly states that a valued quality of
chamber music at this time was its provision for entertainment:
In chamber music the art was never especially directed towards expressing religious emotions as
in the church, or moral emotions as in opera, but was intended only to serve the private
pleasures.110
This functional distinction between the church, theatre, and chamber musics was maintained
well into the nineteenth century, not only amongst theorists but by the general public as well. Although
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chamber music was initially the domain of the aristocracy, it quickly became available to bourgeois
society as an inexpensive form of entertainment.111 The string trio, with its limited number of players
and space requirements, was an ideal medium for domestic entertainment well into the nineteenth
century.
In her assessment of salon music during the nineteenth century, Alice Hanson maintains that the
value of entertainment was still at the forefront of chamber music. Hanson identifies three types of
salon settings in Vienna at this time: the aristocratic salon, salons of the Jewish bankers, and the
middle-class salon. It is in the last-named salon in which she places the value of entertainment at the
centre of these domestic gatherings; in her description of the middle-class salon Hanson states that in
contrast to the formality and opulence of aristocratic or financiers’ salons, “bourgeois salons were
small, informal, congenial gatherings which met primarily for entertainment”.112
It should also be noted that Hanson’s view is similar to the earlier reception of Koch that
branded entertainment as being fundamental to chamber music constructs. However, neither Hanson
nor Koch have made a clear indication as to who took part in the entertainment: players, listeners or a
combination of both. The value of entertainment ascribed to chamber music, according to Johann
Adolph Scheibe (1708–1776), was clearly inclusive of both players and listeners. In his Critische
Musikus (The Critical Musician), Scheibe insists that:
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The ultimate purpose of the chamber style is above all to delight and enliven the listener. He is
thus brought to splendour, to joy, and to laughter... From this can be determined the general
character of chamber music. It must above all be lively and penetrating.113
Whereas Koch’s assessment of chamber music entertainment does not include entertaining
listeners, Scheibe makes it clear that a main purpose of eighteenth-century chamber music was to
“delight and enliven the listener” as well as the player (even though he stated it some thirty years
before, it should be noted that this aspect did not change).
The few descriptions of amateur music-making in Vienna that exist mention intimate gatherings
in private salons filled with skilled and not-so-skilled musicians. According to Mary Sue Morrow, such
gatherings could be one of several different types: spontaneous social events, more formalized afterdinner entertainments, special parties and celebrations which included musical performances, and
participatory chamber music gatherings.114 Not all were conducive to string-trio playing, but in at least
the participatory types, one could expect to hear string trios, especially toward the end of the century,
when dance music in Vienna was ubiquitous in domestic music-making, with entertainment at the
forefront. The string trios, along with the piano, were the two most favoured instrumentations for dance
music in a domestic setting.115
The home was also sometimes the setting for joint music-making in pairs or larger groups.
Parents played piano accompaniment for their children's early instrumental efforts, siblings performed
duets or trios, or pupils played with their music teachers. Friends and relatives visited each other's
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homes in turn to play in chamber groups. The same was true of participation in larger groups like the
orchestras and operatic societies, which all met outside private houses. Private homes therefore interact
with other settings in providing facilities for amateur music. For some purposes, their use is limited.
For others, however, private homes remain major locales and facilitators of domestic music-making
partly through the family setting for primary musical socialisation – a process of more importance than
is often recognised – and also more directly in those homes where music-making is actively pursued on
an individual or group basis. I can find no statistical figures for such homes in Vienna or elsewhere.
Given the number of established and budding musicians in and around Vienna, however, and the basis
in home activity likely to lie behind the more public performances, such domestic music-making
clearly was the primary place for string trio music.
The homes of the monied middle classes were important centres for the execution and
transmission of music altogether at this point. This music-making to some extent involving all family
members in general musical socialisation, and in addition provided specific opportunities for those
who, within certain constraints, choose to pursue music outside the home.
Bourgeoisie musical activities were not completely distinct from the general complex of
professional music-making. There was no definitive divide between professionals and some of the
more highly-skilled amateurs at this time. Many amateur musicians were also members of musical
groups outside the home, in fact, as discussed, many orchestras were comprised of both professionals
and amateurs. The home provided something more than just channels to lay the foundations for musical
participation in life; homes were themselves organised centres of music – an important place for
Viennese musical practices. While amateurs were active mainly in domestic settings, the music they
played ranged across public and private genres, and light and serious styles, all of which were part of
the broad concept of chamber music.
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Late Eighteenth-Century Chamber Music
It was not until the mid- to late nineteenth century that chamber music began to acquire its
modern-day meaning. Today, chamber music generally denotes music written for a small instrumental
ensemble, with one player to a part, and intended for performance either in private, in a domestic
environment with or without listeners, or in public in a small concert hall before an audience of limited
size.116 Beyond instrumentation, however, the modern-day understanding of chamber music has little to
do with the realities of the eighteenth century. The key concept of chamber music during the eighteenth
century and before was based on performance parameters: where the music was performed (location)
and why it was performed (function).117 In fact, Johann Fredrich Daube made this differentiation
throughout his Der Musikalische Dilettante, identifying compositional styles appropriate for church,
chamber, and theatre.118 Indeed, until the end of the eighteenth century, many aspects of music –
definitions, conditions, conventions – came down to questions of location and function. In other words,
for the purpose of categorising music, one would want to know how the music in question functioned,
how it was being used in a specific circumstance and where the music in question was to be played: in
the church, theatre, or chamber.
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According to Carl Dahlhaus, by the late eighteenth century the defining characteristics of genres
shifted to emphasise instrumentation and aesthetic-social character, rather than function and location.119
Works of chamber music thus came to be named by descriptions of their instrumentation, the string
quartet and the keyboard trio, for example. This change in the conception of genre was part of the
general shift in musical aesthetics towards the idea of autonomous music. However, this shift, or at
least, the ramifications for the labelling and understanding of works of chamber music, was much
slower to take hold than Dahlhaus indicates. The codification of genre ideals as applied to
instrumentation and aesthetics may have started at the end of the eighteenth century but it was well into
the nineteenth century before it became common practice. Johann Traeg’s 1799 publishing catalogue
illustrates the realisation of this shift. In it, he categorised the music according to instrumentation and
title but also organized it within the three larger categories of church, theatre, and chamber.120 Indeed,
Traeg’s catalogue clearly indicates that there is still a functional-locational orientation to the
categorisation of music. In fact, the categorisation of music by means of location occurred well into the
nineteenth century. In the 1865 revision of Koch’s article on chamber music, the editor, Arrey von
Dommer, continued to base his definition of chamber music on location. During the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, string trios would have been part of the broad category of “chamber music”,
as well as being classified as a separately defined category based on instrumentation and aestheticsocial character.
Most instrumental genres were included under the heading “chamber music” – symphony,
quintet, quartet, trio, etc. Though chamber music included orchestral as well as soloistic music, the
number of players designated for a given group or per individual part was unspecified at this time. It
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was only toward the end of the eighteenth century that a clearer distinction was beginning to be drawn
between soloistic chamber music (one to a part) and orchestral music.
Unverricht argues that the eighteenth century is a grey area with regard to instrumentation and
that an insistence on chamber music as solely soloistic is an imposition of nineteenth-century ideals on
an earlier period.121 He argues that solo chamber music as a conceptual category does not really appear
until 1830. Unverricht also cautions that it is easy to confuse Hausmusik with chamber music, the
former of which made only minimal demands and was not designed for a specific situation or
function.122 What Unverricht’s “grey area” indicates is that chamber music, as understood and defined
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, was in essence, broad and vague in its construct,
which in turn exposes a quality that contemporaries valued in chamber music – flexibility.

The String Trio as Eighteenth-Century Chamber Music
For the German composer and music theorist Adam Hiller (1728–1804), trios were an
exemplary genre of chamber music. Though Hiller most likely refers in this case to the thorough-bassaccompanied trio, his assessment may also apply to the string trio for three individual stringed
instruments which began to emerge at this time. Not only did Hiller associate the trio with fewer
difficulties than other genres of chamber music, he also deemed it worthy of praise in a host of other
ways. In his Wöchentliche Nachrichten und Anmerkungen die Musik betreffend (1768), Hiller asserts:
No genre of music is associated with fewer difficulties, and pleases more, than trios that
are crafted with spirit and art; and how often have connoisseurs and amateurs spent their
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hours pleasantly with the playing of well-selected pieces of this art among themselves.
Most and the best are written in a light, flowing and singable style, so that they do not
embarrass the player because of too much difficulty when he should play them cleanly
and clearly.123
Hiller’s assessment of trios is representative of a positive tone maintained by most eighteenthcentury music theorists and critics concerning string trios during this period. These writers recognized
the value of chamber music that possessed qualities of lightness, pleasantness, and melodic abundance
and in general, the provision for group enjoyment in performance. All of these characteristics signalled
music that was fit for purpose, where that purpose was sociability and Bildung.124 How might we
understand string trios of this era as “fit for purpose” and how did the string trio fit within the
definitions of chamber music of the late eighteenth century? Exploring these questions will give us a
better understanding of how the string trio was valued as an important genre of chamber music during
this period. To help accomplish this, I established a historical definition of late eighteenth-century
chamber music to understand its place and role in musical culture in Vienna. Key aspects of chamber
music culture at this time are examined: genre and the status of the string trio; interchangeability and
flexibility with respect to performance forces, including arrangements; the value of entertainment for
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“Keine Gattung der Musik ist mit wenigeren Schwierigkeiten verknüpft, und vergnügt mehr, als mit
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amateur players and listeners; and, in general, an opportunity to interact and socialise through chamber
music.

The Value of Interchangeability and Flexibility in Chamber Music
That chamber music instrumentation was commonly interchangeable was well known by
composers of the period. For instance, Franz Christoph Neubauer indicated on the title pages of a
number of his trios that a violin and flute were interchangeable. This interchangeability and flexibility
of performance options allowed for greater marketability for string trios and other chamber music
genres. One source of interchangeability and flexibility in chamber music came by way of
arrangements for various instruments.
The vast number of arrangements for various instrumentation during the late eighteenth century
indicates that the concepts of interchangeability and flexibility were integral and highly valued during
Beethoven’s time. These arrangements for various chamber music groupings constituted a major part of
the Viennese music market and domestic music-making at this time. The Viennese amateur market for
chamber music was changing and the repertoire performed in private and semi-private settings now
tended to be lighter Hausmusik, and piano chamber music of various kinds; the lighter styles of string
trios complimented this change very well.
The market’s demands were being met not only by the publication of original trios but also
through arrangements. Arrangements of large-scale works for string-chamber groupings (trios, quartets,
quintets) were very popular, attesting to a continued taste for symphonic style and aesthetics at a time
when orchestral concerts were becoming financially unviable.125 In Traeg’s 1799 catalogue for
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published music, for instance, the heading of “Cammer-Music” encompassed a large number of
arrangements; mostly large-scale works (such as operas, ballets, and overtures) for various instrumental
forces, including but not limited to trios, quartets, and quintets. Though complete operas and
symphonies were arranged for quintets and quartets, it was not the case with trios. Presumably, this was
due to the limited number of instruments and textures a trio can reflect, meaning that a texturally thick
symphony or operatic work would not translate well; curiously, however, a small number of ballets
were arranged for string trio (Table 2.1).
Most arrangements were made with amateur players in mind, and many of these arrangements
were by leading musicians of the day such as Franz Alexander Pössinger, Johann Nepomuk Hummel,
Paul Wranitzky, and Ferdinand Ries. Table 2.1 gives an indication of the publication of arrangements
for string trio at this time, it is not exhaustive and shows only a small sampling from some of the more
popular publishing firms in Vienna such as Artaria, Hoffmeister, and Traeg. Tänze for two violins and
cello/bass have been excluded from table 2.1 as it can be assumed that the majority, if not all,
constituted some type of arrangement.

Table 2.1 String Trio Arrangements Published in Vienna 1788-1806
Composer
Joseph
Haydn

Title

Instr.

Date

Publisher

Trois Trios

Vn,
Va, Vc

1788

Hoffmeister

Franz
Asplmayr

Balle Le
triomphe
d'Alexandre sur
soi-même

2 Vn,
Vc.

Josef Starzer

Ballo Diane et
Endimione

W. A.
Mozart

Op. 50 3 Trios

W. A.
Mozart

Trio

1799

Traeg

Remarks
Arrangements of Hob.
XVI: 40-42
Arrangement
(presumably by
Asplmayr) of his ballet.

Arrangement
1799
Traeg
(presumably by Starzer)
of his ballet.
Arrangements of the
piano sonatas K. 284,
Vn,
1800 Artaria/Mollo
Va, Vc
494, 533 and the violin
sonata K. 454.
Arrangement of the piano
Vn,
1802 Eder/Burmann
Va, Vc
trio K. 496.
2 Vn,
Vc.
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W. A.
Mozart
L. v.
Beethoven

Terzetti facile

2 Vn,
B

1804

Artaria

Op. 29 Grand
Trio

2 Vn,
Va

1806

Artaria

Arrangements of the
divertimenti for BassetHorns K. 229.
Arrangement of the Trio
in C major for Two
Oboes and English Horn
Op. 87

A number of Haydn’s and Mozart’s piano sonatas were arranged as string trios, as were a
Mozart piano trio and divertimenti for basset horns. All of the string-trio arrangements of what were
originally solo piano works by Haydn and Mozart were set for violin, viola, and cello and not two
violins and cello, while arrangements of non-piano works were arranged for both scorings and more;
for example, Beethoven’s Trio Op. 87, originally for two oboes and cor anglais, was arranged for a
number of instrumental combinations. Because musical amateurs would gather in unusual ad hoc
groupings of players, Beethoven’s trio was quickly arranged for two violins and bass, two flutes and
viola, two clarinets and bassoon, as a sonata for violin and piano, and in various piano settings. In
1806, Beethoven approved an arrangement (not by him) for two violins and viola, which was published
that year.
By far, the greatest number of arrangements at this time were settings of large-scale works
(symphonies, operas, and ballets) for smaller chamber ensembles (quintets, quartets, and trios). These
arrangements allowed the amateur player to bring “public” music into their “private” home and be
entertained.

Conclusion
This chapter focused on the often-unrecognised amateur musician and their musical practices.
String trio music reflected an increasingly diverse public, which the word “amateur” tended to mask –
at least in today’s understanding of the term; we would do well to return to the roots of that word and
see these amateurs as true “lovers of music” who wanted to lay their hands on and play as much as
possible within their domestic context.
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While an exact definition of an amateur musician in Vienna at the end of the eighteenth century
remains somewhat ambiguous, they nevertheless represent a prominent force in the realm of chamber
music and specifically that of the string-trio repertoire (which will be discussed in later chapters). As an
educated group with means to pursue musical activities, amateurs engaged with Viennese musical
culture in dynamic ways. They took lessons with important composers, purchased commercial music,
and played for fellow amateurs at informal social gatherings; thus, their contributions to the music of
Vienna extended beyond domestic music-making.
The relationship between amateurs and their music-making practices remains vague. What role
did music play in the lives of these amateurs? What were their musical practices and how did they
differ from those of others? How did their needs and desires shape the music published and played
every day in Vienna? The answers to these questions draw attention to some of the associated outcomes
of amateur musical practices: entertainment and socialising. Indeed, this chapter has shown that one
should look for qualities that were valued at the time, which were considered vital to the definition of
late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century chamber music. These qualities – which were gathered,
for instance, from contemporary theoretical treatises, reviews and publishing catalogues include: a
general opportunity to interact and socialise through music; a provision of entertainment for amateur
players and listeners; and interchangeability and flexibility with respect to performance forces.126 It was
these qualities that played a crucial role in highlighting the value of the string trio within the construct
of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century chamber music, especially that of the amateur musician
in the realm of domestic music making.
The above questions also help guide my enquiry into the string trio repertoire. In the chapters
that follow, I consider amateur musical practices from the perspective of the commercial music
intended for them. I show not only how the performance of music served to articulate social identity for
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amateurs, but also the ways their engagement with music helped to transform repertoires, style, and
performance practice in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Vienna.
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Chapter Three
Franz Anton Hoffmeister: Self-Publication and the Marketing of String
Trios in Vienna

This chapter considers the publication and marketing of chamber music in Vienna between 1780
and 1800 with special attention given to Franz Anton Hoffmeister and string trios. Hoffmeister was not
only a successful Viennese music publisher but also a prolific composer of string trios. He alone was
responsible for approximately one-third of the string trios published in Vienna during the last two
decades of the eighteenth century, and therefore deserves special attention in the history of string trios.
The period in question was a time of change for the performance and publication of string trios and
other chamber-music genres in Vienna. Compared with other European centres such as London and
Paris, Vienna was a latecomer to music publishing.127 One explanation for this late arrival was due to a
strict regulation on the book trade.128 Nonetheless, local publishing firms with a concentration on music
were just starting to take hold at this time. However, once inaugurated by firms such as Artaria,
founded in 1778, and the establishment of the composer-publisher role by Hoffmeister and Koželuch in
1784, the consequences that followed affected all aspects of musical life, especially music designated
for domestic music-making amongst amateur players.
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The string trio became one of the main domestic genres of instrumental music in Vienna, but very
little is known about its dissemination. The successful sale of string trios (and chamber music in
general) was dependent on musical dissemination involving both a physical and a social infrastructure.
The infrastructure itself is recognisable; but its organization and participants are not so apparent. Where
and by whom was chamber music sold? How did consumers know what music was available? Who
bought string trios? Did the consumption of string trios affect their composition? This chapter will not
be able to answer all of these questions with any certainty; however, by examining Hoffmeister’s
publishing activities and concentrating on the offerings of string trios, it should provide a better
understanding of the dissemination of these works in Vienna during the late eighteenth century.
That Hoffmeister was a successful music publisher and also a prolific composer of string trios
suggests that he recognised the public's desire for smaller-scale and less technically demanding
chamber-music genres. Indeed, many of his works were directed towards such an amateur audience,
fuelled by their desire for just such works. Equally, Hoffmeister influenced the market directly by
creating demand through marketing and distribution, not only acting as a passive agent responding to
fashion or circumstance. In this regard, the success of Hoffmeister’s string trios published during this
period will be assessed not only through their reception, but also in relation to the subscription series in
which they were published and their targeted audience. The chapter will also consider Leopold Anton
Koželuch (1747–1818) and his career as a composer/publisher. Like Hoffmeister, Koželuch and his
publishing endeavours concentrated on chamber music. Although he did not compose any string trios,
he did publish them and his publishing firm, like that of Hoffmeister’s, had a considerable impact on
the commercial music scene of Vienna at this time.

Hoffmeister’s Subscription Series
On 6 August 1785 Franz Anton Hoffmeister placed a lengthy announcement in the Wiener
Zeitung, publicizing his new subscription series:
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Large music collection from Vienna on subscription. … I have now further decided to lay before
lovers of music a plan according to which they can purchase an entire library of original music
over the course of several years … This plan is made up of a three-part periodical work entitled:
(1) Musical collection of chamber music. … (2) Musical collection for the keyboard or fortepiano.
… (3) Musical collection for the flute. … Each collection will be published in monthly volumes
on subscription and will be available for receipted advance purchase for 1 fl. 40 kr., and music
lovers can subscribe either to all three at once, or for one in particular, whichever they prefer. 129

Hoffmeister’s publishing venture may be characterized as inventive and speculative.130 But why
a subscription series? One could reason that, through his earlier publishing ventures, one of which
involved printing and selling his own works from his home in 1784, Hoffmeister must have recognised
that a subscription series would make better financial sense than the standard publishing business
model. For instance, a subscription series would require a prepayment from his subscribers which
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“Große Musikaliensammlung von Wien auf Pränumeration. … Nunmehr aber habe ich mich

entschlossen, den Liebhabern der Musik einen Plan vorzulegen, wodurch sie im Stande sind, sich in
etlichen Jahren eine ganze Bibliothek von Originalmusikalien anzuschaffen … Dieser Plan besteht in
einem dreifachen periodischen Werk, betitelt: (1) Musikalische Sammlung für die Kammermusik. …
(2) Musikalische Sammlung für das Klavier, oder Fortepiano. … (3) Musikalische Sammlung für die
Flöte. … Jede Sammlung besonders wird monatlich heftweise aus Pränumeration herausgegeben, und
zahlt man für jede einzelne Sammlung 1 fl. 40 kr. W[iener]. Kur[rent]. monatlich gegen Quittung
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welche Ihnen beliebt, pränummerieren”, Wiener Zeitung (August, 1785), 1855–7. Translation in
Ridgewell, “Biographical Myth and the Publication of Mozart’s Piano Quartets”, 107–8.
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would put money at Hoffmeister’s disposal to help with expenses and allow him to have a much better
idea of the quantities he would have to print. Also, rather than publishing works in the traditional sets
of six or three, Hoffmeister opted to offer them singly at first with the intention of publishing sets of
works later. This mode of operation made perfectly good financial sense in that he would already have
the engraved plates in his possession should the initial publications prove appealing enough to warrant
publication in sets. Both of the examples given would help Hoffmeister incur less financial risk.
Prospective buyers were invited to subscribe to three collections: chamber music, keyboard
music, and flute music. According to Hoffmeister, each collection would include concertos, quartets,
trios, duets and feature opera adaptations for various combinations of instruments. In addition, the
keyboard collection would include sonatas, preludes and fugues, the chamber-music collection would
offer symphonies, sextets, quintets, solos, notturnos, and fugues, and the flute collection would contain
quintets, solos, and notturnos.
Part of Hoffmeister’s original idea was clear: his subscription series was to offer a variety of
genres/works that would appeal to both professional and amateur players as well as including wellwritten pieces for beginners. Hoffmeister made this feature quite clear in his advertisement, stating that
he would “take the level of difficulty into consideration in each of [his] collections”.131 These two
features – diverse genres and varying skill levels – were tremendous selling points for Hoffmeister. In
other words, market diversification was the name of the game.
Hoffmeister spread his “investment” across the market for chamber music. In so doing, he may
also have played a role in actually making the market more diverse. Market diversification means
extending your business offering goods to new market segments not previously targeted. With his
subscription series, Hoffmeister targeted the newly monied middle-class society (the bourgeoisie).
Product diversification means adding new products or services to expand the business offering within
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existing markets. Hoffmeister’s series was a business model new to Viennese music publishing. Both
market and product diversification are effective means for the growth of a business. It’s unlikely that
Hoffmeister thought concretely in these terms, but he might have considered these concepts in some
sense when he designed his series, probably as a way to make a niche for himself and his music in the
nascent Viennese music publishing business.
Another strong selling point of the series was Hoffmeister’s assurance to his subscribers that he
had secured “agreements with [the] best local composers, Haydn, Mozart, Vanhal, Albrechtsberger,
Pleyel, Míča, von Ordonez, etc., as well as with foreign masters, so as to receive, in addition to [his]
own works, new productions from month to month”.132 In this regard however, the series did not fare as
well as Hoffmeister may have anticipated. The offerings from Haydn and Mozart were scant, with each
composer contributing only one or two works for each of the three series – chamber, keyboard, and
flute. Pleyel and Vanhal were much better represented than any of the other composers in all three
series. The best represented composer was Hoffmeister; it was, after all, his subscription series. In all
three series – chamber, keyboard, and flute – the number of works by Hoffmeister dominates. In terms
of the total number of works in the chamber-music series (Table 3.1), over half were by Hoffmeister,
with forty works: arguably an indication of his prolific output in the area of chamber music. The total
numbers in Table 3.1 indicate that Hoffmeister stayed away from works for larger ensembles
(symphonies, concertos, and quintets) and instead favoured duos and trios, which make up the largest
quantity.
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“Zu jedem Fache habe ich mich mit unsern besten hiesigen Haydn, Mozart, Wanhal,

Albrechtsberger, Pleyel, Micscha, v. Ordonnez & c. wie auch ausländischen Meistern, nebst meinen
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Zeitung (August 1785), 1856.
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Table 3.1 Overview of Hoffmeister’s Chamber-Music Subscription Series
Symphonies
Concertos
Quintets
Quartets
Trios
Duets
Total

Hoffmeister Pleyel Wranitzky Vanhal Wessely Fux Mozart Grill Haydn Sterkel
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8
0
6
5
3
0
2
1
1
0
12
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
40
12
8
5
3
2
2
1
1
1

As a businessman, Hoffmeister must have surely understood that orchestral music, operas,
oratorios, and church music were expensive to produce. Fiscal success would only come by way of
producing smaller works in which the financial returns would be recouped much more easily. In fact,
the Viennese publishing catalogues show that music around 1800 was centred on small-scale chamber
music.133
The entirety of his chamber-music series was a substantial publication of twenty-three cahiers
over a four-year span from 1785 through 1788.134 A basic problem associated with Hoffmeister’s
subscription series, however, is the difficulty of pinpointing exactly what each cahier contained. Rupert
Ridgewell discusses a particular problem concerning the very first cahier of the series.135 Ridgewell has
pointed out that “whereas Alexander Weinmann estimated that the initial instalment of the chamber
series comprised only two works – a string quartet and a set of Violin Duets, Op. 1, by Vanhal – the
wrapper shows that it actually contained four pieces scored for three different chamber groups: string
quartets by Vanhal and Hoffmeister, a string quintet by Pleyel and a string trio by Hoffmeister”.136
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Ridgewell bases his claim solely on his interpretation of an individual paper wrapper (wrappers were
issued with each cahier), allegedly bearing what he argues is a listing of the contents for Hoffmeister’s
cahier 1 (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Wrapper for cahier 1 of Hoffmeister’s Subscription Series

Two conclusions can be drawn from Ridgewell’s assertion. First, if Ridgewell is correct in his
assessment of cahier 1, then Hoffmeister’s second instalment would only have consisted of a single
work, a string quintet by Pleyel. That Hoffmeister would offer a solitary work for his monthly
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subscription this early in the series seems highly unlikely.137 This would also indicate that Hoffmeister
was ill-prepared for his new business venture from the very start, which will be shown to not be true. It
was not until much later that Hoffmeister began to fall behind in the production of his series. Secondly,
Ridgewell draws attention to perceived discrepancies concerning the content of the subscription series;
however, he does not offer a convincing argument to substantiate his claim. For the purpose of this
chapter, therefore, the contents of each cahier as given by Weinmann will be assumed to be correct. 138

Dissemination of Genres Across the Series
The contents of the chamber-music cahiers offer clues to changes in musical marketing and
publishing during this period in Vienna. Of the genres offered, the string quartet is the most extensive,
consisting of twenty-six works over the four-year period. The quartet is followed rather closely by both
string trios and string duets, having seventeen works each, followed by twelve string quintets, two
symphonies and one concerto. These numbers prove noteworthy when viewed against Hoffmeister’s
claim that “the balance [between less demanding and difficult works] would be continually assessed, so
that the proficient subscriber remains doubly compensated for his outlay of 1 fl. 40 kr.”.139
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Table 3.2 shows that the ‘difficult’ works – symphonies, concertos, quintets, quartets –
outnumbered the ‘less demanding’ trios and duets 41 to 32 over the entirety of the series, and indeed,
the less demanding works are outnumbered from year to year. However, if Hoffmeister is taken at his
word – that the musically proficient subscriber would be doubly compensated – was there doubling of
the two types of works that he had promised his subscribers? The answer is clearly no. One can
speculate on various reasons why difficult works were less prominent in the series than originally
promised. Perhaps one reason was simply that Hoffmeister did not receive the number of difficult
works that he anticipated or requested from contributing composers. However, one also could speculate
that the less demanding works proved to be more popular with his subscribers and Hoffmeister simply
provided a supply based on demand. We can clearly see two factors at work here: 1) the marketing of
technically less-demanding works coming to fruition; 2) the market demand for lighter works
increasing. This increase in marketing and demand for lighter works were not only seen in
Hoffmeister’s own contributions of string trios and duos, but also in the large number of trios and duets
from Wranitzky and Pleyel.

Table 3.2 Changes in Hoffmeister’s Chamber-Music
Subscription Series by Genre and Year
Year 1 (November 1785 –
August 1787)
Year 2 (October 1787 –
December 1788)
Total Published
Changes

Symphonies

Concertos

Quintets

Quartets

Trios

Duets

1

1

6

16

9

10

1

0

6

10

8

7

2
+/– 0

1
–1

12
+/– 0

26
–6

17
–1

17
–3

What of the changes in number to specific works/genres that occurred over the course of the
subscription series? Subjectively, the series may be perceived as being only a small sampling of
twenty-three cahiers over a brief three-year period; nonetheless, the changes in the quantities of works
might well be reflective of market demands. Table 3.2 clearly shows that the number of weightier
works declined more than those considered less demanding. Concertos only decreased by one, but
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string quartets encountered the most dramatic change in number, with a reduction by six, moving from
sixteen the first year down to just ten in the second year.
However, one does have to be careful with an assessment of these declining numbers, which
could be just random variation. The number of duets and trios also declined, but not in the same
proportions, by three and one respectively. It is interesting to note, when looking at the changes these
numbers project, just how much more balanced the works become between those deemed less
demanding and those that are weightier as the subscription series moved forward. The number of string
trios offered stayed quite high, perhaps a reflection of how popular the genre was with Viennese
consumers – or at least with Hoffmeister’s subscribers. Here the explanatory burden has been placed on
the consumer, earlier on the producer, it should be understood that this explanatory power is a
combination of the two.
In light of this assessment, perhaps a more beneficial way of reading Table 3.2 would be to
focus on the level of consistency with which the various genres were distributed across the four-year
span of the series. The data from Table 3.2, along with that from Table 3.6 (Table 3.6 is the entirety of
works found in Hoffmeister’s subscription series located at the end of the chapter) help tell a different
story of disclosing which genre was the most popular. The two tables reveal that string duets and
quintets each appeared in less than half of the cahiers that formed Hoffmeister’s series – nine out of
twenty-three. Both duets and quintets appeared quite early in the series, and the last duet and quintet
offered were both part of the very last cahier; however, in between, the appearance of both genres was
sporadic. In fact, there were two long periods in which the duet and the quintet were absent: from
October 1786 to August 1787 and again from May to November 1788 no duets were included; and the
quintet was absent from March to August 1786 and again from June to December 1788.
String trios and quartets each appeared in more than half of the cahiers – thirteen out of twentythree. Like duets and quintets, quartets and trios appeared early in the series. A curious matter occurred
with string quartets as pertains to the run of the series – quartets were completely absent from October
1787 until May 1788. For a significant period of time, eight months, Hoffmeister did not include a
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single string quartet for his subscribers. This is noteworthy for one reason in particular: during this
time, according to publishing catalogues, the string quartet was extremely popular (if not the most
popular genre) in Vienna. After May 1788, however, at least one quartet (sometimes more) appeared in
every cahier except for the very last one of the series.
Unlike the other genres, the string trio appeared consistently throughout the series. One could
speculate: 1) that Hoffmeister had an abundance of trios on hand to offer, so that, in the absence of
other genres, he could always offer a trio; 2) that he wanted to satisfy his subscriber’s desire for less
demanding works: 3) that trios were popular works with his subscribers and he wanted to consistently
provide them with works that were favourable; 4) all of the above or a combination thereof. What is
certain is that the string trio was much valued by Hoffmeister and his subscribers.
What of the composers and genres themselves? What role did each play in the subscription
series? Although Hoffmeister was able to guarantee his subscribers works from the “best local
composers”, two of the biggest names, Haydn and Mozart, hardly appeared in the chamber-music
series. Mozart contributed two quartets and Haydn one. In fact, their contributions were spread thinly
and widely over the course of the four years. Haydn’s sole string quartet offering was part of the
January 1786 cahier and it wasn’t until ten months later that Mozart’s first contribution, his string
quartet K. 499, appeared in the cahier for October 1786. Mozart’s second offering, the Fuga for string
quartet, K. 546, appeared eight months later in June 1788. Instead, it was Hoffmeister who supplied a
steady stream of quartets with eight, followed by Wranitzky and Vanhal with six and five respectively.
Other composers contributed one or two quartets and nothing more.

String Trios in the Series
Directly following string quartets in total numbers were string trios. No fewer than seventeen
trios appeared in the chamber-music series, by just three composers. Hoffmeister again maintained the
brunt of the load, providing twelve of the seventeen. Pleyel supplied three and Wranitzky offered two.
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Both Pleyel’s and Wranitzky’s trios were scored for violin, viola, and cello while all of Hoffmeister’s
were for two violins and cello – instrumentation that seemed to be a favorite of amateur trio players.
Pleyel’s string trios Op. 11 were written with the amateur player in mind.140 He composed the
Trio Concertants, Op. 11 (Ben. 401–403), in 1787 and offered this set of trios to Hoffmeister in the
spring of that same year. The complete set of Pleyel’s Op. 11 appeared in Hoffmeister’s cahier 11 in
May 1787. There was a total of four works in this particular cahier, Pleyel’s three trios and a quintet by
Hoffmeister, which may be interpreted as a continuation of the marketing scheme of pairing less
demanding works for the amateur player with weightier works for highly skilled/professional players.
This also suggests a pattern of pairing larger ensemble works with smaller ensembles, which occurs
often in the series, such as a quintet paired with a duet or a trio.
Wranitzky and his trios played only a modest role in Hoffmeister’s series. His first of two string
trios appeared in Hoffmeister’s cahier 5 in May 1788. There were only two works in this particular
cahier, Wranitzky’s trio and a quintet by Hoffmeister – one work less demanding and the other
weightier. Two works in a single cahier was not that unusual for Hoffmeister, in fact: two works per a
single cahier occurred five times in the lifespan of the series.141 The second trio by Wranitzky appeared
only three months later in August 1788. This cahier contained Wranitzky’s trio and two other works, a
quartet by Johann Wessely (1762–1810) and Hoffmeister’s Terzetto Scolastico à Due Violini e
Violoncello No. 4 – a work directed toward beginners.
Wranitzky’s two trios were part of a set of six.142 Hoffmeister published the complete set
without an opus number separately from the subscription series. It is speculation as to why the other
four of this set were not part of the subscription series. One reason may be that they were given to
Hoffmeister too late to be included as the subscription series ended a few months after the second trio
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appeared. Or perhaps, although Hoffmeister could have had all six in his possession at one time, he was
planning to spread their release over several months; but in each of these two cases the subscription
series came to an end before either was possible. At any rate, the set of six trios is normally believed to
have been published by Hoffmeister in 1788; however, the plate number of trios 3–6 is 246, and other
works published by Hoffmeister with plate numbers on either side of that were published in 1791 and
1792, indicating that perhaps the set was not published until the early 1790s.
Although Wranitzky and his trios played only a minor role in Hoffmeister’s series, his trios are
certainly worth a closer look. Paul Wranitzky was born in the same year as Mozart, 1756, and died a
year before Haydn, 1809. As a leading figure in the musical life of Vienna he knew both Haydn and
Mozart, and featured in Beethoven’s career too. In fact, he conducted important premières for Haydn
(The Creation) and Beethoven (the First Symphony). Wranitzky’s abilities as a violinist and composer
allowed him to become a freelance musician in Vienna. Wranitzky was an influential musician and
during his career he composed for both the imperial court and the Esterházy court in Hungary.
The writing of string trios seems to have occupied Wranitzky only at the beginning of his
compositional career. The entirety of his string-trio output was composed in the later 1780s and early
1790s, just as he was beginning to establish himself as a major figure in Vienna’s music life.
Wranitzky’s work in this genre indicates a mastery of the medium in terms of a balanced and
continually varying sonority, the result of which is texturally rich. Most likely this set of trios was
composed several years before their publishing date, as is suggested by the more elaborate sets
surviving in autographs from 1787 and 1789. It is important to note that these trios are on a smaller
scale and less technically demanding than some of Wranitzky’s other contributions to the genre,
indicating that this set was clearly aimed at amateur players whose skill level was not beyond that of an
intermediate player (See Ex. 3.1). It would be easy to suggest that Wranitzky wrote this set in a manner
that was different of his other string trios because Hoffmeister requested him to do so, but there is no
documentation to support this.
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Example 3.1 Paul Wranitzky, Trio No. 1 in F major (1788), second movement, bars 25–36

Example 3.1 illustrates how this set of trios was crafted for the amateur player. As opposed to
the concertante style of Wranitzky’s other string trios, in this set the violin dominates, and the viola and
violoncello are only occasionally given solo passages; none of this requires an advanced player. The
viola part mainly fills out harmonies with simple repeated Alberti-bass-like patterns and the cello part
is largely root-position notes and stepwise movement. These accompanimental parts of the viola and
cello afforded the less-skilled player a chance to participate alongside a slightly more skilled amateur.
Also of note is Wranitzky’s major/minor key scheme within the set. The set’s first trio is cast in
A minor followed by F major, D minor, B flat major, E flat major, and C major. This key scheme is
notable in that it was highly irregular to have string trios of this period in a minor key, let alone two in
one set. The minor-key works in this set of trios are in keys without many accidentals making them
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suitable for the skill levels of most amateurs who might otherwise have had trouble manoeuvring
through a number of accidentals.

Hoffmeister’s String Trios and Self-Promotion
For his first few years in Vienna, Hoffmeister concentrated on writing piano music, flute music,
and string quartets. However, in 1785 at the very start of his subscription series, he quickly began to
offer string duets and trios. In fact, Hoffmeister was responsible for approximately twenty-eight string
trios out of the approximately ninety-six published in Vienna between 1780 and 1800.143 His first string
trio appeared in 1785 as part of his second cahier in his chamber-music series, and soon the steady
publishing of his own string trios helped to ensure his place as a leading composer in the genre at this
time. Certainly, without his subscription series, Hoffmeister would have had little incentive to write so
many trios. That the cause for his prolific outpouring of trios was connected to self-publication is
evidenced in the fact that after his chamber-music series ended in 1788, Hoffmeister stopped
composing string trios completely. The only trios of Hoffmeister to be published after 1788 were
reprints issued by Artaria, whom he sold many of his publishing plates to in 1793. What all of this
suggests is that Hoffmeister was not only helping to create a market for string trios, he was also
supplying that market with his own works.
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The aspect of self-promotion through self-publication and Hoffmeister’s ability to both read and
meet market needs helped him not only to contribute the largest number of string trios to his own
subscription series with twelve – these being the six Trio[s] Concertantes a Due Violini et Violoncello,
published from March 1786 to February 1788, and the six Terzetti Scolastico a Due Violini e
Violoncello published from December 1785 to September 1788 – but he alone was responsible for a
large number of the string trios written in Vienna during the last two decades of the eighteenth century.
It is clear that Hoffmeister wrote a great amount of string-trio music, but who was his targeted
consumer? Unfortunately, a listing of those who had subscribed to Hoffmeister’s chamber-music
subscription series does not exist, but most likely, the majority would have been amateur players
associated with bourgeois society. This upper-echelon of the middle class would have had the monetary
means to subscribe to Hoffmeister’s series. The price was 5 florins per month for all three series (piano,
flute, and chamber) or 1 florin 40 kreuzer for each series. To put this price into perspective, according
to Alice Hanson, 5 florins would have been equivalent to one month’s rent for a single room in Vienna
at this time. Beethoven’s housing costs were 12 florins per month in 1793 for a drawing room and bed
chamber.144
It can be assumed that all twelve trios of the subscription series were compositionally aimed
toward the amateur player. As I stated above, unlike the trios of Wranitzky and Pleyel, all twelve of
Hoffmeister’s trios were scored for two violins and cello, a feature that seemed to appeal to the
majority of amateur players, as can be seen in the publishing catalogues of the period (though it is
known that parts and instruments were flexible/interchangeable during this time period, especially
between a violin and a flute as evidenced on many title pages of trios – a feature that arguably helped
make this music popular in domestic music making). The publishing catalogues show that trios for two
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violins and cello outnumbered those for violin, viola, and cello, 66 to 30. Hoffmeister’s series follows
suit with 12 of 17 trios written for two violins and cello. Hoffmeister, likely observing which
instrumentation was more popular with consumers, wrote his trios for two violin and cello, while at the
same time helping to create the popularity of this instrumentation through his works.
The public reception to these trios must have been favourable or Hoffmeister would have most
likely stopped writing them after the first one or two. For instance, in 1791, Hoffmeister announced a
new series devoted to his symphonies. This new venture foundered after only seven symphonies and in
1793 Hoffmeister announced the end of the series.145 The exact reasons for its failure are not known;
however, this does suggest that if something was not working in the manner Hoffmeister had hoped, he
was willing to abandon the idea. Thus, if the public did not think favourably of his string trios, he most
likely would have abandoned them after the first three (stopping with three would allow him to perhaps
publish them as a set at a later time).
However, the public reception of all of Hoffmeister’s string trios must have been positive due to
the large number of trios he wrote and published. Another indicator that his string trios were well
received lies in the fact that many were re-issued during the late 1790s and early nineteenth century,
which will be discussed later in the chapter.

Hoffmeister’s Terzetto Scolastico Trios
The first string trio of the subscription series was Hoffmeister’s Terzetto Scolastico à Due
Violini e Violoncello No. 1, which appeared in cahier 2 in December 1785. There was a total of four
works in this particular cahier: Hoffmeister’s string trio, a quartet by Hoffmeister and two quintets by
Pleyel. To offer his subscribers a pedagogical work as the first string trio of the series suggests that
Hoffmeister might have had a plan to lure his consumers in with a work designed to get them interested
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in chamber music, teach them some common playing techniques, and then, once the consumer had a
taste of this simple and entertaining music, they would want more.
According to Viennese publishing catalogues of the late eighteenth century, pedagogical trios
were only modestly popular. Hoffmeister was keen to publish works specifically for beginners, more so
than other Viennese publishing firms. In fact, between 1780 and 1800, he was the only publisher in
Vienna to offer any newly composed string trios specifically labelled with such a purpose.146 This of
course does not rule out the possibility that trios intended for or used for pedagogical purposes existed
under various titles. His string trios that would accommodate musical education (as well as the amateur
musician) bear an inscription on their title page that indicates the purpose for which these works were
intended: Terzetto Scolastico. That these pieces were intended for educational purposes is not only
pointed out in their titles, but quickly becomes apparent in their limited technical demands.
Numerous string trios (and duos) were written at this time as instruction pieces for a student (or
two) to play with an instructor or for three amateurs of similar level to play together and help each
other through the various techniques of playing. Hoffmeister’s scolastico trios stand out in this regard
for several reasons. Foremost, they betray Hoffmeister’s remarkable mastery in functional composition
– works written to accommodate a specific function, in this case, as educational tools. They are
compact, exacting in their pedagogical outcomes and display his knowledge of the instruments – and
promise a high level of domestic entertainment too. The qualities just listed can be seen as a concern
for Hoffmeister when planning out works for his subscription series. In his advertisement he wrote: “I
will also take the level of difficulty into consideration in each of my collections, since there are really
very few good easy pieces to be found. Thereby many fathers can provide their children, [and] many
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teachers their pupils, with music on a step-by-step basis …”147 Here Hoffmeister indicates that, though
there are pedagogical works to be had, in his opinion, they do not entertain, and more importantly, they
do not instruct the student well enough. Hoffmeister has identified a gap in the market and is now
planning to fill this gap. The features – entertainment and proper instruction – that Hoffmeister believes
to be absent in the works of others are exemplified in the six Terzetto Scolastico trios. These
pedagogical trios will be discussed in detail in Chapter Four.

Hoffmeister’s Trio Concertantes
Hoffmeister’s six Trio[s] Concertantes a Due Violini et Violoncello were published through his
subscription series over the course of approximately two years: March 1786 to February 1788. Trios
Nos. 1 and 2 constituted the entire make up of cahier 4 (March 1786). It is not known exactly why
these two trios were the lone contents of this cahier. It is significant however, that with this cahier,
Hoffmeister fell behind on his publication schedule for the first time in the series. Cahier 4 should have
been available in February rather than March as specified by Hoffmeister’s original plan, which states
that, “each collection [chamber music, piano, and flute] will be published in monthly volumes on
subscription”.148 Cahier 3 was available in January 1786 as scheduled, but, after this, Hoffmeister was
unable to get back to his original schedule again. In fact, every cahier from here forward, would be
late, and as time passed the months between available cahiers only increased, sometimes with as many
as four months between cahiers during the series’ first year. By its second year, Hoffmeister only fell
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further behind.149 What all of this suggests is that Hoffmeister needed to get something out quickly, and
perhaps these two string trios were all he had available at that moment.
Trio No. 3 appeared in cahier 6 (June 1786) along with a quartet by Hoffmeister and two duets,
one by Fux, the other by Pleyel. Trio No. 4 was in cahier 10 (March/April 1787), which was
approximately one year after Nos. 1 and 2 were published. No. 4 was grouped with two quartet
arrangements (made by Hoffmeister) from the opera, Una cosa rara by Martin y Soler and a quartet by
Vanhal. Trios Nos. 5 and 6 appeared in cahier 3 (January/February 1788) of the second year of the
series along with two duets by Hoffmeister.
Although the earliest known works in this style were composed in Paris, concertant trios
became common in Vienna mostly through the works of Pleyel and Hoffmeister. According to Janet
Levy, the term concertant in the eighteenth-century sense referred to a style in which each member of
the ensemble partook in the presentation of melodic material.150 The term did not necessarily imply a
style in which motivic material is played from instrument to instrument, but rather one which allows
each instrument to play a melodic passage in its entirety before receding to the background to let
another instrument take over. This was achieved by rotation through melodic material within a
basically homophonic texture. Hoffmeister rarely incorporated counterpoint and motivic interplay in
his concertant trios; rather, he utilised texture to create contrasts and maintain interest; indeed, Levy
believes that, “the very life of the genre ... depends on striking, appealing changes of texture”.151
It is not certain whether Hoffmeister was writing these concertant trios solely for a Viennese
market or whether he had a Parisian market in mind as well. It is known that he held aspirations to have
his works published in London and Paris. In fact, many of his works were imported into London
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through the firm of John Bland.152 And Pleyel published some duets for two flutes of Hoffmeister’s in
1799. Nonetheless, these concertant trios proved to be very popular in Vienna as evidenced by the fact
that Hoffmeister composed six of them and they were reissued numerous times (see Table 3.5). Trios
Nos. 1–3 were reissued in 1787 by Hoffmeister’s firm and again in 1794 as Tre Trio per due violini e
violoncello, this time by Artaria. The same trios were reissued once more a year later in 1795 as Opp.
18 and 19. The three trios of Op. 19 are presumably Trios Nos. 4–5 of the original concertant set of six
however, this cannot be confirmed with any certainty at this time.

The Publishing Firm of Koželuch and String Trios
Hoffmeister arguably had a far-reaching impact on the publishing scene in Vienna. Within three
months of the opening of his publishing venture, the composer Leopold Koželuch followed suit by
setting out to publish his own music. Born in Velvary in Bohemia, Koželuch studied law at the
university in Prague. In 1778 he moved to Vienna, where he acquired a position at the imperial court as
a keyboard teacher. Koželuch’s career was firmly centred on the piano – he composed over two
hundred works that feature the instrument. In 1784 he established his own publishing firm, which
remained in business until 1802.153
Koželuch concentrated on publishing works with piano – sonatas, variations, dances, and
accompanied piano trios. There can be little doubt that because Koželuch was an excellent pianist, his
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publishing (and compositional) activities reflected his performance interests. Nevertheless, his
catalogue shows that when he did publish music for strings, Koželuch concentrated on duets and
quartets. Between 1784 and 1800, he published thirty-eight duets and twenty-four quartets – of which,
only six quartets were his own (See Table 3.3).

Table 3.3 Koželuch’s Catalogue Contents for String Music 1784–1800
Title of work

Year Pub./Ad.

Composer

DUETS
3 Duetti ded. Aux Amateurs
1789
6 Polonoises
1790
20 Variations
1791
Sonata
1793
3 Duetti
1795
Divertimento
1796
12 leichte Duetten für Anfänger
1797
20 Variationen über Freut euch des Lebens
1798
Tre Duetti op 1
1793
Tre Duetti op 2
1793
12 Variazioni op 3
1793
12 Variations
1794?
6 Variations
1798
12 Variations sur l’air O mein Lieber Augustin
1798
TRIOS
3 Trios Liv. 1 op 4
1797
3 Trios Liv. 2 op 4
1797
QUARTETS
3 Quatuors Liv. 1 op 2 (?)
1790
3 Quatuors Liv. 1 op 32
1790
Trois Quatuors Liv. 1 op 65
1791
Trois Quatuors Liv. 2 op 65
1791
Trois Quatuors Liv. 2 op 33
1791
3 Quatuors Liv. 1 op 3
1792
3 Quartetti op 2 (?)
1796
Trois Quatuors op 4
1796–97

Johann Hoffmann
Franz Anton Pfeiffer
Anton Wranitzky
Ignaz Pleyel
Gaetano Pugnani
Joseph Pirlinger
Joseph Pirlinger
Jan Kleczyński
Jan Kleczyński
Jan Kleczyński
Jan Kleczyński
Ignaz Pleyel
J. Ohmeyer
Jan Kleczyński
Jan Kleczyński
Jan Kleczyński
Anton Wranitzky
Leopold Koželuch
Franz Joseph Haydn
Franz Joseph Haydn
Leopold Koželuch
Anton Wranitzky
Ambros Rieder
Josef Wölfl

Curiously, larger string ensembles, such as the string quintet, were never offered in Koželuch’s
catalogue. One can speculate on various reasons why this would have been the case. Perhaps it was for
simple logistical reasons: it was more difficult to get together five string players than it was three or
four. Perhaps one reason was simply that composers who were prominent in his catalogue just did not
write quintets. Of the composers listed in Table 3.3, only two wrote string quintets: Pleyel, who had his
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quintets published by two other Viennese firms and Anton Wranitzky, whose string quintets were
composed after Koželuch had given up on publishing.
Like the string quintet, the string trio did not hold much interest for Koželuch. He did not
compose any string trios, and, for reasons unknown, he did not publish many either. One could
speculate that he was much too interested in marketing his own works – the reason he started his
publishing venture in the first place – and it has already been stated that he concentrated on piano
works and not works for strings. Nevertheless, as a publisher, Koželuch did offer two sets of string
trios, both written by Jan Kleczyński (1756–1828) – Trois Trios pour Violin, Viola et Violoncelle, Op.
4 Livre 1 & 2 (1797).
Kleczyński was a Polish violinist, composer, and conductor. He was director of the court
orchestra of Marie Josefa Breuner in Venice between c1786 and c1792. During the next two years he
worked at the court of the Hungarian aristocrat Anton Grassalkovics von Gÿarack in Bratislava and
Vienna. From the beginning of 1795 he lived permanently in Vienna, and in 1796 was accepted into the
Tonkünstler-Societät.154 Kleczyński’s reputation rested on performance instead of composition and so
his works display a degree of virtuosity for the violin. Apart from his six trios Op. 4 and a violin
concerto, his compositions consist only of string duets with violin – Koželuch published nine of twelve
duets by Kleczyński.
Unlike Hoffmeister’s compositional approach of providing amateurs with non-demanding string
trios, Kleczyński targeted his Op. 4 trios at a more technically advanced amateur or even professional
musician much like Beethoven’s three string trios Op. 9, which would be published the following year.
There is an obvious debt to Haydn and Mozart in the compositional approach to Kleczyński’s string
trios. They are fused with thematic development and displays of substantial equality between the three
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instruments indicating a composer of some depth and imagination, as evidenced in the exposition of
Trio No. 1 (Example 3.2).

Example 3.2 Jan Kleczyński, Trio No. 1 Op. 4 (1797), first movement, bars 1–39
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Example 3.2 (continued)
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Example 3.2 (continued)

What sets these trios apart from other contemporary string trios, with the exception of Mozart,
is the part-writing. The part-writing is often quite virtuosic, as befits a violinist of considerable
reputation like Kleczyński. In fact, there are more than a few sections that offer virtuoso-like passages
in all six of his string trios, perhaps indicating that Kleczyński intended the violin part to be a showcase
for his abilities. And in the finale, Rondo Allegro, of Trio No. 1, the viola introduces a characteristic
Polish dance rhythm, giving the music a slight Polish flavour that reflects Kleczyński’s Polish heritage.
The viola and cello parts are also treated generously. For example, in the second movement of Trio No.
2, Poco andante con variazione, a theme and set of three variations offer each part a chance for display.
In Trio No. 3 in C major, the second movement, Menuetto grazioso, is particularly striking, with a long
cello solo in the trio section (Example 3.3). Also of note in the trio section is the role of the first violin,
which is exclusively a supporting part rather than the playing of the main melody.
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Example 3.3 Jan Kleczyński, Trio No. 3 Op. 4 (1797), second movement trio section,
bars 17–33

Why did Koželuch publish so few string trios? We can speculate that, as in the situation
concerning string quintets, the composers who formed the stable of his catalogue simply did not write
string trios for Koželuch to publish. Indeed, though Anton Wranitzky wrote seven string trios and
Joseph Pirlinger six, in each case, they were never published; rather, they circulated in Vienna in
manuscript form only. The other composers of string music in Koželuch’s catalogue – Franz Pfeiffer,
Joseph Ohmeyer, Ambros Rieder, and Josef Wölfl – did not write string trios. And Pleyel, who wrote
many string trios, had his trios published by two Viennese firms already – Hoffmeister and Artaria – so
probably there was no need for a third publisher.
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The Publishing Firm of Artaria and String Trios
Artaria became the principal Viennese publisher of music for many celebrated composers such
as Haydn, Mozart, and Pleyel during the 1780s and 1790s, and by 1800 had issued some 850
editions.155 The first edition bearing the Artaria imprint was advertised in the Wienerisches Diarium on
12 August 1778. This was a collection of six string trios for two violins and cello by Paolo Bonaga.
Artaria also issued the first editions of a considerable number of string trios, including notably the
following: Boccherini’s Op. 35, Beethoven’s Opp. 3 and 8, and Mozart’s Divertimento K. 563
(published as Op. 19). In fact, the presence of string trios in Artaria’s catalogue during this time was
quite extensive in relation to Koželuch, yet not that much larger than Hoffmeister’s output. Artaria
published thirty-nine string trios between 1780 and 1800 compared with Koželuch’s six and
Hoffmeister’s twenty-eight, suggesting that, like Hoffmeister, Artaria must have thought that there was
a market for the genre at this time.
Artaria established a healthy business connection with Hoffmeister. In fact, by 1793 the two
firms worked closely with one another as Hoffmeister was known to have given over part of his
business to Artaria in the form of engraved plates. It was in 1794 that Artaria first published string trios
by Hoffmeister. They offered a reprint of the composer’s six trio concertantes originally published
from 1786 to 1788 as part of his chamber-music subscription series. As in Hoffmeister’s own
publishing firm, his string trios were the prime presence in Artaria’s catalogue too. Sixteen of
Hoffmeister’s trios were published through Artaria’s firm. Alongside those sixteen trios, nine by Pleyel
were published, Op. 11 for violin, viola, and cello and Opp. 16 and 17, which consisted of 2 sets of 3
trios each for two violins and cello.
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Table 3.4 String Trios Published by Artaria 1780–1800
Composer
Luigi
Boccherini
Ignaz Pleyel
Ignaz Pleyel

W. A. Mozart

Ignaz Pleyel

Giov. Batt.
Viotti

Title

Notes

1784
Sei trio [f, G, Es, D, C, E] per due
violini e violoncello ... œuvre 35
1789
Trois trios [C, Es, D] pour deux
violons et violoncelle ... œuvre 16
Trois trios [e, B, G] pour deux
violons & un violoncelle ... œuvre
17
1792
Gran Trio per Violino, Viola, e
Basso composto del Sig.r W. A.
Mozart Opera 19
1793
Tre trio per violino, viola e
violoncello ... 3zo libro de trio
1794
Trio [A] per due violini e
violoncello ... Op. 3

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Tre trio [B, G, Es] per due violini
e violoncello

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto

Op. 35 (G. 101–106)
New edition organized by Artaria (?)
Op. 16 (Ben. 404–406)
Op. 17 (Ben. 407–409)

First edition of Mozart’s Divertimento K
563
Op. 11 (Ben. 401–403)
this is a reprint – first offered in Vienna
by Hoffmeister in 1787 – assumed to have
been pub. by Artaria in 1788 but Pl. Nos.
in the 400s were pub. in 1793
Op. 3
Reprint –
Pl. Nos. taken over from Hoffmeister.
Artaria’s catalogue lists Op. 6 as
containing 6 trios, however, according to
RISM, these are a reprint of Hoffmeister’s
Pl. Nos. 41 and 73 trios 1–3 from Trios
Concertantes
Published as Op 2.
Possibly one of the six Terzetto Scolastico

1795
Franz Joseph
Haydn
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

L. v. Beethoven

Trois trios pour violon, viole et
violoncelle
Op 18. 3 Trios
Op 19. 6 Trios

Reprint of Hoffmeister Pl. No. 173
arrangement of piano sonatas XVI / 40–
42.
Reprint of Hoffmeister Pl. Nos. 41 and 73
– trios 1–3 from Trios Concertantes
Reprint

1797
Serenata per Violino, Viola, e
Violoncello del Sig Luiggi van
Beethoven. Opera VIII
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Op. 8

Giov. Batt.
Viotti
L. v. Beethoven

Johann
Ziegelhauser

Trois trios pour deux violons
concertans et violoncelle
Gran Trio per Violino, Viola,
Violoncello composto dal Signore
Luigi van Beethoven Opera III
1798

Artaria published as Op. 4 but also known
as Op. 26
Op. 3

12 Variazioni
Total Number of String Trios Published per Composer
Hoffmeister
Pleyel
Boccherini
Viotti
Haydn
Beethoven
Mozart
Ziegelhauser

16
9
6
4
3
2
1
1

Reprints
The market’s demands were being met not only by the publication of newly-composed string
trios but also through the reprinting of popular favourites, first and foremost the trios of Hoffmeister,
which continued to do well in the market after their initial run as evidenced through reprints – trios by
Haydn and Pleyel are also represented here. Both Artaria and Hoffmeister were especially successful in
their collaboration in producing reprints of popular works. Artaria’s firm was responsible for the
majority of reprints. After Hoffmeister sold many of his engraving plates to Artaria in 1793, it was cost
effective for Artaria to reprint the string trios of Hoffmeister, Pleyel, and Haydn because the plates for
these works were already made. As a whole, there were approximately twenty-two string trios reprinted
between 1780 and 1800 – sixteen by Hoffmeister and three each by Haydn and Pleyel.
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Table 3.5 Reprints Published in Vienna 1780–1800
Composer
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Ignaz Pleyel

Title
Trois trios
concertante a due
violini et violoncello

Date

Publisher

1787

Hoffmeister

Tre trio per violino,
viola e violoncello ... 1793(?)
3zo libro de trio

Artaria

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Tre trio [B, G, Es]
per due violini e
violoncello

1794

Artaria

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto

1794

Artaria

Franz Joseph
Haydn

Trois trios pour
violon, viole et
violoncelle

1795

Artaria

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

op 18. 3 Trios

1795

Artaria

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

op 19. 6 Trios

1795

Artaria

Remarks
Reprint of Pl. Nos. 41 and 73 –
trios 1–3 from Trios
Concertantes
Op. 11 (Ben. 401–403)
this is a reprint – first offered
in Vienna by Hoffmeister in
1787 – assumed to have been
pub. by Artaria in 1788 but Pl.
Nos. in the 400s were pub. in
1793
Reprint –
Pl. Nos. taken over from
Hoffmeister. Artaria’s
catalogue lists Op. 6 as
containing 6 trios, however,
according to RISM, these are a
reprint of Hoffmeister’s Pl.
Nos. 41 and 73 trios 1–3 from
Trios Concertantes
Published as Op 2.
Possibly one of the six
Terzetto Scolastico
Reprint of Hoffmeister Pl. No.
173
arrangement of piano sonatas
XVI / 40–42.
Reprint of Hoffmeister Pl.
Nos. 41 and 73 – trios 1–3
from Trios Concertantes
Reprint

Conclusion
It seems self-evident that string trios were published in Vienna during the last two decades of
the eighteenth century because they were suitable for, and successful in, Vienna’s musical market.
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What this chapter has done is to highlight some of the reasons for this success. For instance, the
amateur player, as a member of the bourgeoisie, had the financial means to purchase music to be used
in the home for education and entertainment purposes, and string trios fitted these functions incredibly
well. The suitability and success is also evidenced through the large number of multiple editions
published at this time. Yet questions regarding the publication and production of string trios and
chamber music in general during this time, and the influence of those works on the public, remain to be
considered. For instance, we know very little about how an eighteenth-century publisher assessed the
market either for the works of a particular composer or of a certain genre. It is not difficult to imagine
that a range of factors, including critical opinion, opportunity, taste, economics, recommendation, and
patronage, contributed to the decision of what to publish.
Equally, a publisher may influence the market directly by “creating” demand through marketing
and distribution, not merely acting as a passive agent responding to the whim of fashion or
circumstance. Hoffmeister certainly not only influenced the string trio market but helped to create a
market for pedagogical trios as evidenced through the publication of his six Terzetto Scolastico trios,
which were published over the course of three years, 1785–1788. The success of string trios, and
chamber music more generally in Vienna, was partly due to the development of the Viennese
publishing industry during the last two decades of the eighteenth century: markets drove publishers to
expand and expansions in musical publishing (especially cheaper, more readily accessible print music
being produced) drove the markets, as evidenced by Hoffmeister and his string trios.
The number of publishing firms in Vienna had increased dramatically during this time.
According to their catalogues, from 1780 to 1800, there was more than a modest demand for string
trios, especially trios for two violins and cello rather than violin, viola, and cello. Between 1780 and
1800, approximately ninety-six string trios were newly published by fifteen composers. The year 1788
was exceptionally productive: more string trios were published in Vienna that year than in any other
year during the 1780s and 1790s. 1788 was also a significant turning point for Hoffmeister: he opened
his own music shop in the centre of Vienna in 1788, and indeed we see an increase in the number of
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string trios offered by Hoffmeister’s publishing firm in that year compared to those offered any other
time during the late eighteenth century.
The string trios of Hoffmeister were ideal for amateur consumption and domestic musicmaking. Through his subscription series, Hoffmeister openly professed his role as a steward of pleasing
and practical works for the musical amateur, certainly a sound commercial aim. Although varied and
contrasted in grand plan and smaller details, his string trios did not push the boundaries as far as those
of his more adventurous colleagues, and therefore have never, to date, attracted much serious academic
study. Nevertheless, for more than two decades Hoffmeister’s trios helped to define the taste of the
general public in Vienna. In fact, by 1800 the Viennese public had access to a wealth of string trios by
Hoffmeister, and often multiple editions of the same works. Taken as a whole, this was a significant
development in the dissemination of the composer’s string trios.

Table 3.6 Hoffmeister’s Pränumeration für Kammermusik Year 1 (1785–1787)
Composer

Work

Pl. #

Notes

Cahier 1 November 1785
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Johann Vanhal

Opus 1 (?) Each voice/part with
its own title page; framed with a
wreath technique
without price indication; with
Quatuor à Deux Violons
15
thematic incipit; with unadorned
Alte et Violoncelle
framing/cover
Total = 3 Duets and 1 Quartet

III Duetti per Due Violini

11

Cahier 2 December 1785
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Ignaz Pleyel
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Ignaz Pleyel

Quatuor à Deux Violons
16
without price indication
Alte et Violoncelle
Quintette à Deux Violons
without price indication; with
19
Deux Tailles et Violoncelle
unadorned framing/cover
Terzetto No. 1 Scolastico à
20
without title page
Due Violini e Violoncello
Quintetto II pour 2 Violins
26
without title page
2 Tailles et Violoncelle
Total = 2 Quintets, 1 Quartet, 1 Trio
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Cahier 3 January 1786
Franz Joseph Haydn
Johann Sterkel
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Quartetto No. 1 à due
32
without title page
Violini Viola e Violoncello
Quintette pour Deux
without price indication; with
Violons Deux Tailles et
38
unadorned framing/cover
Violoncelle
Quatuor II à Deux Violons
39
Alte et Violoncelle
Total = 1 Quintet, 2 Quartets

Cahier 4 March 1786 (originally scheduled for February 1786)
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Trio I und II Concertante à
41
Due Violini et Violoncelle
Total = 2 Trios

without title page; title on cello
part

Cahier 5 April/May 1786 (originally scheduled for March 1786)

Ignaz Pleyel
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Johann Vanhal

Grande Sinfonie à due
violini due oboi due corni
54
due clarini timpani viola et
basso
Duetto I per Violino e
55
Viola
Quartetto III à Deux
61
Violons Alte et Violoncelle
Total = 1 Symphony, 1 Quartet, 1 Duet
Cahier 6 June 1786 (originally scheduled for April 1786)

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Johann Fux
Ignaz Pleyel
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Quartetto à Violino Viola I
without title page; title on cello
67
Viola II e Violoncello
part
Sonata II per il Violino
70
original title on cello part
Solo e Violoncello
Trois Sonata à Violino Solo
71
et Alto Viola
Trio III Concertante à Due
73
Violini et Violoncelle
Total = 1 Quartet, 1 Trio, 4 Duets
Cahier 7 August 1786 (originally scheduled for May 1786)

Ignaz Pleyel
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Quintetto IV per 2 Violini 2
74
Viole e Violoncello
Duetto II per Violino e
75
Viola
Total = 1 Quintet, 1 Duet

without title page

Cahier 8 October 1786 (originally scheduled for June 1786)
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W. A. Mozart
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Johann Vanhal

Quatuor à deux Violons
76
Alto et Violoncelle
Quartetto II und III à
Violino due Viole
82
Violoncello
Quatuor IV à Deux Violons
88
Alte et Violoncelle
Total = 4 Quartets

K. 499
without title page; title on cello
part

Cahier 9 January 1787 (originally scheduled for July 1786)
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

VI Quintetts pour deux
Violons deux Violes et
91
title page without decoration
Violoncelle (No. 1)
Terzetto II Scolastico à Due
94
Violini e Violoncello
Concerto pour Violon
Principale Deux Violons
98
duex Obois deux Cors
Viole e Basse
Total = 1 Concerto, 1 Quintet, 1 Trio

Cahier 10 March/April 1787 (originally scheduled for August 1786)

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Quatuor V a Deux Violons
Alte et Violoncelle
Trio IV Concertante à Due
Violini et Violoncelle

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Deux Quatuors pour Deux
Violons Alte et Violoncello

Johann Vanhal

104
106
108

from the Opera “Una Cosa Rara”
(A Rare Thing) by Martin y Soler
arr. by Hoffmeister

Total = 3 Quartets, 1 Trio
Cahier 11 May/June 1787 (originally scheduled for September 1786)
Ignaz Pleyel
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

III Trios Concertantes pour
112
Violon Viole et Violoncelle
Quintett II pour deux
Violons deux Violes et
113
Violoncelle
Total = 1 Quintet, 3 Trios

without price; Pleyel’s Op. 11

Cahier 12 August 1787 (originally scheduled for October 1786)

Johann Wessely
Johann Vanhal
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Deux Quatuors a deux
Violons Viole et
117
Violoncelle
Quartetto VI a Deux
119
Violons Alte et Violoncelle
Duetto III per Violino e
121
Viola
Total = 3 Quartets, 1 Duet
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Op. 8(?)

16 Quartets
10 Duets
9 Trios
Totals for the first year of series
6 Quintets
1 Concerto
1 Symphony

Hoffmeister’s Pränumeration fur Kammermusik Year 2 (1787–1788)
Composer

Work

Pl. #

Notes

Cahier 1 October 1787 (originally scheduled for November 1786)

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Sinfonie a Deux Violons 2
Obois 2 Cors 2 Fagotto
123
Flute trav. Viole
Violoncelle et Basse
Terzetto No. 3 Scolastico à
127
Due Violini e Violoncello
Total = 1 Symphony, 1 Trio

Cahier 2 December 1787 (originally scheduled for December 1786)
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Quintett III pour deux
Violons deux Violes et
129
Violoncelle
Total = 1 Quintet

Cahier 3 January/February 1788 (originally scheduled for January 1787)
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Duetto V und VI per
135
Violino e Viola
Trio V und VI Concertante
à Due Violini et
136
Violoncelle
Total = 2 Trios, 2 Duets

Cahier 4 March 1788 (originally scheduled for February 1787)
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Duetto IV per Violino e
138
Viola
Quintett IV und V pour
deux Violons deux Violes
151
et Violoncelle
Total = 2 Quintets, 1 Duet
Cahier 5 May 1788 (originally scheduled for March 1787)

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Quintett VI pour deux
Violons deux Violes et
Violoncelle
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152

Paul Wranitzky

Sei Terzetti per Violino
Viola e Violoncello (No. 1)

154

without price information;
everything in simple (plain)
typography

Total = 1 Quintet, 1 Trio
Cahier 6 June/July 1788 (originally scheduled for April 1787)

W. A. Mozart
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Fuga per 2 Violini Viola e
Violoncello

159

K. 546; first edition; parts in
portrait format; title page (cover)
in plain typography

Quatuor IV à Deux Violons
164
Alte et Violoncelle
Total = 2 Quartets
Cahier 7 August 1788 (originally scheduled for May 1787)

Paul Wranitzky
Johann Wessely
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Sei Terzetti per Violino
Viola e Violoncello (No. 2)

165

Quatetto a deux Violons
166
Viole et Violoncelle
Terzetto No. 4 Scolastico à
168
Due Violini e Violoncello
Total = 1 Quartet, 2 Trios

without price information;
everything in simple (plain)
typography
Op. 9(?)

Cahier 8 September 1788 (originally scheduled for June 1787)
Terzetto No. 5 und 6
Scolastico à Due Violini e
180
Violoncello
Sei Quartetti a due Violini
Viola e Violoncello Op. 1
182
No. 1
Total = 1 Quartet, 2 Trios

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Grill

Cahier 9 October 1788 (originally scheduled for July 1787)

Paul Wranitzky

III Quartetti per Due
Violini Viola e Violoncello 185
Op. 1
Total = 3 Quartets

Cahier 10 November 1788 (originally scheduled for August 1787)
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Paul Wranitzky
Johann Fux

VI Duetti per due Violini
(No. 1)
III Quartetti per Due
Violini Viola e Violoncello
Op. 2
12 Variationi per il Violino
solo e Basso
98

186

parts in portrait format; title in a
plain typography and plain frame

188

each voice/part with its own title
page; with unadorned framing

189

without price information

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

VI Duetti per due Violini
parts in portrait format; title in a
190
(No. 2)
plain typography and plain frame
Total = 3 Quartets, 3 Duets

Cahier 11 December 1788 (originally scheduled for September 1787)
Quintetto V per 2 Violini 2
198
without title page
Viole e Violoncello
Quintetto VI per 2 Violini 2
Ignaz Pleyel
199
without title page
Viole e Violoncello
Franz Anton
VI Duetti per due Violini
parts in portrait format; title in a
200
Hoffmeister
(No. 3)
plain typography and plain frame
Total = 2 Quintets, 1 Duet
10 Quartets
8 Trios
Totals for the second year of series 7 Duets
6 Quintets
1 Symphony
Year
Quintets
Quartets
Trios
Duets
Symphonies Concertos
1
6
16
9
10
1
1
2
6
10
8
7
1
0
Totals
12
26
17
17
2
1
Changes
+/– 0
–6
–1
–3
+/– 0
–1
Ignaz Pleyel
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Chapter Four
String Trios as Domestic Music

Viennese composers of the late eighteenth century produced a wealth of string chamber works
that catered to the bourgeoisie/middle class (doctors, lawyers, bureaucrats).156 This growing social class
consisted of both amateur and professional musicians playing music for enjoyment in private or semiprivate spaces and with or without an audience. Like works in other genres that were designed with
domestic use in mind during this period, these chamber works were quite popular with the middle class,
partly because they were closely tied to an everyday social practice – in this case, for the purpose of
entertainment. Recovering some understanding of these works and the social practices they facilitated
allows for much needed revisions to the understanding of the string trio as it developed during this
period. String trios suited the needs of social leisure, and, as will be shown, distinct subgenres with
their own stylistic conventions developed within the genre to address this growing bourgeoisie market.
In this chapter, I demonstrate some of the ways in which distinct musical characteristics of late
eighteenth-century string trios reflected specific social uses of music in middle-class life in Vienna by
examining works of composers linked to this cultural milieu: Johann Vanhal (1739–1813), Franz Anton
Hoffmeister, Franz Christoph Neubauer (c.1760–1795), Johann Nepomuk Peyerl (1761–1800), and
Ignaz Pleyel. These composers were part of the bourgeoisie, and their string trios appealed to the broad
market of music purchasers in Vienna who shared the composers’ middle-class identity. In addition to
their activities as composers, performers, publishers, and teachers, these men also engaged in private
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For a definition of bourgeoisie/middle-class see Chapter Two.
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and semi-private recreational music-making that paralleled the activities of their patrons and other
middle-class consumers of music.

The Composers
The composers discussed here represent related but distinct musical careers in the late
eighteenth century. They occupied varying positions within the broadly defined middle class, but the
similarities in their activities in Vienna support the notion of a shared identity. For instance, Johann
Vanhal lived and worked in Vienna for most of his life. He knew Haydn and Mozart and achieved
international popularity as a composer of symphonies, string quartets and piano music. Vanhal did not
hold a court or church appointment; in fact, he could be considered one of the first independent
musicians and freelance artists of his time, placing him squarely within the confines of the middle
class. He was a virtuoso cellist who made his living by composing, and above all, by teaching (among
his pupils was Ignaz Pleyel). He created a remarkable catalogue of works, especially instrumental
chamber music, the focus of which had shifted away from the nobility and more towards the
bourgeoisie after 1780. It was at this time that Vanhal stopped writing symphonies and string quartets,
focusing instead on music for piano and small-scale chamber ensembles. As a performer, Vanhal is
known to have played in various private and semi-private settings.
Like Vanhal, Franz Anton Hoffmeister did not hold a court appointment; rather, he established
himself as a respectable businessman in Vienna through his publishing company. As was shown in
Chapter Three, Hoffmeister clearly marketed much of his chamber music for strings at the amateur
player. As a composer, he was highly esteemed by his contemporaries, as can be seen in Gerber’s
lexicon entry published in the year of Hoffmeister’s death:
If you were to take a glance at his many and varied works, then you would have to admire the
diligence and the cleverness of this composer… He earned for himself a well-deserved and
widespread reputation through the original content of his works, which are not only rich in
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emotional expression but also distinguished by the interesting and suitable use of instruments and
through good practicability.157
The descriptions of “suitable” and “good practicability” should be interpreted to mean that
Hoffmeister was consciously designing works for amateur players and audiences that would not exceed
their playing skills or attention in listening.
Scant information is available on Johann Nepomuk Peyerl. He was an acquaintance of Mozart,
and a skilled singer whose peers considered him one of the best interpreters of Mozart’s music. Peyerl
abandoned his theological studies and devoted himself entirely to the life of an actor and amateur
composer of popular music genres such as dances. Franz Christoph Neubauer, like his contemporary
Vanhal, made a respectable living as a teacher. He was first and foremost a composer of instrumental
music for the amateur. Included in his catalogue of chamber works are several sets of variations for
various instrumental combinations and dilettante piano pieces. Commentators on Neubauer have
remarked favourably on his chamber music. Scholar and first biographer of Mozart, Friedrich
Schlichtegroll, had a high regard for Neubauer’s quartets, describing them as supple and charming.158
Neubauer wrote numerous duos for various combinations of instruments; in fact, the duos represent the
largest single genre of Neubauer’s output, indicating his penchant toward amateur players, who at the
time favoured duets.
It is well known that the chamber music of Ignaz Pleyel was popular with the bourgeois
consumer market as attested by the publication catalogues and number of reprints of his works. In fact,
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“Er erwarb sich seinen wohlverdienten ausgebreiteten Ruf durch den eigenen Gehalt seiner Werke,

welch nicht nur reich an empfindungsvollem Ausdruck sind, sondern auch die Instrumente interessant
und angemessen beschäftigen und sich durch gute Ausführbarkeit auszeichnen”, Ernst Ludwig Gerber,
Neues Historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (Leipzig, 1812), 710 (italics are mine).
158

“Seine Quartette haben einen geschmeidigen, lieblichen Charakter”, Friedrich Schlichtegroll,

Nekrolog auf das Jahr 1795 (Gotha, 1798), vol 2, 397.
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when addressing Pleyel’s extreme popularity with the middle-class amateur market, Charles Burney
went so far as to write in 1789 that: “there has lately been a rage for the music of Pleyel, which has
diminished the attention of amateurs and the public to all other violin music”.159 It should be noted that
Burney’s use of “violin music” here means all string chamber music as in “violin family” of
instruments.
Like many other composers in similar circumstances, the music of these five composers
appealed to middle-class players and audiences in part because it reflected their own musical activities
as members of that social class. Chamber music gatherings were a regular feature of life for these five
composers. For instance, Neubauer is known to have travelled from town to town in southern Germany
and Austria playing at small local musical gatherings as an itinerant musician. Peyerl attended private
musical get-togethers with Mozart and friends in which they amused themselves by playing musical
games. And there is the well-known anecdote from Michael Kelly regarding a small musical gathering
of friends in 1784 in which Vanhal joined in the playing of chamber music. Kelly reminisces:
[Stephen] Storace gave a quartett party to his friends. The players were tolerable; not one of them
excelled on the instrument he played, but there was a little science among them, which I dare say
will be acknowledged when I name them:
The First Violin … Haydn.
Second Violin …... Baron Dittersdorf.
Violoncello ……... Vanhall.
Tenor ………..….. Mozart.160
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A General History of Music, ed. Frank Mercer, London, 1935 (reprinted New York, 1957), 951.

160

Michael Kelly, Reminiscences of Michael Kelly, of the King’s Theatre, and Theatre Royal Drury

Lane (London, 1826), 237. Stephen Storace was an English composer who was known mainly for his
operas. He made several trips to Vienna during the mid-1780s, where he became a friend of Mozart.
Storace’s chamber music output was small, consisting of two piano quintets and three piano trios.
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That these composers (and many like them) wrote for middle-class music purchasers and
amateur players seems clear, but the question remains: did they address that audience in different ways
to those of other composers? A large part of the appeal and marketability of these composers’ string
trios comes from the use of musical gestures and styles designed with the pleasure of the player as their
primary goal, focusing on the experience of actively playing music, as opposed to the cerebral
contemplation of it. For instance, Kelly’s description of an intimate musical gathering (given above)
unites social and musical aspects by referring to a quartet “party” given by Storace to “his friends”,
which, in turn, suggests a sense of community-building through the playing of chamber music. Kelly
makes a direct effort to point out that the “performance” of the quartet players was unpolished and had
an impromptu nature. Reading Kelly’s narrative, we can assume the musicians were sight-reading (as
was typical at this time) and perhaps most importantly for my argument, they were playing more for
their own enjoyment rather than for any “audience”; and for Kelly, any shortcomings in the
instrumentalists’ technique were no hindrance to the opportunity to socialise through music and to be
intimate with esteemed composers.161 All of which also shows that the distinction between the
performers of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven’s works and those for other composers in Vienna of the
era, cannot be easily maintained.
Likewise, the string trios of Vanhal, Hoffmeister, Pleyel, Neubauer, and Peyerl provided an
outlet for a sense of community and entertainment within a circle of family and friends rather than for
an attentive listening audience. For instance, in a journal entry dated 6 December, 1779, Susan Burney,
third daughter of Charles Burney, recounts the delight that the informal playing of string trios,
including one by Vanhal, brought to her and others during an intimate small gathering. According to
Susan Burney, William Dance (1755–1840), a violinist, was in attendance. Susan’s father had sent Mr.
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Dance out to borrow a viola from William Napier (1740/41–1812), a violinist and viola player and
music publisher. Susan Burney writes:
it now grew late, and my Father … took up a Tenor (viola) himself that something might be begun
– Cramer produced his fiddle – Mr. Dance the Violoncello – and they play’d a very pretty Trio
of Hoffman’s which my Father brought in MS. from Germany – during this, Pacchierotti sat by
me and I had the pleasure of finding we felt at the same places … immediately after, they played
a charming Trio of Vanhal’s.162
Though brief, Susan Burney’s narrative offers a great deal about the use of chamber music as
entertainment during small intimate gatherings of the late eighteenth century. First, it suggests that
during these small gatherings of family and friends, music in general (and in this case, string trios in
particular) played an important role as entertainment for the evening. According to Susan Burney, her
father took it upon himself to obtain a viola so that he and his friends could play a string trio he had
brought with him from Germany. Susan Burney’s description also suggests just how easy and
convenient a string trio ensemble was to assemble. And lastly, in her descriptions of the music itself;
she uses the terms “pretty” and “charming”, describing the string trios, two expressions implying that
something is appealing and captivating.
The musical style these five composers incorporated into their string trios was particularly
suited to the aim of “charming” entertainment. These composers produced chamber music that would
appeal to amateurs and would not exceed their technical abilities. For example, a review in 1786 of
newly published keyboard sonatas (issued by Artaria as Op. 30) by Vanhal states:
In fair judgement of musical compositions, one must also keep in mind what kind of amateurs the
piece is written for, and whether the composer should not have to adjust to their abilities and taste
. . . The composer of the present sonatas surely wrote them for amateurs whose hands are not yet
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practised enough to master great difficulties but who nevertheless enjoy good, expressive
melodies. And in this respect, they are excellently composed.163
Though the review does not concern Vanhal’s string trios, the critic may well have been
expressing a general opinion regarding Vanhal’s aptitude for creating chamber works designed for the
amateur player’s own enjoyment rather than for contemplation by an audience.
Similar observations about keeping the enjoyment of amateur players at the forefront may be
found in reviews of Pleyel and his works. For instance, in the Morning Herald from 1791, a review
concerning Pleyel’s London visit expresses again the priority for an undemanding manner in chamber
music directed at amateur players:
Pleyel, the celebrated composer, certainly visits this country in the course of the approaching
musical season. This composer, who is a pupil of the great Haydn, is becoming even more popular
than his master; as his works are characterized less by the intricacies of science than the charm
of simplicity and feeling.164
Critics like the one cited above were creating a binary opposition: head/heart (Haydn/the rest).
This binary opposition cannot be completely maintained in practice and one thing is certain: much of
bourgeoisie society and middle-class amateur players were aware of the varied levels of technical
difficulties in the works of various composers and preferred fairly easy music designed with the
pleasure of the player as a goal, not the cerebral contemplation of it by an attentive audience. And as
was shown through the narratives of Michael Kelly and Susan Burney, undemanding chamber music
like this also brought about a sense of community building and socialization between family and
friends. Before approaching any details of these musical mannerisms and styles, a brief contextual
survey of this socialization of family and friends follows.
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Musical Gatherings of the Middle Class
Domestic music-making was an integral part of Viennese society by the end of the eighteenth
century; indeed, it was almost ubiquitous. Much of the vitality of Viennese musical life at this time
stemmed from the salons and parlours of the newly emerging bourgeoisie and amateur musicians.
These musical gatherings were typically informal, congenial gatherings of family and close friends who
took part in games, music making, and dancing. As the wealth and prestige of the Viennese middle
class increased during the latter part of the eighteenth century, more families could afford its material
benefits such as musical instruments, music lessons, and purchased music. Once a family acquired an
instrument, the children of the household usually took music lessons either from a family member or
from a local musician. A natural outcome of the emphasis on domestic music-making was that Vienna
became a centre of amateur musicians and private music making. In fact, a correspondent writing about
a Viennese salon around 1800 suggests that music making in some homes performed a practical
function:
… every well-bred girl, whether she has talent or not, must learn to play the piano or to sing; first
of all, it’s fashionable; secondly, it’s the most convenient way for her to put herself forward
attractively in society and thereby, if she is lucky, make an advantageous matrimonial alliance,
particularly a moneyed one. The sons likewise must learn music: first also, because it is the thing
to do and is fashionable; secondly, because it serves them too as a recommendation in good
society; and experience teaches that many a fellow (at least amongst us) has musicked himself to
the side of a rich wife, or into a highly lucrative position. Students without means support
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themselves by music … if someone wants to be a lawyer, he acquires a lot of acquaintances and
clients through music by playing everywhere; the same is true of the aspiring physician.165
In spite of the beneficial outcomes described above, such as music as a means of moving up the
social scale, most amateur musicians probably regarded music as innocent entertainment and nothing
more. In fact, the division between the professional and the amateur musician, between those
knowledgeable about music and those who merely enjoyed it, was beginning to take hold in Vienna at
this time.
The musical repertories of these middle-class musical gatherings included a wide range of
genres, including theme and variations, dances, and pieces for the piano. Also popular were
arrangements, pedagogical pieces, and small chamber works (duets, trios, quartets, and quintets for a
variety of instrumental combinations, these categories not being mutually exclusive of course). During
the last two decades of the eighteenth century, most composers wrote music of varying difficulty for
amateur musicians, one reason being that there was such a wide range of skill levels amongst the
amateurs in Vienna at this time. One critic in 1800 observed of Vienna’s musical amateurs: “There can
be few cities where amateur musical activity is so universal as here. All play, all learn music. Naturally
there are some excellent dilettanti [i.e., they were quite skilled] among this great multitude”.166
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That there were differing skill levels among amateur musicians can be gleaned from the various
observations above.167 What did the diverse skill levels of players mean in terms of a string-trio
repertoire? For a start, composers had to take into account the various abilities of the amateur musicians
when composing their trios. The non-professional player desired works that would be easily accessible
in terms of the level of technical skill involved, while amateurs who were more accomplished were
likely to purchase something more challenging. And what about the varying skill levels within a tightknit group of family and friends who most likely played these works together? There had to be trios
tailored to meet the needs of a more advanced amateur who played alongside those less gifted, not to
mention the composer-performers who played in conjunction with those less talented.
The titles associated with string trios played an important role in the publication and sales of
music directed toward amateur musicians of varying skills.168 However, titles could be deceptive; for
example, many string trios, though marketed as facile (simple), have a first-violin part that can be quite
challenging to play, even for a highly skilled player. And then there are works whose only given title is
the generic term Trio, which indicates only that the music is for three instruments. In fact, string trios
labelled only with this generic title encompassed a large range of skill levels. For instance, two of
Giovanni Battista Viotti’s string trios published in Vienna, Op. 3 (1794) and Op. 4 (1797), labelled
only as Trio, functioned to a large extent as virtuosic Hausmusik for the first violinist. These two trios
foreshadow what would become known after 1800 as the trio brillant, as they were designed for the
virtuoso performer, though neither work was labelled brillant at this time because the term was not yet
used as a descriptor. So, while we should be careful not to attach too much weight to titles alone, when
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coupled with stylistic characteristics, titles are a useful way for musicologists to categorize the various
types of string trios in an attempt to make sense of the music that saturated the Viennese market at the
end of the eighteenth century.
Amateurs in search of ‘lighter’ pieces would certainly be attracted to or directed towards titles
specifically dedicated to the amateur musician, as in Neubauer’s Trois Trios Op. 8, whose dedication
reads ‘Dédiés aux Amateurs’. Or if the amateur was at the beginning stages of playing, they might look
for trios with specific titles that indicate a pedagogical association, such as Hoffmeister’s set of six
Terzetto Scolastico trios, while the advanced amateur who aspired to play one day in an orchestra or a
string-quartet ensemble might have chosen a trio advertised as Concertant or Grand. These two terms
almost invariably signalled a higher skill level as they required skilled bowing techniques. On the other
hand, if amateurs wished for nothing more than pure entertainment, Variations and Tänze were sure to
be the trios of choice.
While there is little documentation that reveals the domestic playing and listening habits or
experiences of middle-class amateur musicians, the music itself offers a rich source of information.169 It
can be argued that music for the middle class emerged as possessing a distinct style/characteristic:
frequent repetitions, lyrical singing melodies, and formal procedures emphasizing complete themes
rather than motivic work which would have been more associated with the music of Haydn, Mozart,
and Beethoven writing works for connoisseurs. Accordingly, the music written and played in middleclass music gatherings was particularly light in character. Piano duets, dances, and variations etc.
perfectly suited the demands of amateur players and listeners alike, while music written in a more
serious and pretentious style was intended for aristocratic salons and music societies but this is not to
infer that no middle-class music gatherings pursued serious music.
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Given that the marketplace was saturated with a new bourgeois society in pursuit of higher
social status and culture, most small-ensemble chamber music that was published was marketed to the
middle-class for private entertainment. The commercial success of a publication therefore greatly
depended on how well the composers accommodated the musical competencies of their targeted
audience. Examples from the subgenres of string trios composed and published between 1780 and 1800
will serve to explore how these composers utilised various stylistic devices in their string trios in order
to cater to and attract the middle-class consumer.

Domesticity in String Trio Types: Functionality and Stylistic Considerations
Dances
Dance, as a social activity, occupied an important place in Vienna. During the late eighteenth
century, public dance halls were opened to everyone and from 1780 to 1810, the number of Viennese
dance halls increased from 15 to 50, making dance and its accompanying music almost ubiquitous in
Vienna.170 The inherent nationalistic qualities in dances of various national origins became common as
citizens (including composers/musicians) from lands throughout the Hapsburg Empire flocked to
Vienna to make their living.171 The sheer number of these dance works attests to their commercial
success. There were approximately one hundred and fifty dances published between 1780 and 1800 for
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the instrumentation of two violins and bass. This number does not include the numerous manuscripts
that would have circulated throughout the city at this time, which was the main form in which this
music circulated. It is known that many dances were advertised in the Wiener Zeitung that were not
offered in publishers’ catalogues.

4.1 Dance Trios Published in Vienna 1780–1800
Composer
Johann Vanhal
W. A. Mozart
W. A. Mozart
Stanislaus
d’Ossowsky
W. A. Mozart
Franz Jos.
Haydn
Franz Jos.
Haydn
W. A. Mozart
Ignaz Sauer
Stückl
Stückl
Stückl
Johann Peyerl
L. v.
Beethoven
L. v.
Beethoven
TOTAL

172

Title
12 Minuetti
12 Minuetti
12 Deutsche

Instr.
2 Vn, B172
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B

Date
1786
1791
1791

Publisher
Artaria
Artaria
Artaria

6 Ungarische Tänze

2 Vn, B

1791

Hoffmeister

12 Deutsche aus Zauberflöte

2 Vn, B

1792

Artaria

12 Deutsche Tänze

2 Vn, B

1794

Artaria

12 Menuetten

2 Vn, B

1794

Artaria

6 Ländler
12 Ländlertänze
12 Menuetten
12 Deutschen samt Coda
6 Contratänzen
12 Redout-Deutsche

2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B

1795
1798
1799
1799
1799
1800

Artaria
Sauer
Hoffmeister
Hoffmeister
Hoffmeister
Traeg

6 Deutsche (WoO 8)

2 Vn, B

1800

Hoffmeister

6 Menuette (WoO 7)

2 Vn, B

1800

Hoffmeister

140 (all for 2 Vn, B)
8 composers

Scored for two violins and basso – a generic term which in chamber music of the day generally

refers to the violoncello.
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For the amateur player, works entitled Tänze (or some subset thereof, such as Ländler or
Minuet, could also be included as titles) would often (though not always) contain undemanding music.
Not only did dance music serve as a reminder of homeland/ethnic origins, it also fulfilled a market
demand for “light” entertainment ideally situated to the desires of the broad middle class. The majority
of dances were easy to play owing to their simple harmonic progressions, block-chord accompaniment
patterns, and simple folk-like melodies, but they may be seen as providing multiple levels of
entertainment for family and friends. True, dances could be enjoyed through listening and playing, but
equally important is the fact that they were actually danceable works. And in fact, dancing would
afford any female members of the family a form of participation when string trios were played since
females were discouraged from playing a stringed instrument such as a violin or cello during the latter
part of the eighteenth century; instead, the piano became the instrument of choice for female amateurs.
Piano arrangements of dance music afforded female musicians the performance opportunities denied
them in the male-dominated string chamber music domain. And so, dance music was entertainment that
all could enjoy in a participatory fashion whether by means of playing, listening or dancing. Also, the
playing of string trios was not strictly a “family” affair and often involved one or more relatives or
friends (recall the narrative from Susan Burney given above). It is also possible that middle-class
families (at least those who could afford it) hired players to perform trios and as only three players
were needed to play a string trio, this particular genre of music was an inexpensive form of
entertainment.
According to Catherine Mayes, dances were most commonly issued in arrangements for solo
keyboard (four-hand piano arrangements in some cases) and in the same quantities for string trio
consisting of two violins and cello/bass. In fact, many of these dances were published simultaneously,
or in quick succession, in both instrumentations (piano/two violins and bass), a clear indication of the
popularity of both the type of music and the instrumentation and of the desire of publishers to capitalize
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on it.173 This instrumentation also reflected the musical settings in which much of this dance music was
played, namely at small domestic balls. Dancing among the middle and upper classes in Vienna became
increasingly oriented toward small gatherings rather than large balls as a reaction against the
overcrowding of public ballrooms after they were opened to all classes of society in the 1770s and
1780s.174
Dance music for two violins and cello was as important as symphonies for creating a sense of
community amongst the upper echelons of Viennese society. Viennese society loved dancing, and the
writing and playing of these dance pieces did not diminish composers’ or performers’ reputations with
critics who venerated “serious” music. It was not only what we today consider lesser-known composers
who were writing dance music: in fact, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven composed or had dances
arranged for two violins and cello alongside other composers who would have been well known in
Viennese musical circles during this period, such as Vanhal. For instance, Beethoven composed at least
ten sets (approximately 80 works) of dances. These include two sets originally scored for two violins
and bass: Six Minuets (WoO 9) and Six Ländler (WoO 15).
What made dances so appealing to the amateur player musically? The musical style of these
dances was quite simple: typically, a set of Tänze would include six or twelve dances in related keys.
Most were written in major keys with no more than two sharps or two flats, ensuring their accessibility
even to amateur players with little training. The concept of repetition was important as each dance
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would usually entail repeated sections consisting of phrases eight bars long. And most were written
with time signatures of 3/8 or 3/4, coupled with a slow harmonic rhythm.
Vanhal’s set of twelve Deutsche Tänze, published in Vienna by Artaria in 1786, is typical of
this type of music. Dances Nos. 1 and 11 are representative of the set (Examples 4.1 and 4.2). Both are
formally repetitive, divisible into two-, four- and eight-bar units with a repeating formal structure
corresponding to a typical pattern of AA BB. All of the dances in this set have a major home key
except No. 2, which is in the key of D minor. Both dances are very simple harmonically, with virtually
exclusive use of only tonic, dominant, and pre-dominant harmonies; and they are comprised of simple
diatonic melodies played almost exclusively by the first violin. The cello’s accompaniment is mostly in
root position throughout the entire set, while the role of the second violin is to fill in harmonies by way
of playing either a third or fifth interval through repeated notes or broken-chordal patterns. In short,
both representative dances are charming and easily executed works; perhaps the biggest element of
difficulty in these two dances comes by way of a B-flat major key signature in Dance No. 11, which is
not the easiest key for an amateur to play in due to the lack of open-string use.

Example 4.1 Johann Vanhal Deutsche Tänz No. 1 (1786)
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Example 4.1 (continued)

Example 4.2 Johann Vanhal Deutsche Tänz No. 11 (1786)

Peyerl’s Münchnerische Redout Deutsche Tänze mit Trios und Coda für 2. Violinen und Bass,
published by Traeg in 1800, is indicative of Deutsche Tänze music arranged for two violins and bass
during this time in Vienna. Written on the title-page (Figure 4.1) is: ‘Diese Tänze sind auch mit
vollstimmiger Musik und im Klavier Auszug‘; ‘vollstimmiger Musik’ refers to orchestra and ‘Klavier
Auszug’ refers to keyboard reduction, meaning that these Tänze were most likely arrangements of
Peyerl’s orchestral Tänze, originally published in 1799. Arrangements of this type were common fare.
As this particular dance is an arrangement of an orchestral work, its coda displays a symphonic
character, which would have been a not too common feature of Deutsche Tänze unless they were in
arrangement (Example 4.3). In his coda to dance No. 6, Peyerl makes use
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Figure 4.1 Title page of Peyerl’s Münchnerische Redout Deutsche Tänze mit Trios und Coda
für 2. Violinen und Bass (Vienna: 1800)

of a galant-practice stock bass termed a cadenza lunga (‘long cadence’).175 The use of a cadenza lunga
(an ending pattern of I–vi–ii6/5–V) was common practice in symphonies and reminiscent of opera buffa
(a genre in which Peyerl performed). Musicians, both professional and amateur, would have been
familiar with this type of ending which creates an easily comprehensible articulation of the cadence,
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making this particular piece of music accessible and entertaining for the players and their audience as
they are given a more serious musical styling, the cadenza lunga, in a popular form of music.

Example 4.3 Johann Nepomuk Peyerl Münchnerische Redout Deutsche Tänze No. 6 (1800),
bars 42–54

Pedagogical, Progressive and Facile String Trios
According to Viennese publishing catalogues of the late eighteenth century, facile, progressive,
and pedagogical trios were modestly popular. In fact, between 1780 and 1800, Hoffmeister was the
only composer and publisher in Vienna to offer any newly composed string trios specifically labelled
with such a purpose: six Terzetto Scolastico (1785–1788). However, this does not mean that trios not
labelled with these specifiers did not belong to this group. For example, the titlepage for a set of trios
by Neubauer simply states, Trois Trios pour Deux Violons & Violoncelle Compose par Mr. F.
Neubauer Dédiés aux Amateurs Œuvre 8. Looking at an example from this set of trios (Example 4.4), it
is clear that they belong to this category. A lyrical melody in the first violin, an um-pah-pah
accompaniment in the other two instruments and the unison passages are all markers of this
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pedagogical, progressive and facile grouping – music that was easy to comprehend in both playing and
listening.

Example 4.4 Franz Neubauer, Trio No. 1 (1803), first movement, bars 1–4

According to Ludwig Finscher, such less demanding compositions served as a stepping stone on
the way to develop one’s ability to play and understand Haydn’s string quartets.176 However, we do not
have to accept Finscher’s hierarchical view of genre implied in his assessment, which devalues works
labelled progressive or facile.177 Finscher is overlooking a valuable quality inherent in these types of
trios, that of entertainment. For some amateur musicians, the end-goal was not to acquire a high
proficiency in their playing so that they could perform works by Haydn or more difficult works in
general, rather, they simply enjoyed the facile works along with the camaraderie of family and friends
provided by the playing of such music.
As noted by Finscher, one important aspect of these non-demanding works during the late
eighteenth century was their educational function. In fact, musical instruction was considered essential
to good upbringing and was part of every bourgeoisie family life.178 Numerous string duos and trios
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were written as instruction pieces for a student (or two) to play with an instructor or for three amateurs
to play together and help each other through the various techniques of playing. These pedagogical trios
stand out for several reasons. They are precise, compact, and they betray a remarkable mastery in
composition (fit for purpose) and a knowledge of the instruments, and promise a high level of domestic
entertainment.
Many string trios that would accommodate the amateur musician, as well as trios for the
musical education of budding professional violin players, bear an inscription on their title-page that
indicates the purpose for which these works were intended. This convention is evident in the following
titles: Franz Hoffmeister, Trios Faciles et Progressives pour Deux Violons & Violoncelle à l’usage des
Commençants (1802); Ferdinand Kauer, 6 Trio für Scholaren für die Violon (1787); Hoffmeister, 6
Terzetti Scolastici (1785); and in the Trois Trios pour Deux Violons & Violoncelle Compose par Mr. F.
Neubauer Dédiés aux Amateurs. Œuvre 8 (1803), to name but a few. That these pieces were intended
for amateurs is not only pointed out in their titles, but is apparent in their limited technical demands and
musical arrangements, which quickly show that they are intended for domestic and/or pedagogical use.

Hoffmeister’s Terzetto Scolastico and Pedagogical Ensemble Playing
Ensemble playing through string trios (and chamber music in general) was an important
educational factor in the development of a musician – not only as a player, but also as a listener. The
playing of string trios makes certain demands on the musicians involved, in technical aspects (the
physical part of instrumental playing) as well as conceptual (the intellectual understanding of the
music). Pedagogical string trios, as evidenced by Hoffmeister’s set of Scolastico trios, make good use
of the interactions between different members of the ensemble as an educational tool. Often, one of the
first contemplations when playing a new piece of chamber music is simply to understand how your part
fits into the whole. In a string trio, the three parts interact in a multitude of ways, and it can be a
challenge (especially for less-skilled amateurs and beginners) to determine which part plays the leading
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role in a particular section of music. In general, one of the most essential and often one of the most
challenging tasks when playing a string trio is to find the right balance between the parts throughout the
course of the work. For this reason, playing string trios (and chamber music in general) is an excellent
way to develop basic skills of musical analysis and comprehension. For those amateurs who were new
to the playing of this private music in a domestic setting, (as many bourgeoisie amateurs were), finding
a balance might prove to be a challenge.

Technique
It is true that in chamber music for strings, typically the first violin has the leading role for most of
the piece. Perhaps this is one reason for the misconception that only the first violin has anything
important to play, and the rest of the ensemble are merely the equivalent of support players. Worse still,
there is the impression that it takes less skill to play accompaniment roles in chamber music. The fact is
that this couldn’t be further from the truth. Hoffmeister illustrates the importance of a good
accompanying or supporting role in a string trio, and some of the techniques involved. Some of the
main qualities at play are: precision, dexterity, and sensitivity/subtlety. These qualities are shown in
Hoffmeister’s Terzetto Scolastico Trio No. 6 (Example 4.5).

Example 4.5 Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Terzetto Scolastico No. 6 (1788), first movement,
bars 31–50
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Example 4.5 (continued)
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Example 4.5 (continued)

Beginning with bar 31, the cello plays a pedal point with repeated quavers on a single note, D. The
writing couldn’t be simpler, yet the performance should be anything but simple-minded. Indeed, the
excitement of this sequential passage is highly dependent on the momentum generated by these
repeated quaver notes. Furthermore, repeated quaver accompaniments are found throughout the entire
movement but in contrasting situations to that just mentioned.

Precision of articulation and rhythm is essential. Moreover, it requires some finesse in bow
technique to be able to adapt the staccato stroke to the many different characters and contrasts in
dynamics and tone colour throughout the piece as illustrated in bars 44–50 in Example 4.5.
Dexterity is usually associated with fast, agile playing – passages with fast bow strokes, or rapid
left-hand movements, or a combination of both which are found in this movement. At the same time,
however, a different kind of dexterity can be observed in the first-violin and cello parts. The first violin
and cello have to alternate between accompaniment and melody – one moment, the cello is playing a
drawn-out rhythm of minim notes accompanying the first violin’s main melody line, only to jump out
with an exchanging of roles in the next few bars. This requires clear differentiation in the tone colour,
and the changes happen more or less instantaneously. This kind of seamless juggling between roles is
difficult for inexperienced players, but is nonetheless a vital part of chamber music. Hoffmeister must
have known this and thought it important enough to use as an educational tool in his trio.
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Aural Skills
Technique can be only so useful without good aural skills, because if an amateur does not have some
idea of what good technique is supposed to sound like, their efforts are likely to be in vain. Of course,
there are many ways to develop aural skills and playing these pedagogical trios in a domestic setting
can be a good way to accomplish aural training for a musician. Playing string trios places many
demands on the ear. One obvious challenge is intonation – indeed, for those who do not play a fixed
pitch instrument, refining intonation is one of the most basic tasks. In string trio music, intonation can
be particularly difficult. The players must be able to execute their own part in tune, of course, but this is
not sufficient, because the entire ensemble must also sound in tune. This requires a keen awareness of
harmony and voice leading – not necessarily from a theoretical/analytical point of view (although this
is helpful) but at least with regards to aural perception. Consistently good ensemble intonation is the
result of much effort and experience.
The less-skilled amateur, who would have been the target consumer of Hoffmeister’s
pedagogical trios, might have yet to develop the skill of listening to other parts while playing at the
same time. One way to remedy this situation, and to encourage good listening habits, is perhaps for a
composer to write a passage with reduced texture. For example, Hoffmeister often writes passages in
his Terzetto Scolastico trios in which two parts are playing the same melody an octave (or some other
harmonic interval) apart. The two players involved play this melody together to consolidate intonation
and achieve unity in rhythm, while the third player “listens” through the playing of a very simple part
such as repeated notes (Example 4.6). One advantage of playing in octaves is that it is quite obvious
when a player’s intonation is out of tune.
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Example 4.6 Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Terzetto Scolastico No. 5 (1788), first movement, bars
12–17

Another common pedagogical situation found in Hoffmeister’s Scolastico trios is when a
subgroup of instruments plays the same rhythm – an accompanying figure, for example. As just
mentioned, playing the same musical line, whether melodic or rhythmic, if one player is playing it
wrong, it will be quite obvious and the players will have to learn to play as an ensemble. In both cases,
the strategy is to group together parts by similar features. In this way, the ear is trained to understand
this grouping as one object – for instance, two parts playing the same melody an octave apart can really
be perceived as one part. From the players’ perspective, this might reveal a simplification to playing a
string trio or chamber music in general. For example, the cellist might make a mental note: “ok, when I
get to this section, I’m together with the viola”, or perhaps something like “when the first violin has
this melody, I’m accompanying with the same rhythm as the second violin”.
The examples given above are common features of Hoffmeister’s pedagogical trios. His
knowledge and experience in deciding what would make an effective pedagogical passage, while
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taking into account the ability of the players, indicates that these works are certainly fit for purpose.
Hoffmeister’s key idea is to use string trio playing as an opportunity to demonstrate good listening
strategies, which is directly linked to effective playing techniques. Even in simple pieces like his
Scolastico trios, there is a lot of meaningful playing and listening involved, and at the very least, the
amateur players will become more sensitive to sound quality and good technique.
The section above discussed the common/general pedagogical benefits found in Hoffmeister’s
Scolastico trios. The following section discusses some specific pedagogical aspects of these same trios
such as the teaching of double stops, and crossing of strings. In the first movement of Scolastico No. 5,
the second violin player gets to learn and practise double stops and chromatic lines in a key (Eb major)
that is arguably tricky for a beginner because it requires that the top two strings cannot be played as
open strings (A and E), but must be fingered (Example 4.7). Further, in the string-crossing passage of
the first violin at bar 97, the fingering of the E-flat with the fourth finger on the A-string will be helpful
for achieving the crossing of three strings quickly. Teaching string crossing seems to be one of the
main points here, and starting with something that sounds good but is relatively easy to play.

These pedagogical techniques of unison playing and double stops are reinforced in the third
movement as the second violin player practises sustaining a note and playing a moveable note above it
in bars 1–4 (Example 4.8). And later in bars 11–14, all three instruments play in unison the first violin
passage heard in bars 1–4. As I have argued before, unisons make for good educational passages
because they can be tricky to tune: if anyone is slightly out of tune, it will not sound good. What this
shows is that Hoffmeister is giving amateur players useful pedagogical techniques through constant
reinforcement.
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Example 4.7 Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Terzetto Scolastico No. 5 (1788), first movement,
bars 94–99

Example 4.8 Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Terzetto Scolastico No. 5 (1788), third movement,
bars 1–14
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Example 4.8 (continued)

It is clear that the suitability for pedagogical use of many string trios lay in the fact that they
allowed for a master player and two students to explore the complexities of chamber-music
performance together. As another example, the instructor could play the melodic (first) violin part with
the student taking the accompaniment (second violin or cello part) and then vice versa. The concept of
first hearing and observing and then copying while still having to play while one listens (these things
make it more difficult and more like ‘real’ chamber music) can be seen in bars 36–44 of the first
movement of Scolastico No. 6, with the execution of all three players exchanging parts with one
another (which also involves a chain of suspensions), as shown in Example 4.9. In bars 36–39, the first
violin plays a sequential scalar passage made up of semiquavers while the second violin and cello play
minims descending stepwise. At bar 40, the first violin’s semiquaver passage is handed over to the
cello, whose original part has now been given to the second violin, who in turn, has transferred his
original part to the first violin! Imitation is the name of the game here. The idea is to give the student an
opportunity to listen carefully, then test their ability to reproduce what they hear, which requires this
careful listening and responding; one does not have to exactly imitate, of course, but that can be good
training. Further, the student has to hold their own part while listening, but this has been reduced to
simple stepwise motion with an even rhythmic pulse, i.e., there’s not too much to concentrate on while
one listens. Of course, the larger idea here is to train the beginner in ensemble playing which really is
one of the main skills to learn with chamber music. This act of hearing, observing and copying allows
for the student’s ensemble playing to develop by observing aspects of balance, intonation, and a
desirable ‘dialogue’ between instruments when one considers the whole of the movement: in this
situation, Hoffmeister’s pedagogical trios fulfil their educational role.
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Example 4.9 Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Terzetto Scolastico No. 6 (1788), first movement,
bars 36–43

In chamber music, many times a player is required to act as a soloist and an ensemble player at
the same time. This means a player has to be of two minds, they have to be ready at any moment to
assert themselves in the ensemble, or to give way to someone else, but at no point are they unimportant.
An ensemble player must learn to navigate and be constantly assessing their place in the texture.
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Hoffmeister reinforces the educational importance of ensemble playing through a “dialogue” concept
common in chamber music during the late eighteenth century, this time in the second movement of
Scolastico No. 6 (Example 4.10). In bars 5–12 of the second movement, the first violin begins a
“conversation” and is answered in rhythmic unison by the second violin and cello in bars 5–8. The
three instruments finish the conversation in bars 9–12 with the first violin leading the dialogue; the
cello and second violin having a bit more to “say” by imitating the rhythm of the first violin in bars 9
and 11 respectively. The educational point here is teaching a “leading and following” concept
important to ensemble playing. After, the first violin remains central with the other two instruments
playing an undemanding accompaniment in rhythmic unison until bar 30, where the cello quietly
(marked piano) begins a bit of dialogue taking the players back to the original conversation as first
played at the beginning of the movement. Beginning at bar 49, all three voices become quite active in
dialogue until they all end at the same time in bar 57. Then at bar 58, the first violin begins playing his
original dialogue and the second violin and cello play a very simple accompaniment in rhythmic unison
as they listen to the first violin.
This movement, with its sense of conversation, would prove not only educational but also
highly entertaining when carried out between family members or friends because of the ensemble
playing. One can imagine the delightful looks and innuendos between the players as this movement is
played in one’s home. And as this movement is a minuet, an added element of entertainment could be
added by having family and friends dance while it is played, and if not, everyone could imagine the
dance steps. The minuet was one of the most popular dances at this time, so it can be assumed that
many amateurs would know the steps accompanying the dance.
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Example 4.10 Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Terzetto Scolastico No. 6 (1788), second movement,
bars 1–62
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Example 4.10 (continued)
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Example 4.10 (continued)

The educational (and entertainment) value of pedagogical trios for two violins and cello has
been shown to be significant for less skilled amateurs. Through playing, amateurs develop rhythmic
competency, become more aware of time and note values, and develop more accurate intonation by
being exposed to vertical intervals. Furthermore, they learn to listen more carefully to harmonies, to
improve sight-reading, and to develop the ability to play without any interruptions. In the amateurprofessional setting, the amateur is exposed to the professional’s tone quality, learns to imitate the
sonorities, and becomes more expressive by mimicking the professional’s gesture and phrase shape.
Through this type of playing, amateurs develop skills essential for ensemble playing such as: leading
and following; matching pitch; articulation; blending with the ensemble’s sound; and developing nonverbal gestures. All of these educational elements would be reinforced through multiple playing of this
music, as surely many repeat ‘performances’ would have taken place after the initial play-through.
In the sections above, I have shown how pedagogical string trios (specifically Hoffmeister’s
Terzetto Scolastico) can help to refine instrumental technique, improve aural skills, increase a players’
understanding of basic music theory and analysis – in short, how string trios help to develop skills that
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are essential to good musical development. An obvious feature of these string trios, and chamber music
in general, is about playing together.

When playing in a group, there is usually a consideration of leadership and teamwork, and
music-making is no exception. A natural question arises: in a chamber music ensemble, who is the
leader, if there is one at all? This is a bit of a tricky question, as the answer is highly dependent on
context. In private domestic music-making of the late eighteenth century, there may very well have
been one person who tended to take charge: the head of the household (husband/father) or the best
player (father/son) or perhaps an invited professional musician. This leadership role is traditionally
assumed by the first violin. But the other members of the ensemble should not hesitate to make their
concerns heard as well. From a purely musical point of view, this question of leadership is slightly
absurd. Clearly, the person who plays the leading role in a particular section of the music should be the
leader of that section. If the viola, for instance, has the main melody, it is probably a good idea to let
the violist lead. Therefore, during the playing of a piece of chamber music, leadership is always
changing in accordance to what is required by the work itself. All of this is just a roundabout way of
saying that everyone has a chance at exercising leadership when playing chamber music, especially
when playing concertant works in which all players are typically given the main melody to play at
some point, and it was for this reason that concertant trios were some of the most popular and
entertaining trios published in Vienna at this time.

Concertant Trios
Amateur players shared a sense of community and camaraderie through the playing of chamber
music, and what better way than to have all the players share in the melodic material rather than a
single player having all of the main melodies. Though not necessarily virtuosic pieces, concertant trios
fulfilled a function of sociability through florid or embellished writing in all three voices. The
concertant trio is epitomized by Pleyel’s nine trios Opp. 11, 16 and 17 (1787–1789) and Hoffmeister’s
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six Trio Concertantes a Due Violini et Violoncello (1786–1788). Many of these collections were
reissued, sometimes by the original publisher and sometimes by a different publisher who had acquired
the plates, attesting to the commercial success of concertant music in Vienna at this time. Even older
works that were not stylistically concertant were republished in Vienna with the word concertant on
the title page, such as the string trios Op. 14 of Boccherini.179
Concertant trios typically consist of two or three movements in which all of the voices have
prominent melodies. Those trios consisting of only two movements, as exemplified by Pleyel’s III
Trios Concertants pour Violon, Viola, et Violoncelle, Op. 11 (1787), usually contain a sonata-form first
movement and a rondo-form second movement.180 The two-movement structure is commonly
encountered in the French sinfonie concertante, and Pleyel adopted it in several instances in his string
trios. In Vienna between 1780 and 1800, a two-movement structure was moderately used in works,
mainly by composers with an affiliation to Paris; however, post-1800 concertant trios commonly used
a three-movement scheme. Pre-1800 concertant trios consisting of three movements, as illustrated in
Hoffmeister’s Trio Concertantes, typically contain a sonata-form first movement, a slow or moderate
middle movement which is generally in binary form, ABA, or minuet, and often a sonata- or rondoform last movement. However, there are instances where this movement structure varied; for instance,
the last movement of Hoffmeister’s Trio No. 1 consists of a minuet. A rare instance of a fourmovement scheme in a concertant trio occurs in Hoffmeister’s Trio Concertante IV (1787).
The instrumentation of concertant trios varied ranging from two violins and cello; violin, viola,
and cello; to two violins and viola. This variant of instrumentation can be seen through a single
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composer. For example, Pleyel’s Op. 11 is scored for violin, viola, and cello while his Opp. 16 and 17
are for two violins and cello, although instrumentation was commonly interchangeable depending on
the forces available during the musical gathering. This was well known by composers; for instance,
Neubauer indicated on the title-pages of many of his trios that a violin and a flute were interchangeable
– flute being a very popular chamber instrument at this time.
What was is that made concertant trios, and specifically those of Pleyel, particularly well-suited
for the amateur player in a domestic setting? One reason is that Pleyel’s concertant trios were expressly
designed with the amateur player, and thus domestic music-making, in mind. In 1806, the composer
and music-theorist Jérôme-Joseph de Momigny (1762–1842) remarked that Pleyel’s string quartets had
to be “lighter” in weight musically than Haydn’s in order to be accepted by amateurs – that they would
not have “taken” had they been more serious – for Haydn’s quartets already exceeded the range of
abilities and understanding of most amateur musicians.181 Though Momigny’s remark only addresses
Pleyel’s string quartets, he may well have been expressing a more general opinion regarding Pleyel’s
aptitude for creating chamber works (including his string trios) designed for the amateur player.
Pleyel’s awareness that his compositional approach to chamber music (including string quartets
and trios) had to be “light” in weight, can be seen through a letter from Boccherini to Pleyel. An
excerpt from the letter (written in 1799) suggests the extent to which Pleyel’s understanding of a
composer’s approach to his compositions could affect the work, as Pleyel asks Boccherini to write in a
more simple and brief manner.
It is now nearly forty years since I have been writing music and I should not be Boccherini if I
had written as you advise me to do, any more than you would be Pleyel, that Pleyel who you are,
who you are proved to be by your quartets dedicated to the King of Naples, which I always hear
with the greatest pleasure, as well as by various other works of yours which are truly masterly
and beautiful in the highest degree. It is impossible in such works to follow your advice, that is
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to say, to be simple and brief, without saying good-bye to modulation, to the interweaving of the
ideas that one proposes to oneself. In a short space little can be said and still less thought. On the
other hand, I am resigned to the fact that the unfortunate amateur can rarely succeed with studied
compositions owing to the difficulty of the tempo and the variations in the tone and for other
reasons, and this being so I give you my word to oblige you on this point too, since it is necessary
in the interests of commercial speculation. But as I do not want to lose the reputation which I
have or the name which it has cost me so much labour to acquire in the world, let us agree as
follows, that in this set of quartets, and in any others which I shall write, two quartets shall be in
my style and manner and four as you wish them to be [simple and brief].182
It is clear that Boccherini understood Pleyel’s request for works that were “simple” and “brief”.
Generally speaking, Pleyel’s trios have a simple and accessible style; in fact, these are important and
frequently made observations about his music. Mark Evan Bonds, for example, remarks negatively that
Pleyel’s music is “unassuming” and “relentlessly homophonic” “with very little in the way of harmonic
complexity or counterpoint”.183 It is interesting to note, however, that these specifiers used by Bonds to
label Pleyel’s music are the very markers that were favoured by middle-class amateur players of the
late eighteenth century. Bonds goes on to say: “Pleyel’s sonata-form movements sound even longer
than they are for the simple reason that they suffer from a superabundance of repetition. For Pleyel,
anything worth saying once is worth saying twice”.184 However, this “superabundance of repetition” is
something that the middle-class amateurs might have enjoyed in their chamber music. In fact, Johann
Friedrich Daube advocates for the use of repetition in music; he believes it adds to the entertainment
and pleasantness of a musical passage. Daube opinions that repetition is a good idea when writing main
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melodies. He says that: “it is very seldom good for a passage to appear only a single time. The
repetition … confirms [the main melody] in its position. However, if one prefers not to have it heard
twice, it may be varied the second time, which the ear will certainly retain as something pleasant”.185
Daube’s view of repetition might be one of the reasons that Pleyel’s string trios were so popular with
amateurs.
However, repetition is not the only reason Pleyel’s concertant trios can be considered as being
designed with the amateur player in mind. Other contributing factors can be observed in their simplicity
and entertainment value. For instance, in Trio No. 1 Op. 11, there are several instances in which Pleyel
has the voices imitate the sound of horns, a common practice among Viennese composers, including
Mozart, when writing in the key of E-flat major. The amateur player would have recognized this topical
trope, which would have added to the entertainment value of the music.
The simplicity of the opening movement of Op. 16, No. 1 (Example 4.11), would also be
appealing to amateur players. The movement begins with a descending motive marked pianissimo,
which is a dynamic more common to Pleyel’s opening movements than those of other composers of the
time. This motive, beginning on the tonic-note C, is first played solo by the first violin in bar 1. In bar
2, the motive is taken up by the second violin starting on the tonic note with the first violin playing the
same motive at a third interval higher. In bar 3 the cello joins in by playing a retrograde inversion of the
opening motive, a technique that would be highly entertaining to the players. Bars 5 and 6 are a repeat
of bars 1 and 2. In bar 7, the second violinist joins the retrograde inversion with the cello part, which
then leads to the main melodic passage played by the first violin, which in turn, has given way to the
cello to play the main melodic passage beginning in bar 13. The opening of this movement
demonstrates the ‘simple’ and ‘brief’ concepts discussed in Boccherini’s letter to Pleyel. Bars 1–18
have simple harmonic movement, mainly moving from tonic to pre-dominant then dominant, then back
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to tonic; short and simple melodic lines using stepwise motion and no large leaps; and then turning into
a simple homophonic texture easily playable by most amateur players.

Example 4.11 Ignaz Pleyel Op. 16, No. 1 (1789), bars 1–18

Trio No. 2, Op. 11, is notable on several counts. First it begins in 3/4 rather than 4/4, which was
standard at that time for opening movements, and it begins pianissimo (typical of Pleyel), whereas most
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opening movements of string trios typically began forte. The opening is pianissimo, with all three parts
moving in a slow ascending chromatic passage in unison (Example 4.12). Intensity builds in bar 5,
where the viola and cello have a change in rhythm through the use of a crotchet rest which helps to
create tension. In bars 9–12, the violin plays the opening passage alone an octave higher while the viola
intensifies its motion using quavers and the cello plays ascending chromatic dotted minims. One can
only imagine the thrill and enjoyment of the amateur players as they most likely use non-verbal
gestures as a way to connect their playing with the building intensity of the music.

Example 4.12 Ignaz Pleyel Op. 11, No. 2 (1787), bars 1–20

Finally, the opening passage of this movement lends itself to a development section based on
the notes B-A-C-H. The short development section opens just the same as the opening of the
movement, pianissimo, with all three voices playing a slow ascending chromatic passage in unison
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(Example 4.13). Bar 85 introduces a change in the rhythm of the viola and cello corresponding to bar 5
in the movement’s opening. It is here that the violin announces the arrival of the B-A-C-H motive. The
motive uses the same rhythm as the opening of three crotchets followed by a minim and a crotchet. The
motive is then repeated more intensely in bars 89–90 using the rhythm of a minim followed by three
crotchets. This four-note motif appears note by note on the original pitches as an allusion to the great
German composer. A player or listener with knowledge of this musical cryptogram would be highly
entertained while someone who did not recognize this clever device would still simply enjoy the music.
Indeed, one might expect this motive more in weightier chamber works such as a string quartet rather
than a string trio destined for amateur players, and yet, strategies or designs like this one arguably make
the works more appealing to the bourgeoisie amateur players who wanted a bit more sophistication in
their music.

Example 4.13 Ignaz Pleyel Op. 11, No. 2 (1787), bars 81–96

The general tendencies of the concertant style as found in the trios of Pleyel and Hoffmeister
are: melodic material shared among all three voices; only occasional polyphonic treatment of thematic
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material; and in sonata-form movements, short developments and a considerably longer secondary key
area. These particular characteristics catered to the enjoyment of the amateur player and audience (if
there was an audience). Amateur players shared a sense of community and camaraderie through the
playing of chamber music, and what better way than to have all the players share in the melodic
material rather than a single player having all of the main melodies. Also, amateur players preferred
formal procedures emphasizing complete themes rather than motivic work and because of the very
limited use of polyphonic treatment in concertant trios, these works were very popular with amateurs.
Indeed, if a main aspect of these concertant works presented should be singled out as highly
important in disposing the composers of concertant trios towards a particular style(s), it is probably the
place of the amateur; for possibly their taste and performing ability affected the style more than any
other single factor as noted by de Momigny and the correspondence between Boccherini and Pleyel.
But surely it was a giant confluence of many factors, an enormous variety of interactions among
composers, professional and amateur musicians, and many members of society which created
conditions for domestic music-making, which enabled the trio concertant to flourish in Vienna in the
late eighteenth century.

Grand Trios
The title of Grand Trio appears to be an Austrian innovation that was not widely disseminated
outside Vienna. Austrian composers and publishers used this particular title (in association with string
trios) to indicate a trio from the serenade and divertimento style of music for three stringed instruments
to which a grandiose and pathetic nature was added to a concertant texture. The Grand Trio title had a
relatively short existence of only fifteen years, beginning in 1792 and ending circa 1807. The term was
initially applied to the title of Mozart’s Divertimento, K. 563, for violin, viola, and cello by its
publisher, Artaria. It is Mozart’s Divertimento that is thought to be the model for Beethoven’s Grand
Trio, Op. 3 (1797), and Joseph Eybler’s Grand Trio, Op. 2 (1798). Both Beethoven and Eybler
followed Mozart’s formal structure by imitating his divertimento’s movement and key configurations.
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Table 4.2 Grand Trios Published in Vienna 1780–1800
Composer
W. A. Mozart
L. v.
Beethoven
Joseph Eybler
TOTAL

Title
Gran Trio

Instr.
Vn, Va, Vc

Date
1792

Publisher
Artaria

Grand Trio (op 3)

Vn, Va, Vc

1797

Artaria

Grand Trio (op 2)
3 (all for Vn, Va, Vc)
3 composers

Vn, Va, Vc

1798

Traeg

Grand trios are characterized by their large multi-movement structures which usually comprised
five to six movements (exhibiting continual contrast of tonic, dominant, and subdominant keys). When
comparing movement types and key relationships of three Grand trios spanning from 1792 to 1798,
one can clearly see that this structure did not vary much nor develop further in this short span of time.

Table 4.3 Gross Formal Structures of Three Grand Trios
Movement

Tempo

1
2

Allegro
Adagio
Menuetto
(Allegretto)/Trio
Andante
Menuetto
(Allegretto)/Trio 1/ Trio
2

3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2

Allegro

Time
Key
Mozart K. 563 (1792)
4/4
Eb major
3/4
Ab major

Form

187
125

Sonata
Sonata

3/4

Eb major

110

Ternary

2/4

Bb major

213

Variations

3/4

Eb major

114

Rondo

6/8

Eb major

291

Sonata
Rondo

193
182
88
140
72
456

Sonata
Sonata
Ternary
Ternary
Ternary
Rondo

288

Sonata

105

Through
composed

Beethoven Op. 3 (1794/97)
Allegro con brio
4/4
Eb major
Andante
Bb major
Minuet (Allegretto)/Trio
3/4
Eb major
Adagio
Ab major
Minuet (Moderato)/Trio
3/4
Eb major
Finale (Allegro)
Eb major
Eybler Op. 2 (1798)
(Adagio intro) Allegro
2/4
C major
(Adagio)
Andante

Bars

6/8

G major
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3/4

C major [first trio in G
major, second trio in F
major, third trio in C major]

104

Ternary

Adagio

3/4

C major

19

Through
composed

Rondo (Allegro) / Trio I /
Trio II

2/4

C major

290

Rondo

3

Menuetto (Ländler) / Trio
I / Trio II / Trio III

4
5

Published in 1798 by the Viennese publisher, Johann Traeg, Eybler’s Grand Trio Op. 2 consists
of five movements and constitutes an entertaining piece of music for the skilled amateur. The technical
skills required to perform the introductory Adagio alone (skills which are indicative of grand trios in
general) indicate that these works were written with the advanced amateur in mind rather than those
with lesser skills. For instance, the various bowings, the rhythmic complexity found in both the melody
and accompaniment, the quadruple-, triple-, and double stops utilising intervals of thirds, sixths, and
sevenths in all three parts would have been beyond the skill level of most amateurs (Example 4.14).

Example 4.14 Joseph Eybler, Grand Trio in C major Op. 2 (1798), Adagio, bars 1–15
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Example 4.14 (continued)
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Example 4.14 (continued)

This Adagio is more than a mere prelude to the movement/work – it is complete in and of itself
and could be considered as a separate movement. Further, it is used again to close the first movement
after a lengthy, energetic Allegro written in concertante style.
A stylized Ländler serves as the main theme to Eybler’s Menuetto Allegro, which features three
contrasting trios (Example 4.15–4.17). Ländler music became popular in Vienna at the end of the
eighteenth century, having been first brought to the city by itinerant folk fiddlers from Upper Austria.
Throughout the 1790s and 1800s Ländler dances appeared amongst the repertoire of the imperial
ballroom orchestras by several of its regular composers, including Vanhal. All three trios that make up
Eybler’s third movement have some stylistic hallmarks that clearly stem from the Ländler tradition.
Trios 1 and 2 consist of two repeated eight-bar strains and all the trios remain firmly in one key which
was characteristic of Ländler. The violin of Eybler’s third trio makes use of another obvious Ländler
characteristic, a melody based on arpeggio figures using quaver motion.
The three trios also prove to be notable in that Eybler ingeniously has each instrument carry the
weight of a single trio section within the Menuetto/Trio structure, creating a concertant-like texture
encompassing the whole of the third movement. For example, in the first trio section, the cello plays
the melody throughout; in the second, the viola takes the melody and in the third trio section, it’s all
about the violin. Allowing each player/instrument a chance to play the whole of the melodic material
cleverly generates a concertant texture that carries over the entire movement.
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Example 4.15 Eybler, Grand Trio in C major Op. 2 (1798), Trio I, bars 24–48
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Example 4.16 Eybler, Grand Trio in C major Op. 2 (1798), Trio II, bars 49–63

Example 4.17 Eybler, Grand Trio in C major Op. 2 (1798), Trio III, bars 64–104
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Example 4.17 (continued)
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Example 4.17 (continued)

The next movement is a brief Adagio, in which the violin is tacet, suggesting that Eybler is
playing with the typical roles of these instruments – the violin was viewed as the principal instrument
in string chamber music. This sombre interlude in the lower two voices is a creative “palette cleanser”
which provides contrast from the preceding violin-dominated trio. This ‘cleansing’ might have been
aimed not solely at the players but also at the audience/listener (insofar as there was one) or this might
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just as well be an attempt at giving the viola player a real moment to shine rather than ‘filling in’ the
inner harmonies (Example 4.18).

Example 4.18 Eybler, Grand Trio in C major Op. 2 (1798), Adagio, bars 1–19
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Example 4.18 (continued)

Conclusion
Taken as a whole, these works reflected the interests (entertainment, sociability, and education)
of middle-class musical life in Vienna during the late eighteenth century. The frequent repetitions,
lyrical singing melodies, and formal procedures emphasizing complete themes rather than motivic work
made this music especially pleasurable for players and listeners. These characteristics distinguished
these works from the more developmentally driven works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven for
instance.
The same characteristics that made domestic string chamber music attractive to amateur players
may also have made such works more enjoyable to listeners in domestic settings than to listeners in
more formal venues. Unlike works that required the listener to follow a complex musical argument
from beginning to end or that experimented with new timbres and styles and the juxtaposition of
unfamiliar harmonies, works in a domestic style allowed the listener to attend to sections or melodies
that came and went with regularity in a predictable fashion. And yet, the retention of more serious
characteristics, such as the use of a four-movement sonata structure or Pleyel’s use of the B-A-C-H
theme, ensured that these works maintained a connection to a more serious aesthetic.
Both producers and consumers of music benefited from the wealth of possible opportunities for
private music making. Amateur musicians received a steady diet of well-written works designed
specifically to bring them pleasure, and composers and publishers enjoyed the satisfaction and financial
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gains associated with having a large body of consumers ready to support their work by buying music.
This foundation of support allowed the producers of music to engage in other musical activities that
might prove less lucrative because they addressed a smaller audience. Pleyel, Hoffmeister, Eybler, and
Vanhal provide excellent examples of composers who addressed different audiences in different works.
These four composers wrote some works clearly designed for public consumption in large venues
(operas and symphonies), works for their own professional use (concertos and quartets), and works to
be enjoyed privately with family and friends (chamber music such as the works discussed above). This
resulted in a style that specifically addressed middle-class consumers, including players but also casual
listeners, through repetition, long lyrical themes, and the use of characteristic textures and
developmental procedures.
In this chapter I have demonstrated some of the ways that the musical style of string trios from
the late eighteenth century reflected specific social uses of music in middle-class life by examining
works of composers clearly linked to this cultural milieu. These composers belonged to the middle
classes, and their music appealed to this group, as well as to a broad audience of music purchasers
throughout Vienna. In addition to their professional activities as composers, performers, and teachers,
these composers also engaged in private, recreational music making that mirrored the activities of their
patrons and other consumers of music. Their musical works for this audience reflect the practice of
their social peers – members of the Bildungsbürgertum, or the bourgeois middle class.
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Chapter Five
The String Trio in Vienna c.1800–c.1820

The period 1800 to c.1820 was a pivotal time of change for the performance and publication of
string trios in Vienna. The vogue for facile works, especially dances for two violins and bass which
began to take hold in the 1790s, increased immensely after 1800. A new label for virtuosic string trios
emerged during this time – Trio Brillant – which serviced advanced amateurs and professional players.
Several other types of string trios continued to circulate in and around Vienna: pedagogical,
concertant, grand. Although types could often overlap, each title carried some unique characteristics
and appealed to a distinct commercial market. Though both of these concepts (performance and
publication) were changing after 1800, much of the string-trio repertoire continued to be aimed towards
the amateur musician, who comprised a large share of the music-buying public.
This survey of the string trio in Vienna after 1800 is viewed primarily through the careers and
works of Peter Hänsel (1770–1831), Franz Alexander Pössinger (1767–1827), and Alessandro Rolla
(1757–1841). These composers and their string trios will be used as case studies since their trios best
reflect the diverse styles and functions – simple/virtuosic – pedagogical/entertaining – of the genre in
post-1800 Vienna. For instance, Hänsel’s thirty Polonaises (1802) and Pössinger’s six Deutsche Tänze
and eighteen Menuetti (1805/1808) illustrate the pervasiveness of dance music for two violins and cello
in Vienna at the turn of the nineteenth century. Pössinger’s Trois Trios faciles et progressives à l’usage
des Commençants (1818) offer insights into the pedagogical function of trios designed for the lessskilled amateur musician, while Hänsel’s three Terzetti facile, published in 1811, are representative of
string-trio music designed for the more advanced amateur musician by way of a semi-virtuosic firstviolin part. The concertant trios of Pössinger and Rolla are designed for the skilled amateur with a high
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level of technical proficiency as well as the professional musician. Though these concertant works are
not necessarily virtuosic pieces in the same sense as trio brillants, florid or embellished writing is
common in all three voices.
Hänsel, Pössinger, and Rolla composed the majority of new Viennese string trios during the
first twenty years of the nineteenth century. Their trios not only illustrate the needs and wants of the
general Viennese amateur music market, they also offer an insight into the changing stylistic features as
found in the string trio repertoire after 1800.
In order to better understand the trios of Hänsel, Pössinger, and Rolla in terms of function and
stylistic characteristics, it will first be necessary to reconstruct the Viennese string trio repertory that
might have been known to them. This reconstruction will be based on a survey of the string trios that
were listed in the Viennese publishing catalogues available for the years 1800 to c.1820. This will be
followed with a brief sketch of the social and musical context in which this repertory developed and
functioned in Vienna during the first two decades of the nineteenth century.
Although these works will be examined according to type/label, these subgenres – concertant,
facile, brillant, Tänze, progressive, and grand – should only be viewed as a general guide. Within this
repertory, different types of trios are often contained within a single published set, and more
importantly, individual trios often reflected stylistic characteristics of more than one type. The Serenata
in Trio Concertante por il Violino, Viola, e Violoncello, Op. 10 (1805), by Pössinger, for example,
contains more stylistic features associated with the grand trio than the trio concertant and Michael
Pamer’s Ländler are set in the trio brillant style rather than in a more accessible style commonly
associated with a dance trio. So why examine these trios according to their titles if titles could be
deceiving? Because the way these trios were labelled had much to do with consumer expectations and
this chapter is as much about the commercial market and the publishing of these works as it is about the
works themselves. Each of the subgenres will be examined individually and trends affecting the context
in which they functioned will be noted.
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The Publication of String Trios in Vienna
Between 1800 and c.1820 approximately 500 string trios were issued by the following nine
Viennese music publishers: Artaria, Hoffmeister, Traeg, Cappi, Mollo, Eder & Burmann, Kunst- und
Industrie, Mechetti, and Weigl.186 These firms were by no means the only publishers of music in
Vienna at this time: a comprehensive account would have to consider several small firms, the practice
of self-publication and the intermittent publication of music by book publishers; but these firms are
representative. These 500 trios are a substantial increase in comparison to the approximately 220 string
trios published between 1780 and 1800 through the same Viennese publishers. Nearly 465 trios were
published for two violins and cello/bass and approximately 35 for violin, viola, and cello (see Table
5.1). These numbers only reflect the string trios originally published through established publishing
firms in Vienna between 1800 and 1820; they do not include works for string trio that might have been
available in various forms such as the unpublished manuscripts that circulated in Vienna at this time;
for example, several string trios of Anton Wranitzky, Joseph Pirlinger, Ferdinand Kauer, and Franz
Christoph Neubauer circulated in Vienna, but, for various reasons, were not published until several
years later or not until after the composer was deceased.
It may be assumed that string trios were part of the extensive copying trade that still subsisted in
Vienna during the early nineteenth century. Rupert Ridgewell notes that the decades spanning Joseph
II’s reign until the death of Schubert represent a period of change in which a burgeoning print culture
gradually superseded the commercial copying trade (manuscripts) as the principal mode of music
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These numbers were obtained by consulting the series of Viennese publishers’ catalogues edited by

Alexander Weinmann. See his Beiträge zur Geschichte des Alt-Wiener Musikverlages, 1st and 2nd
series (Vienna: 1948–1979).
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distribution in Vienna.187 David Wyn Jones places this earlier and the music publisher Johann Traeg
makes this shift in his publishing catalogue just after his 1805 supplement.188 Nor do the numbers
include those works that, although not scored for string instruments, but owing to the interchangeability
among instruments, would have been played by three string instruments. For instance, amateurs could
easily play the numerous trios written for two flutes and cello or flute, violin/viola and cello on stringed
instruments instead of flutes. Although the research is not exhaustive, it nevertheless serves to establish
a context for Viennese string-trio composition/publishing/consumption of the period.
It should also be noted that not all of the 500 trios were published as first editions.
Approximately thirty had been reissued, sometimes by the original publisher and sometimes by a
different publisher who had acquired the printing plates, attesting to the commercial success of this
music. So, for example, because of both time constraints and financial strain, Hoffmeister sold many of
his publishing plates to Artaria in 1806, who in turn, reprinted older trios of Hoffmeister, Haydn,
Mozart, and Pleyel.
From 1800 to 1820 the publication of string trios in Vienna increased immensely compared to
the previous two decades. In fact, the total number of published string trios more than doubled in
number. Between 1780 and 1800, approximately 220 string trios were published in Vienna as
compared to the 500 published between 1800 and 1820, an increase of almost 130 percent.
During the early nineteenth century, the Viennese string trio repertory was not dominated by
any one composer, nor was it overshadowed by just one distinctive style or form. The most common
type of string trio during this period were dances (Tänze) for use in the Viennese ballrooms and as
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1900: Concepts, Issues, and Bibliography, ed. Rudolf Rasch (Berlin: BWV, Berliner WissernschaftsVerlag, 2005), 89–107.
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See Jones, The Symphony in Beethoven’s Vienna chapter 2.
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domestic fare to satisfy amateurs’ desires for new and fairly undemanding music in the home.189 Out of
the approximate 500 trios, a total of 400 were published as some type of dance for two violins and bass.
Dance trios published between 1800 and c.1820 made up approximately 80 percent of the string trio
repertoire. Between 1780 and 1800 that percentage was approximately 60 percent. This represents a
substantial increase from the previous twenty years (Table 5.1).190

Table 5.1 String Trios Published in Vienna 1780–1800 and 1800–c.1820
Approximate number of string trios published

Approximate number of string trios published

in Vienna between 1780 and 1800

in Vienna between 1800 and 1820

220 string trios published

500 string trios published

Type
Dance
Facile/Progressive
Trio
Concertant
Grand

Number
published
1780–1800
126
8
68
15
3

Percentage
60%
4%
30%
7%
1%

Number
published
1800–1820
400
19
45
11
6

Number of composers 1780–1800
Dance
Facile/Progressive
Trio
Concertant
Grand
Total

Percentage
80%
4%
9%
2%
1%

+/ ̶
Percentage
+200%
+140%
̶ 30%
̶ 30%
+100%

Number of composers 1800–1820

6
2
11
2
3
18

24
6
14
2
6
37

+300%
+200%
+30%
0%
+100%
+105%

Instrumentation
2 Vn, Vc/B
Vn, Va, Vc

189

190
30

87%
13%

465
35

+142%
+20%

Cliff Eisen, “German Dance”, The New Grove Dictionary of Music Online, ed. Laura Macy

(accessed 7 March 2019), http://www.grovemusic.com.
190

93%
7%

All numbers and percentages given are approximate.
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Out of the approximate 500 string trios, thirty-nine (9%) were simply titled Trio with no
specificity in their labelling/title about belonging or relating uniquely to a particular style or group.
This grouping varied widely in the technical skill required of a player. For instance, Schweitzer’s Tre
Trios Op. 2 (1803) for two violins and cello were well under the fingers of a less-skilled amateur while
those of Viotti and Rolla only labelled Trio were for the highly-skilled player. Thirteen trios contained
the words facile or progressive in their title. Like the Tänze, these too would satisfy amateurs’ desires
for undemanding music. Aimed at string players with a higher skill level, eight trios were titled
Concertante, six were titled Grand Trio, four were Brillant, and there were two sets of variations. What
these numbers indicate is that during this twenty-year span, a large number of string trios (mostly
dances) were tailored more to the string player who possessed limited technical skills rather than to the
highly-skilled or professional player.
Table 5.1 further reveals that even though trios labelled Grand doubled in number compared to
the late eighteenth century, their total percentage actually declined, signifying perhaps that early
nineteenth-century consumers preferred less-demanding works than consumers of just twenty years
prior. In fact, this detail can be observed through the significant increase in the publication of dances
for two violins and bass from the previous twenty years; works that are arguably some of the easiest
and most entertaining trios to play. There is a noticeable decline in works labelled using only the term
Trio; the percentage decreases from 30 percent to 9 percent, indicating that after the turn of the century,
publishers, composers, and consumers preferred some type of defining term or title attached to a work.
This development however, should not be surprising. The logic of a market is that, as it develops, the
more compartmentalised it becomes allowing for narrower specification of labelling. There was also a
decrease in the percentage of concertant trios, 7 percent down to 2 percent. Trios titled Brillant were
non-existent in the Viennese publishing catalogues between 1780 and 1800.
This decline in the number of technically challenging works was perhaps reflective of the
discouragement by certain German critics of futile virtuosic writing in string quartets and trios during
this period in Vienna. Much chamber music in general, and string quartets and trios specifically,
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involve features of virtuosic playing which met the expectations of an aristocratic society, but not a
bourgeois one. These virtuosic works failed to meet what would become the bourgeois expectation that
music should contribute to the values of Enlightenment and should remain separate from (supposedly)
frivolous aristocratic entertainment.191
Already in the late eighteenth century, Johann Georg Sulzer cautioned composers about the
pitfalls of writing virtuosic music for the sole purpose of attaining praise:
It is … of utmost importance to remind both musical amateurs as well as seasoned masters that
those composers who seek applause by employing technical tricks in their music (involving
melodic leaps, arpeggios, harmonies) end up saying nothing at all, however virtuosic it all may
be. They are as artificial as a circus performer dancing or singing on a tightrope; the purpose of
some challenging composition comes off like a horse running in full gallop. It is no more natural
than Agesilaus’s mimicking the song of a real nightingale in a composition.192
Likewise, Koch offers advice concerning what he believes to be the correct manner in which to
display any type of virtuosity:
If you have attained a high degree of skill on your instrument, if the execution of even the
greatest difficulties comes to you easily, all the better for you. Good taste does not require you
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virtuosity and the aesthetic thought of the time see Dana Gooley, “The Battle Against Instrumental
Virtuosity in the Early Nineteenth Century”, in Franz Liszt and His World, ed. Christopher Gibbs and
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Translated in Aesthetics and the Art of Musical Composition in the German Enlightenment: Selected
Writings of Johann Georg Sulzer and Heinrich Christoph Koch, 84.
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never to show off your skill. Only use it with taste, and beware of seeking approval merely
through virtuosity, else you resemble the buffoon, who gets applause for mere mechanical
skill.193
Vienna’s music culture was complex at this time: popular trends existed in opposition to
aesthetic ideals that were thought to be representative of more serious musical pursuits. At the centre of
such aesthetic debates was the concept of virtuosity. Sulzer’s and Koch’s ideas challenged not only
"empty virtuosity" itself, but also the mindless adoration of the audience for such musical acrobatics,
and questioned whether or not virtuosity filled any musical or artistic purpose. These conflicting facets
on musical thought help to illustrate the complexities of the string trio and other chamber music genres,
within Viennese markets during this period.

Viennese Performers of String Trios 1800–c.1820
The rise in the publication of string trios, and the eventual decline, is reflective of amateur
musical practices in Vienna at this time. What follows is a consideration of string trios as commercial
products and reflections of their function within Viennese society, not simply as objects whose style
evolved independent of particular consumer demands and social practices but rather, direct evidence of
these practices. Analysing the genre in this manner will give a clearer context for the Viennese stringtrio repertoire between 1800 and 1820 as understood by Hänsel, Pössinger, and Rolla when they
composed their string trios.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, chamber music for small ensembles was immensely
popular; works were published for use in virtually every type of domestic setting. According to Mary
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Sue Morrow, domestic settings during this period could be one of six types: 1) spontaneous social
events; 2) more formalized after-dinner entertainments; 3) special parties and celebrations which
included musical performances; 4) participatory chamber music; 5) gala occasions with elaborate
productions; 6) regular formal concerts.194 Not all of these settings would have been conducive to the
playing of string trios, but in at least the participatory types one could expect to hear trios. As shown in
Chapter Four, string trios fulfilled a need at the most fundamental level of entertainment for the affluent
middle class. The small ensemble of a string trio was ideal for middle-class domestic music-making
given that it required only three players, a minimal amount of room, and it could function as an easy
means of entertainment.
Post-1800 domestic music-making was an integral part of Viennese society. Much of the
vitality of Viennese musical life at this time still stemmed from the amateur musician rather than
professionals. Recalling a critic’s words from 1800 addressing the ubiquity of amateur music-making
in Vienna at the time (cited in Chapter Four), the critic noted that within Viennese society, “all play, all
learn music”. The same critic goes on to say:
Naturally there are some excellent dilettanti among this great multitude; but they are not so
common as before. People regard music too lightly, as if it were to be learned in passing, they
believe they can do everything immediately, excusing themselves ultimately with the word
Dilettante, and take the whole thing more as a matter of gallantry and correct social behaviour.195
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Morrow, Concert Life in Haydn’s Vienna, 3–9.
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“Alles spielt, alles lernt Musik. Natürlich, dass es unter der großen Menge auch sehr brave

Dilettanten gibt: doch sind sie nicht mehr so häufig als sonst. Man sieht die Musik für zu leicht an, als
wenn sie so im Vorübergehen zu erlernen wäre, glaubt gleich alles zu können, entschuldigt sich am
Ende mit dem Worte Dilettant, und nimmt da Ganze mehr als Sache der Galanterie und des guten
Tons”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 4, (1800), 65. For a good discussion of the term “Dilettante”,
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On the surface, the critic implies that, though amateur music-making was ubiquitous, the skill
level of amateur players (Dilettanti) in Vienna was steadily in decline at the turn of the century; perhaps
this was the case, but a more balanced view can be given. In his “Survey of the Present State of
Musical Art in Vienna” (1808), Ignaz von Mosel observed that “nowhere will one find among the
amateurs (dilettanti) on almost all instruments so many consummate performers, some of whom may
seat themselves next to the professors [those who practice music as a profession] of this art, indeed,
some of whom even surpass them”.196
Nonetheless, this did not prevent certain professional musicians from expressing their personal
opinion on the state of amateur music-making during this period. In a diary which Michael Frey, a
pupil of Louis Spohr, kept during his stay in Vienna in 1815–16, there is an entry on amateur musicmaking at the house of a certain Hildebrand. Frey described it in the following terms: “They did not
once hit their notes, played completely out of time and were so complacent about it that they could
certainly not hear it”.197 Unfortunately, Frey fails to mention what type of gathering this was or any
specific works he may be referring to in his complaint about amateur players. We are left to assume
various scenarios about the amateur players and the musical works they attempted that evening: (1) as

see Deirdre Loughridge’s entry for “Amateurs” in The Cambridge Haydn Encyclopedia, ed. Caryl
Clark and Sarah Day-O'Connell, 4–7.
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wollendete Ausübende finden, deren manche sich den Professoren dieser Kunst an die Seite setzen
dürfen, ja wohl einige sie sogar noch übertreffen”, Mosel, “Uebersicht des gegenwärtigen Zustandes
der Tonkunst in Wien”, in Vaterländische Blätter für den österreichischen Kaiserstaat 1 (1808), 6, 39.
Translated in Otto Biba in “Public and Semi-Public Concerts: Outlines of a Typical “Biedermeier”
Phenomenon in Viennese Music History”, in The Other Vienna: The Culture of Biedermeier Austria,
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implied by the AmZ critic, perhaps the amateur players did not “hit their notes” because they simply
regarded music-making “too lightly” and did not care if they played well or not, rather for the amateur
player (at least in this situation), it might well have been enough to simply enjoy the act of playing
(socializing) and to be entertained rather than to contemplate the aesthetics of the work as a piece of
art; (2) that the music itself was beyond the amateur’s skill level as many chamber works (not just
string trios) were becoming more technically difficult for amateur players to execute at this time. This
might explain, in part, why there were so many dance trios being published whose appeal was largely
based on qualities of simplicity and accessibility compared to more difficult trios such as grand or
brillant works which took time and effort to learn.
Indeed, as will be discussed later in this chapter, the technical demands for much of this music
were changing from that of just a few decades before. Table 5.1 showed that, although simple dance
trios outweighed all other string trio types in popularity, the more demanding grand, concertant, and
brillant trios had increased in number from that of the previous decade. And yet, even though dance
trios outnumbered other trio types, their publication numbers too decreased dramatically after 1810,
partly for the same reason – a shift in technical difficulty – as evidenced by Michael Pamer’s Neue
brillante solo Ländler (1827), which was designed for the virtuoso performer.
The following publication numbers and percentages should be viewed only as an approximation
since the entirety of string trios published in Vienna is beyond realisation; nonetheless, the following
information gives the reader an indication of shifts in string trio production at this time. A dramatic
increase of 130 percent in the publication of string trios occurred during the early nineteenth century.
The vast majority of this increase occurred between 1800 and 1810. Table 5.2 shows that between 1800
and 1810, approximately 390 string trios were published in Vienna while only 110 were published
between 1811 to 1820. This means that the publication of string trios in Vienna decreased by 55
percent between 1811 and 1820.
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Table 5.2 String Trios Published in Vienna 1800–1810 and 1811–c.1820
Approximate number of string trios published in

Approximate number of string trios published in

Vienna between 1800 and 1810

Vienna between 1811 and c.1820

390 string trios published

110 string trios published

Type
Dance
Facile/Progressive
Trio
Concertant
Grand
Brillant
Variations

Number published 1800–
1810
312
10
42
8
6
6
2

Number published
1811–1820
91
9
3
3
0
1
0

+/ ̶ Percentage
̶ 70%
̶ 10%
̶ 92%
̶ 62%
̶ 100%
̶ 83%
̶ 100%

Table 5.2 shows that only fifteen string trios were published in 1811: three were Hänsel’s
Terzetti facile, whose first violin passages are occasionally semi-virtuosic; the other twelve were easy
dances published as two sets of six written by Franz Klemp, who was known for designing accessible
works for lesser-skilled amateurs. The next nine years are almost devoid of the publication of string
trios in Vienna. In 1812 only one work was published, a trio brillant for two violins and cello by the
Italian violinist and composer Giovanni Battista Polledro (1781–1853). From 1813 to 1816 the only
string trios that had been published were sets of dances for two violins and cello. Table 5.2 shows that
the publication of facile and progressive trios only declined by approximately 10% while the
publication of more demanding trios – brillant and grand – decreased by an average of 90% after 1810.
One outcome stemming from this trend toward works that demanded time and effort for proper
execution might have had more than a slight bearing on the commercial market, amateur players, and
domestic music-making in general. This trend might suggest, in part, why there were fewer string trios
published that required a high level of technical proficiency compared with trios making modest
technical demands. To this effect, one can assume that there were amateur players who wanted nothing
more than to be entertained through the playing of easy chamber works alongside amateurs who wished
to be challenged and perhaps attain a higher skill level: the number of string trios offered in the
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Viennese publishing catalogues at this time indicates that the former outnumbered the latter. However,
this does not imply that the consumers of this music were fully dictating the market, rather, the
implication is that they, along with composers and publishers, were all interacting and that one has an
effect on the others.
The titles associated with string trio music also played a part in the publication and sales
directed at amateur musicians of varying skills. In fact, the publication numbers given in Table 5.1
might just indicate that the categorisation of string trios was changing from pre-1800 so that the labels
themselves were becoming more specific. However, titles could still be deceptive concerning the
contents of these works. For instance, Hänsel’s three Terzetti Facile, though marketed as facile (easy),
have a first violin part that is quite challenging to play in certain passages, even for a skilled amateur,
though the second violin and cello passages are faithfully for the moderately-skilled player, just as the
facile title promotes.198 Although titles could largely be considered false advertisement, they functioned
and succeeded as advertisement nonetheless, for they helped to lure consumers into the purchasing of
music. As I argued in the previous chapter, we should be careful not to attach too much weight to titles
alone; however, when coupled with stylistic characteristics, titles are a useful way to categorize the
various types of string trios in an attempt to make sense of the music that saturated the Viennese market
in the early nineteenth century. This categorization also allows one to take note of any changes that
might occur over time offering a better understanding of the context for these works.
As demonstrated above, many amateur players preferred trios that did not consume their time
with difficult passages. Those amateurs in search of “lighter” pieces would certainly be attracted to or
directed towards titles such as facile or progressive and works that were specifically dedicated to the
amateur player, as in Franz Christoph Neubauer’s String Trios Op. 8, whose title reads ‘Dédiés aux
Amateurs’.
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The advanced amateur who aspired to play one day in an orchestra or a string quartet might
have chosen a trio advertised as concertant or grand. These types of string trios were almost invariably
of a more virtuosic calibre. In fact, critics of the time remarked that these trio types would make for
excellent tutelage for a string player who aspired to play quartets and symphonies. For instance, when
reviewing Viotti’s trio concertantes Opp. 16 and 17 published by Artaria in 1803, one critic stated that
he could, “with great conviction”, recommend both works to the musical public. And he concluded his
review by adding, “Nevertheless, we can recommend both works with full conviction to the musical
audience, and add in conclusion that violin players who are not yet fully trained can greatly expand
their knowledge of the diversity of the bow stroke and the performance here, in that Mr. V. has very
precisely noted and indicated both the bow stroke types and the expressive signs”.199 What’s notable
here is the level of detail of the notation, namely performance markings, which is indeed becoming
much more common. The idea that this repertoire had such detail suggests (1) that the composer/editor
were developing an awareness of the text as representing the work of the composer, rather than being
equally the “creative act” of the performer; (2) that it was indeed training ground for budding
performers/repertoire for advanced performers; and (3) that it was more widely disseminated. Likewise,
a reviewer of Rolla’s trio concertantes of 1804 suggested that budding concert players could use his
trios as practice pieces.200 Reviews like these indicate that during this period, critics thought in terms of
how well the string trio, especially concertante and grand types, could be used to “prepare” a violinist
for “greater” works, namely quartets and symphonies, rather than how trios functioned on many
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“Dennoch können wir mit voller Überzeugung beide Werke dem musikalischen Publikum

empfehlen, und fügen zum Schluss noch hinzu, dass noch nicht völlig ausgebildete Violin Spieler ihre
Kenntnisse in der Mannichfaltigkeit des Bogenstrichs und des Vortrags hier sehr erweitern können,
indem Hr. V. sowohl die Stricharten, als auch die Ausdruckszeichen, sehr genau bemerkt und
angegeben hat”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (November, 1803), 75–77.
200

“Angehenden Konzertspielern können diese Trios als Übungsstücke auch mit Grund empfohlen

werden”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 6 (July, 1804), 686.
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different levels, such as purely entertainment. What follows then is a survey of these various functions
coupled with stylistic characteristics of the string-trio repertoire. This will allow for a better degree of
understanding for amateur works of the first two decades of the nineteenth century, especially the string
trios of Hänsel, Pössinger, and Rolla.

String Trio Types: Functionality and Stylistic Considerations
Dances
Dancing, whether in the ballroom or in the home, was one of the most popular social activities
during the last two decades of the eighteenth century, especially during Carnival season. Dance trios
were a vital and vibrant part of the social makeup of Vienna during the late eighteenth century. At the
turn of the nineteenth century, dance music remained immensely popular within Viennese society,
perhaps even more so as compared to the previous decade. The popularity of dances within the
Viennese string-trio repertoire reached an astonishing height of approximately 400 works published
between 1800 and 1810 as compared with the publication of 115 during the previous decade.
However, after 1810, there was a sharp decline in the publication of dance music for two violins and
bass. Factors that contributed to this decline include issues related to gender, instrumentation, and level
of difficulty.
In terms of sheer volume, there was a large number of dance trios published in the early
nineteenth century as compared to the more modest number from the late eighteenth century (Table
5.3). This activity in publishing not only reflected a high market demand for dance music, but it was
typical for these works, as was standard for most published instrumental works, to be published in sets
consisting of six or twelve dances; rarely would they be published as a single trio. Out of the
approximately 400 dance trios published in Vienna between 1800 and 1820, there were twenty sets of
twelve, twenty-two sets of six, and only seven were published as a stand-alone trio. There was even one
set of twenty-four, Leopold Metz’s 24 originale oberösterreichische Ländler, published in 1816 by
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Eder & Burmann, and a set of forty-eight, Kawalowsky’s 48 Walzer, published in 1825 by Eder &
Burmann. The number of works in a single set changed slightly in the early nineteenth century, when it
was more common to have twelve dances to a set rather than six.

Table 5.3 Dance Trios Published in Vienna 1800–1820
Composer

Title

Peyerl

12 Redout-Deutsche

L. v. Beethoven
L. v. Beethoven
Johann Vanhal
L. v. Beethoven

6 Menuette (WoO 7)
6 Deutsche (WoO 8)
12 Ländler
6 Ländlerische Tänze

Peter Hänsel

6 Polonaises Liv. 1–5

Sartori

12 Ländlertänze

L. v. Beethoven
Johann Vanhal
Johann Vanhal

6 Contredanses
Menuetti
Deutsche
Ländlerische aus 4
Jahrzeiten

Franz Jos. Haydn
Fr. Alex.
Pössinger
Fr. Alex.
Pössinger
Joh. od. Leop.
Klemp
Joh. od. Leop.
Klemp
Joh. Nep. Hummel
Metz
Ignaz Franz Edler
v. Mosel
Ignaz Franz Edler
v. Mosel
Sperber
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Instr.
2 Vn,
B201
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn,
Vc
2 Vn,
Vc
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B

Date

Publisher

1800

Traeg

1800
1800
1801
1802

Hoffmeister
Hoffmeister
Artaria/Mollo
Artaria/Mollo

1802

Cappi

1802 Eder/Burmann
1802
1804
1804

Mollo
Artaria
Artaria

2 Vn, B 1804

Artaria

6 Deutsche

2 Vn, B 1805

Artaria

6 Menuetti

2 Vn, B 1805

Artaria

Redout-Menuetti no. 1

2 Vn, B 1805

Artaria

Redout-Deutsche no. 1

2 Vn, B 1805

Artaria

2 Vn, B 1805

Traeg

6 deutsche Tänze und 12
Trios
12 Ländlertänze

2 Vn, B 1805 Eder/Burmann

12 Menuetten und 12 Trios

2 Vn, B 1806

Traeg

12 Deutsche Tänze

2 Vn, B 1806

Traeg

12 Ecossaises

2 Vn, B 1806 Eder/Burmann

Scored for two violins and basso – a generic term which in chamber music of the day generally

refers to the violoncello.
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Joh. od. Leop.
Klemp
Joh. od. Leop.
Klemp
Maschek
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Fr. Alex.
Pössinger
Fr. Alex.
Pössinger
Joh. Nep. Hummel
Ignaz Franz Edler
v. Mosel
Teyber
Teyber
Peneduk
Ignaz Umlauf
Ignaz Umlauf
Leopold Hirsch
Joh. od. Leop.
Klemp
Joh. od. Leop.
Klemp

Redout-Menuetti no. 2

2 Vn, B 1807

Artaria

Redout-Deutsche no. 2

2 Vn, B 1807

Artaria

2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B

1807
1808
1808
1808
1808
1808

Cappi
Artaria
Artaria
Artaria
Artaria
Artaria

6 Menuetti

2 Vn, B 1808

Artaria

6 Deutsche

2 Vn, B 1808

Artaria

12 Redout-Deutsche

2 Vn, B 1808

Artaria

12 Menuetten

2 Vn, B 1808

Traeg

12 Deutsche
12 Menuetten
11 Redout Deutsche vom
Apollosaal
12 Deutsche
12 Menuetti
12 Ländler über die
Melodie: Müaßt’s ma nix
in übel aufnehmen

2 Vn, B 1808
2 Vn, B 1808

Cappi
Cappi

12 Menuetten und 12 Trios
Collection d’Hongroise
Collection de Contredanses
Collection d’Ecossaises
Collection d’Allemandes
Collection des Minuets

2 Vn, B 1809
2 Vn, B 1809

Artaria
Artaria

2 Vn, B 1810

Weigl

6 Redout-Deutsche

2 Vn, B 1811

Artaria

6 Redout-Menuette

2 Vn, B 1811

Artaria

Leopold Hirsch

12 Walzer samt Coda aus
den Redouten-Sälen

Philipp Jacob
Riotte

6 Monferine

Peter Fux
Vogler
Michael Peneduk
Metz
Jaell
Jaell

2 Vn, B 1808 Eder/Burmann

12 Deutsche Tänze nebst
Coda
12 Ländler
11 Deutsche Tänze
24 Ländler
Galanterie Walzer
Bravour Ländler
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2 Vn,
Vc

1813

Weigl

2 Vn, B 1814

Weigl

2 Vn, B 1816

Traeg

2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B

1816 Eder/Burmann
1816 Eder/Burmann
1816 Eder/Burmann
1820
Mollo
1820
Mollo

Prior to 1800, dances were most commonly issued in arrangements for solo keyboard (keyboard
four hands in a few cases) or for string trio consisting of two violins and bass, and this continued to be
the practice in the early nineteenth century. The simultaneous publication of Peter Hänsel’s thirty
polonaises for two violins and cello and arranged for pianoforte is a good example of this occurrence.
However, as the century progressed, dance music for two violins and bass lost ground to the more
popular piano arrangements.
The piano became the instrument of choice for female amateurs, and it was the female amateur
who was responsible for the majority of domestic music consumption at this time. Piano arrangements
afforded female musicians the performance opportunities denied them in the male-dominated string
chamber music domain. Writing on the state of music and musicians in Vienna in 1808, Ignaz von
Mosel lists only one female violinist, under “Dilettanten” (amateurs), and, not surprisingly, no female
cellists. The amateur string-playing tradition was strong in early nineteenth-century Vienna, but
amateur keyboard playing was also flourishing, among women as well as men. Mosel notes: “an
excellent [female] keyboard player is to be found in almost every distinguished family”.202
Central to this dance repertoire were trios designed with simplicity and entertainment in mind.
Many of these dance trios have first-violin passages that do not extend past second position. However,
the fashion for simplicity would change after 1810 as dance trios followed the developments in other
chamber music genres (such as that of the string quartet) of a widespread shift toward greater difficulty
requiring study and practice. In her discussion of the early nineteenth-century contredanse Hongroise,
Mayes notes that, “as fashion in dancing changed the contredanse lost ground to the increasingly
popular waltz, the consumer appeal of these publications waned. They were gradually replaced by

202

“da fast in jeder angesehenen Familie, wenigstens Eine vorzügliche Klavierspielerin anzutreffen

ist”, Ignaz von Mosel, “Uebersicht des gegenwärtigen Zustandes der Tonkunst in Wien”,
Vaterländische Blätter für den österreichischen Kaiserstaat 1/6 (1808), 52.
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representations of a different kind, which capitalized on the growing cult of instrumental difficulty and
virtuosity”.203
This shift in difficulty did not happen overnight: dance trios that were simple and accessible
coexisted with those that were of a more advanced nature. This coexistence can be viewed through the
dance trios of Pössinger and Hänsel whose dance trios were published between 1800 and 1810.
Pössinger’s six Deutsche were published in Vienna by Artaria in 1805 and reissued by the same
publisher in 1808, perhaps attesting to the popularity of these works with amateur players. Nothing in
this set of dances suggests that they are anything other than typical Viennese Hausmusik from the turn
of the nineteenth century. This assessment of Pössinger’s dances should not be seen as possessing
negative undertones; in fact, it is the ‘ordinariness’ of these dances that helped to make them popular.
In other words, they were popular and successful because of – not in spite of – their simplicity. For
example, dances Nos. 1 and 6 are both formally repetitive, divisible into two-, four- and eight-bar units;
both are very simple harmonically, including only tonic and dominant harmonies, even during the brief
excursion to the parallel minor in bars 17–24 in Dance No. 1 (Example 5.1) and a single exception of
one bar of a subdominant in Dance No. 6 (Example 5.2); the melody of Dance No. 1 consists of
broken-chord figures simply outlining the tonic and dominant harmonies supported by repeated figures
in the second violin and bass while the melody of Dance No. 6 consists almost entirely of stepwise
semiquaver motion that does not extend beyond second position. In short, both are charming, if
ordinary, and easily executed dances; perhaps the only element of difficulty in these two dances comes
by way of an E-flat major key signature in Dance No. 6, which is not the easiest key for an amateur to
play in due to the lack of open-string use. Pössinger’s simple and accessible dance trios coexisted with
those that were designed to be much more difficult, consisting of a first-violin part that called for a

203

Mayes, “In Vienna “Only Waltzes Get Printed: The Decline and Transformation of the Contredanse

Hongroise in the Early Nineteenth Century”, 158.
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highly skilled player, such as Peter Hänsel’s five sets of Six Polonaise pour deux Violons et
Violoncelle.

Example 5.1 Franz Alexander Pössinger, Deutsche (1805/08) No. 1
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Example 5.2 Franz Alexander Pössinger, Deutsche (1805/08) No. 6

Peter Hänsel: Composer of String Trios in Vienna
Though now remembered chiefly as a pupil of Haydn, Peter Hänsel was a well-known figure in
the musical life of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Vienna. As a popular composer of
string chamber music, his musical output consists of a modest number of quintets and duos, and a large
number of quartets. Like the string quartet, the string trio engaged Hänsel’s creative interest throughout
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his career, whereas his quintets, duos, and piano works mainly occupy the years 1803 through 1812.
His fascination with the medium of the string trio is evidenced both by the number of works he
composed in the genre and their quality.
His string trios for two violins and cello number thirty-three: thirty Polonaises and a set of three
Terzetti facile, all initially published in Vienna during his lifetime. A second set of string trios, Trois
Trios pour Violon, Viole, et Violoncelle Op. 40, was composed in the year before his death and
published posthumously. His first sets of string trios (six polonaises in five sets) were published by
Cappi in Vienna in 1802. Table 5.4 summarises Hänsel’s string-trio output.

Table 5.4 The string trios of Peter Hänsel
Published

Work

Opus

Publisher

1802

Six Polonaises pour deux Violons et Violoncelle WoO204
(5 sets of 6 each)

Cappi

1811

Tre Terzetti facile per due Violini e Violoncello

WoO

Artaria

posthumously
(1969)

Trois Trios pour Violon, Viole, et Violoncelle

Op. 40

Edition Gravis

The idea that a composer’s education, career, and places of residence have a direct bearing on
his or her musical output is not new, and Hänsel is no exception with regard to his string-trio output.
Throughout his life, Hänsel worked in cities with strong musical cultures, first in Warsaw and St.
Petersburg, and later in Paris and Vienna. These cities, and the musical communities therein, left

204

WoO denotes “without opus number”. All of Hänsel’s string trios were published without an opus

number except the last set. In a work-list found in his autobiography, which was written in the
composer’s own hand, his last set of trios is labelled opus 40.
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impressions on his music. So too did his professional activities as a violinist in an orchestra and his role
as concertmaster and first violinist to a Polish aristocratic patron help to shape his music. In addition,
Hänsel took an active role in the publication of his works, and the burgeoning music-publishing
business of Vienna, along with its consumers, helped to influence his compositional choices.205
Hänsel was born in Leipa in the Prussian province of Silesia in 1770, the same year as
Beethoven, and he died in Vienna in 1831, the same year a number of other well-known composers of
chamber music died such as Ferdinand Kauer (1751–1831), Rodolphe Kreutzer (1766–1831), Franz
Krommer (1759–1831), and Ignaz Pleyel (1757–1831). Like these contemporaries, Hänsel’s musical
training was typical in its emphasis on stringed-instrument performance.206 He received his musical
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For a discussion of Hänsel and his role in the publication of his works, including letters to

publishers, see Hubert Unverricht, “Peter Hänsel als Kammermusikkomponist”, in Studien zur
Instrumentalmusik: Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Anke Bingmann, Klaus
Hortschansky, and Winfried Kirsch, Frankfurter Beiträge zur Musikwissenschaft, vol 20 (Tutzing:
Schneider, 1988), 325–42.
206

Information concerning the musical training of Kauer, Kreutzer, Krommer, and Pleyel can be found

in the following: Theodor Haas: “Ferdinand Kauer (1751–1831): ein Künstlerschicksal“, Neue MusikZeitung, 46 (1925), 273–5, 300–4; Kurt Manschinger: Ferdinand Kauer: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
des Wiener Singspiels um die Wende des 18. Jahrhunderts (dissertation, University of Vienna, 1929);
Peter Branscombe, “Ferdinand Kauer”, Grove Music Online, ed. Deane Root,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com; Joseph Hardy, Rodolphe Kreutzer: sa jeunesse à Versailles: 17661789 (Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1910); M. R. Williams: The Violin Concertos of Rodolphe Kreutzer
(PhD dissertation, Indiana University, 1973); David Charlton, “Rodolphe Kreutzer”, Grove Music
Online, ed. Deane Root, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com; Karel Padrta, Franz Krommer:
Thematischer Katalog seiner musikalischen Werke (Prague: Edition Supraphon, 1997) Padrta's
thematic catalogue of Krommer's work contains a sixteen page, footnoted biographical sketch that is
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education in Warsaw from his uncle, under whose supervision he became a professional violinist. At
the age of sixteen he travelled to St. Petersburg to be a violinist in Prince Potemkin’s orchestra, which
was under the direction of the prince’s Kapellmeister, the Italian composer and conductor Giuseppe
Sarti. Prince Potemkin passionately loved music and on his payroll at this time was an orchestra
composed of sixty first-class musicians. Playing in such a highly regarded ensemble would have
certainly enhanced Hänsel’s musical training during these formative years. On completion of his oneyear contract with Potemkin’s orchestra, Hänsel returned to Warsaw in 1788 and devoted himself full
time to music. His musical education in Poland and his time spent in Russia would influence his
musical output, as seen in his polonaise compositions for string trio and for piano solo. These musical
influences will be discussed in detail below.
In the spring of 1791 he moved to Vienna, which by the end of the eighteenth century could
claim to be the European capital of music.207 In fact, almost twenty years before Hänsel’s arrival in
Vienna, Dr. Charles Burney had already asserted that Vienna was “so rich in composers, and encloses
within its walls such a number of musicians of superior merit, that, it is but just to allow it to be, among

the most scholarly approach to Krommer's life in print; M. H. Mailman: An Interpretive Approach to
Two Wind Partitas of Franz Vincent Krommer: Partita in F, Op.57 (1808) and Partita in E♭, Op.79
(1810) (PhD dissertation, University of North Texas, 1995); Othmar Wessely, “Franz Krommer”,
Grove Music Online, ed. Deane Root, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com; Julius Zsako, The String
Quartets of Ignaz J. Pleyel, (PhD dissertation, Columbia University, 1975); Rita Benton, “Ignaz Joseph
[Ignaz Josef] Pleyel”, Grove Music Online, ed. Deane Root, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
207

See David Wyn Jones, Music in Vienna: 1700, 1800, 1900 (Rochester, NY: The Boydell Press,

2016), 72–149; Daniel Heartz, Haydn, Mozart and the Viennese School, 1740–1780 (New York:
Norton, 1995), 3–78; and John A. Rice, “Vienna under Joseph II and Leopold II”, in Neal Zaslaw (ed.),
The Classical Era: From the 1740s to the End of the 18th Century (London: Macmillan, 1989), 126–
165.
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German cities, the imperial seat of music”.208 Indeed, by the 1790s, Vienna could boast of an
expanding music market in which chamber music and string performance were central. This proved
advantageous for a skilful violinist such as Hänsel. In November of the same year, he became
employed as concertmaster and first violinist to the Polish Princess Isabella Lubomirska (1736–
1816).209 Hänsel held this post until her death in 1816.

Hänsel’s Thirty Polonaises for Two Violins and Cello
Both Vienna and Poland played important roles in Hänsel’s dance music which constituted
about forty percent of the approximately 150 works published during his lifetime. In his dance music,
he naturally drew on the rhythms and other formal and expressive characteristics of the many social
dances found within Vienna. For Hänsel, as for many musicians, Vienna was not only the place where
he resided for most of the year, it was the musical centre by which he was most stylistically influenced.
Nevertheless, for a few months out of every year, he also experienced a Polish musical environment at
the Łańcut Castle of Princess Lubomirska in Galicia. Princess Lubomirska’s summer palace in Łańcut
was in the Austrian-controlled region of the divided nation that was once Poland.
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Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and United Provinces,

vol 1 (London: 1775), 368.
209

Isabella (Elżbieta) Lubomirska née Czartoryska, the daughter of Augustus, one of the most powerful

individuals of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the wife of Stanisław, Grand Marshal of the
Crown, a relative of King Stanisław Augustus, and one of the most celebrated Polish ladies of the
eighteenth century.
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In the period under discussion the Polish polonaise entered a phase of great popularity,
especially at society balls in Vienna during carnival season.210 Polonaises were similar to the minuet in
function and position within the hierarchy of Viennese social dances. Either the minuet or the polonaise
was used ceremonially as the opening dance of a ball; and in both, the order of the couples was
determined by their social position, with the highest-ranking couple dancing first, in the case of the
minuet, or leading the other couples, in the case of the polonaise.211
The rage for polonaises in Vienna was partly a result of Polish emigres like Hänsel and their
desire to bring a national flavour into their works. In fact, all of Hänsel’s dance pieces constitute some
form of a polonaise which can be viewed as a reflection of both his Polish heritage and that of his
employer. Polish elements began to appear in Hänsel’s work in the early nineteenth century, just after
Poland ceased to be an independent nation in 1795. There is no way to say for certain what prompted
Hänsel to begin employing Polish elements in his music at this particular point in time – perhaps by
request of his patron the Polish Princess in defiance of Poland losing its independence. Nevertheless, all
of Hänsel’s polonaises were written while he held the position of concertmaster and first violinist for
the Princess.
He wrote approximately sixty-two polonaises (the number becomes larger if one adds
arrangements into the equation), both for public use and as elements of larger works such as
movements in his quartets. If used in a larger work, the polonaise was intended for listening rather than
dancing: they occur (usually as the third of four movements) in his string quartets opp. 20 and 22.
These polonaises are usually longer, faster in tempo, and less regular in their phrasing than the
polonaises meant for dancing. Beethoven also incorporated polonaises into his works both small and
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For further information concerning polonaises during this period see Stefan Burhardt, Polonez:

katalog tematyczny, vol 2: 1792–1830, (Kraków, 1976).
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Eric McKee, Decorum of the Minuet, Delirium of the Waltz: A Study of Dance-Music Relations in

3/4 Time (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2012), 5–6.
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large, for instance his Allegretto alla Polacca as the fourth movement of his Serenata per Violino, Viola
e Violoncello (1797) and the final movement of his triple concerto Op. 56, Rondo alla Polacca. Table
5.5 gives a list of polonaises written by Hänsel.

Table 5.5 Polonaises by Peter Hänsel
Year

Work

1800

Polonaise pour la
harpe

1802

Six Polonaises pour
deux violons et
violoncelle213

1802

1802
1802
1803

Six Polonaises
24 Polonaises pour
deux flutes
Rondo Polonaise
Menuetto et Trio
Polonaise

Opus

Publisher

WoO212 Unpublished

Remarks
Manuscript located in the archives of the
Łańcut Castle music library. Likely written
for Henryk Lubomirski.

Cappi

Advertised as five sets of six each for a total
of thirty polonaises.

WoO

Cappi

Arrangements of the Polonaise pour deux
violons et violoncelle for piano. Advertised
as five sets of six each for a total of thirty
polonaise.

WoO

Cappi

WoO

Cappi

Advertised for clavichord or pianoforte.

WoO

Cappi

Arranged for piano

WoO

1808

Trois Quatuors

Op. 20

Artaria

1810

Polonaise

Op. 20

Artaria

1810

Trois Quatuors

Op. 22

Mollo

Each quartet contains a polonaise with trio
as its third movement. Dedicated to Ignaz
Schuppanzigh.
Written for piano in 1809 and published in
1810.
The fourth movement of quartet no. 3 is
marked Polacca

Polonaise music was normally performed during formal ceremonies and at balls, in which case
it was frequently scored for orchestra and many times it was written for concert performance to be
played by professional virtuosi, or for domestic music-makers as well. Hänsel’s thirty polonaises for
two violins and cello fall under this last category. The purpose of polonaises of the first group is often
shown on the title-page, as is the case with the orchestral polonaises by Kurpiński and Damse, where
the occasion for which the piece was composed and the date of its performance are also mentioned.

212

Designates “without opus number”.

213

Sets 4 and 5 were arranged for 2 violins, viola, and cello and published by Simrock in 1844.
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Such titles as Polonaise brillante or Grande Polonaise Concertante clearly show that the
compositions were intended for professionals, or at the least, the more skilled amateur. To these belong
the pieces such as Carl Maria von Weber’s Grand polonaise Op. 21 (1808), and an arrangement of the
third movement of Beethoven’s Triple Concerto Op. 56 for piano four hands by August Müller and
published under the title Polonaise concertante (1808). The largest group, however, consists of
polonaises designed for home music-making. The majority of these stylized works were published for
pianoforte. The following table offers a listing of polonaises published in Vienna from 1800 to 1810
from the following eight Viennese publishers: Artaria, Bureau des Arts et Industrie, Hanslinger,
Hoffmeister, Kozeluch, Mollo, Traeg, and Weigl.

Table 5.6 Polonaises Published in Vienna 1800–1810
Polonaises
Composer
Bazyli Bohdanowicz
I. G. Eilitz
Wincenty Ferdynand
Lessel

Title
Polonaise F-dur
2 Polonoise

Instr.
Pianoforte
Pianoforte

Date
1800
1800

Publisher
Artaria
Hoffmeister

8 Polonoises

Pianoforte

1800

Artaria

Joseph Weigl

Polonaise

1800

Weigl

Podretti

6 Polonaises

1801

Mollo

Joseph Woelfl

6 Polonaises

1801

Mollo

Peter Hänsel

Six Polonaise Liv. 1–5

1802

Cappi

Peter Hänsel
Peter Hänsel
Peter Hänsel

Six Polonaise Liv. 1–5
24 Polonaise
Rondo Polonaise
6 Variations sur une
Polonaise tiré del opera
L’Intrigo Amoroso
Menuetto et Trio
Polonaise
Polonaise
Polonaise
Polonaise

1802
1802
1802

Cappi
Cappi
Cappi

Pianoforte

1802

Koželuch

Pianoforte

1803

Cappi

Pianoforte
Pianoforte
Pianoforte

1803
1804
1805

Hoffmeister
Mollo
Tobias Haslinger

Johann Baptist Vanhal
Peter Hänsel
Daniel Steibelt
Zarowsky
F. Neumann
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Tenor with
accompaniment
Pianoforte
Pianoforte and
Guitar
Two violins
and Cello
arr. Pianoforte
Two Flutes
Pianoforte

Luigi Cherubini
Luigi Cherubini

Polonaise de Viotti
avec 7 Variations
Fantasy Nr. 1 Polonoise
Fantasy Nr. 1 Polonoise

Ludwig van Beethoven

Rondo alla Polacca

Daniel Steibelt

Josef Drechsler
Pierre Rode
Peter Hänsel
Joachim Friedrich
Leister
Ignaz Moscheles
Pierre Rode
Joseph Schuster

Variations sur un theme
Polonais favorit
Rondeau en Polonaise
(Op. 11)
Polonaise
6 Grandes Polonaises
Op. 3
Polonaise Op. 3
Rondeau en Polonaise
(Op. 11)
Polonaise B-dur

Pianoforte

1805

Artaria

arr. Pianoforte
arr. Flute
Pianoforte and
orch.

1806
1806

Artaria
Artaria
Bureau des Arts et
Industrie

Pianoforte

1808

Artaria

Quartet

1809

Artaria

Pianoforte

1810

Artaria

Two Flutes

1810

Artaria

Pianoforte

1810

Artaria

arr. Pianoforte

1810

Traeg

Pianoforte

1810

Traeg

1807

Instrumentation
Pianoforte
Two Violins and Cello
Two Flutes
Pianoforte and Guitar
Tenor w/accompaniment
Flute
Pianoforte and Orch.
Quartet
Total

60
30
30
6
1
1
1
1
130

For Hänsel, the years 1800 to 1810 were a surge of activity in terms of the Polonaise. His
publications of polonaises alone more than double that published in Vienna by the sum of all the other
composers in the same time period. In 1802, Hänsel wrote fifty-five polonaises: thirty for two violins
and cello, twenty-four for two flutes, and one for pianoforte. The reasons for such activity are
unknown, although, as I stated above, national dances such as the polonaise were commonplace in
Vienna during the early nineteenth century. Of the approximate 130 polonaises published in Vienna
between 1800 and 1810, Hänsel’s were the only polonaises published for two violins and cello during
this period.
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Table 5.7 Peter Hänsel’s Polonaises Published in Vienna 1800–1810
Polonaises
Title
5 sets of 6 Polonaise
5 sets of 6 Polonaise
24 Polonaises
Rondo Polonaise
Menuetto et Trio Polonaise
Polonaise Op. 20

Instr.
2 Vn, Vc
arr. Pianoforte
2 Flutes
Pianoforte
arr. Pianoforte
Pianoforte

Date
1802
1802
1802
1802
1803
1810

Publisher
Cappi
Cappi
Cappi
Cappi
Cappi
Artaria

Instrumentation
Pianoforte
2 Vn, Vc
2 Flutes
Total

33
30
24
87

Table 5.7 shows that most of Hänsel’s polonaises were issued for solo keyboard or for string
trio consisting of two violins and cello, the two most common types of instrumentation for dance music
in Vienna at this time. Perhaps because of their popularity in Vienna, his polonaises for two violins and
cello were also printed in piano arrangements (presumably by Hänsel himself) so that a single
individual could play them at home – two individuals if for four-hand piano arrangement. Hänsel’s
cultivation of the polonaise took place within a concentrated period of ten years, beginning in 1800 and
ending by 1810. This does not, however, indicate that he stopped utilising Polish musical elements in
his music, which persisted until his final works, the String Trios Op. 40 written in 1830.
Hänsel’s thirty polonaises for two violins and cello were advertised in the Wiener Zeitung on 3
March 1802. In that same year, Heinrich Koch wrote about the polonaise:
Until the second half of the preceding century, the Polonoise was much loved in Germany,
both as a dance and as an independent instrumental piece; then for a long time it was
forgotten; at the beginning of this century, however, it has come more and more into
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fashion, and serves now commonly as the introductory dance at the more important
society balls.214
Wye Jamison Allenbrook notes that German theorists of the late eighteenth century such as J.
G. Sulzer considered in detail the differences between what they called the “true polonaise” and the
“German polonaise”. Sulzer stated:
The Polonoises, which are composed by German composers and are known in Germany,
are nothing less than true Polish dances; but they are generally despised in Poland under
the name German Polonoise. In a correct Polonoise two sixteenth notes are never
connected to an eighth-note in the following and similar ways:

This procedure belongs strictly to the German Polonoise.215

214

“Bis in die zweite Hälfte des vorigen Jahrhunderts war die Polonoise, sowohl als Tanz wie als

selbständiges Instrumentalstück, in Deutschland sehr beliebt, dann ist sie eine Zeit lang in
Vergessenheit gerathen, mit Anfang des Jahrhunderts aber wieder mehr und mehr in Aufnahme
gekommen und dient gegenwärtig gemeinhin als Einleitungstanz grösser gesellschaftlicher Tanz
Vergnügungen”, Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikalisches Lexikon, (Frankfurt am Main: August
Hermann, 1802), 690.
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“Die Polonoisen, die von deutschen Componisten gesetzt und in Deutschland bekannt sind, sind

nichts weniger, als wahre polnische Tänze; sondern werden in Polen unter dem Namen
Deutschpolnischen allgemein verachtet. In einer Ächten Polonoise sind niemals zwey Sechzehntel an
eine Achtelnote angehängt, auf folgende und ähnliche Art: (Example). Und dieser Gang ist der
deutschen Polonoise eigentümlich”, Johann Georg Sulzer, Allgemeine Theorie der schönen Künste.
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Sulzer’s remarks and examples are repeated with little change thirty years later by Koch, who
also made a distinction between the ‘true’ Polish polonaise and the ‘German’ polonaise, sometimes
even called the “Polish minuet”, which tended to rely on such rhythms as the quaver-semiquaversemiquaver figure throughout an entire bar – a feature that was acknowledged as uncharacteristic of
actual Polish polonaises. Koch stated:
The true polonoise has a characteristic full cadence, in which four semiquaver-notes, the last of
which being the leading-note, precedes the last note (Example a). Further, the German piece of
the same name often contains the dactylic figure of a quaver note followed by two semiquavers
(Example b). The intermediate cadence with a crotchet-note grace-note is little loved by the Poles
(Example c), their intermediate cadence is always similar to those in figure d.216
Example a. Polish

Example b. German

(Leipzig, 1771–1774) vol 3, 716–7. Quoted in Allenbrook, Dance as Expression in Mozart Opera (PhD
dissertation, Stanford University, 1974), 332.
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“Den Ganzschluss bilden die Polen stets so, dass dem eigentlichen Schlussakkorde vier

Sechszehnteile vorausgehen, von denen das letzte das Semitonium modi ist, welches vor den
Schlusston vorgehalten wird (Beis. a). Ferner enthält die ächte Polonoise niemals in deutschen
gleichnamigen Tonstücken gerade sehr häufige daktylische, aus zweien auf ein Achtel folgenden
Sechszehntheilen bestehende Notenfigur (b); ebenso wenig ist die Halbcadenz mit einem
Viertelvorschlage (c) bei den Polen beliebt, sondern ihre Halbcadenzen sind immer auf die unter (d)
angeführte und ähnliche Art gebildet”, Koch, Musikalisches Lexikon, 690.
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Example c. German

Example d. Polish

Hänsel’s polonaises tend to display both Polish and German elements. Polonaise no. 1
(Example 5.3) can be viewed as representative of Hansel’s polonaises as it displays many of the
intricacies found in this set of dances. All of Hänsel’s polonaises for two violins and cello are in ternary
form; that is, first the polonaise proper, then a contrasting trio section in the same key, followed by a
return of the polonaise. Proper Polish polonaises normally contain six-bar phrases, however, Hänsel’s
polonaises are generally constructed using four- and eight-bar phrases, reflecting their function as
Viennese dance music. However, some of them mix the proper Polish phrase length with the German,
as evidenced in Polonaise no. 1. The phrase structure of this polonaise is made up of a 4+6+4 A section
followed by a 2+6 (2+4) B section. The trio contains a 4+4 phrase structure. Each phrase grouping in
polonaise no. 1 is marked by contrasting dynamics. A change in the second-violin accompaniment
pattern is also a clear marker of the phrases.
One can also notice steady increments of difficulty in the first violin passages of each
succeeding phrase of Polonaise no. 1. For instance, the first phrase is a four-bar fanfare melodic figure
– polonaises were used ceremonially as opening dances – marked forte in which the violinist need only
play stepwise semiquavers and broken-chord staccato quavers in unison with the other two instruments;
the second phrase, however, calls for legato phrasing and trills gracefully played over a delicate
chromatic descending line of quavers marked piano in the second violin and cello accompaniment; the
third phrase demands even more technical ability from the performer as the violinist must play triplestops directly followed by a leap and a fast passage of semiquavers using both legato and staccato
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bowing techniques. The skill level required of the first violinist in Hansel’s polonaises is most certainly
higher than that needed for Pössinger’s Deutsche addressed above.

Example 5.3 Peter Hänsel, Polonaise (1802), Set 3, No. 1
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Example 5.3 (continued)

The thirty polonaises for two violins and cello have their emphasis clearly on the first-violin
part, which was likely tailored to Hänsel’s own considerable ability on the instrument and played by
Hänsel himself during their first performance. The trio section of set 3, Polonaise no. 3 (Example 5.4),
shows many of the technical demands of Hänsel’s writing for the first violin in his polonaises such as
ornamentation, double and triple stops in fast rhythms, and use of the violin’s high register. In addition,
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because Hänsel was of a virtuosic calibre as a violinist, improvisation to showcase his talents would not
seem out of place, and in Polonaise no. 4 of set 3 (Example 5.5), he creates a point that is ideal for
improvisation. In bars 21–24 the second violin and cello are silent, giving the first violin player a
“solo”. This solo is fashioned by way of a dominant harmony in bar 20 with the accompaniment
coming back in on a tonic harmony in bar 25. The non-demanding accompanimental parts of the
second violin and cello afford the moderately skilled player a chance to participate alongside a more
professional player, which made these particular works a great source for diversion and amusement for
everyone involved. The second-violin part fills out harmonies with double-stops and the cello uses
mainly root-position notes or stepwise movement.

Example 5.4 Peter Hänsel, Polonaise (1802), Set 3, No. 3, Trio section bars 1–12
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Example 5.5 Peter Hänsel, Polonaise (1802), Set 3, No. 4, bars 20–25

The distinguishing rhythm of the polonaise is triple metre that tends to emphasise the second
beat of the bar, frequently syncopating it and accentuating the second half of the first beat. Example 5.6
shows three standard polonaise rhythms.

Example 5.6 standard polonaise rhythms
In his Polonaise set 3 no. 3, Hänsel opts to do something more than either the standard “Polish
Polonaise” or the German version by conveying an element of French elegance. While his polonaise
no. 3 has such characteristic rhythmic patterns that allow one to recognise it as a polonaise, Hänsel
infuses the dance with a courtly elegance by decorating it with a variety of ornaments: trills, turns, and
even demisemiquaver-note figures configured so as not to impede the tempo, in which semiquavers
were generally the smallest note values (Example 5.7). Perhaps even more importantly, the
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ornamentation again gave the first violinist an opportunity to display his talents in front of his fellow
players and any dancers/audience if present – indicating that dance trios were becoming more difficult.

Example 5.7 Peter Hänsel, Polonaise (1802), Set 3, No. 3, bars 1–16

As the 1820s approached, a few Viennese composers began to construct dance trios that
paralleled the trio brillant in their characteristic design to make a single instrument – normally the
violin – shine, for instance, Michael Pamer’s Neue brillante solo Ländler published by Cappi in 1827.
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Pamer was a highly skilled violinist and band leader who is acknowledged as a principal
influence on the professional dance musicians and composers of Schubert’s generation, in particular on
Josef Lanner and Johann Strauss, sr., who effectively apprenticed under Pamer. The twelve volumes of
his Neue brillante Ländler (1827) were published with the title: “New brillant solo Ländler for the
violin with ad libitum accompaniment of a second violin and bass, composed and presented for use in
house balls[,] issued by Michael Pamer, music-director of the Saale zur Schwan in the Rossau
[district]”.
The design of Pamer’s volumes is distinctive in that each has two sets of six Ländler in the
same key, for which the same accompaniment is supplied, so that the six Ländler are much like
variations of each other. Because this set of Pamer’s Ländler act like a set of variations, it allows the
first violin player plenty of room for improvisation so that they could display their virtuosic talents
much like in the style of a trio brillant.
The simplicity of the accompaniment parts should not be viewed negatively. This simple
accompaniment allowed lesser-skilled players to play with virtuosic performers that they perhaps knew
– friends, family members or hired touring artists to come to their home and play in front of family and
invited guests. In fact, the second violinist and cellist repeatedly playing the same accompaniment
could be highly entertaining. The accompaniment to Pamer’s Neue brillante solo Ländler, No. 9,
(Example 5.8) shows that the players would not have to concentrate terribly hard in order to play their
parts. There are only three notes in the second-violin part: A, F-sharp, and G all in first position. The
bass part too is very simple, using only four notes. In fact, the first eight bars of the bass part could be
played just by using open-strings if played using a double-bass.
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Figure 5.1 Title page of Michael Pamer’s Neue brillante solo Ländler, No. 9 (Vienna:
1827)

Example 5.8, Violin 2 and Bass accompaniment to Michael Pamer’s Neue brillante solo
Ländler, No. 9 (Vienna: 1827)
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The importance of dance trios for two violins and bass in Vienna during the early nineteenth
century cannot be overestimated: it was a vibrant and ubiquitous activity deeply woven into the social
and economic fabric of Viennese society. However, due to the growing popularity of the piano as the
favoured instrument for domestic dance music and the increased difficulty in the music itself, as
evidenced in Hänsel’s polonaises, there was a decline in the publication of dance music for two violins
and bass after 1810. Amateur players of beginner or intermediate status would have to look elsewhere
for accessible string trios – they were able to find just such works in those labelled progressive and
facile.

Progressive and Facile String Trios
Many changes took place with trios titled progressive and facile after 1800. These two terms,
“progressive” and “facile”, as applied to string trios might have come to have a wider meaning. Before
the turn of the century, there were no string trios published in Vienna labelled as progressive or facile;
rather, works of this nature were labelled with pedagogical terms such as Hoffmeister’s Terzetti
Scolastico trios. It was only after 1800 that the terms progressive and facile began to be used in
association with string trios. This indicates that composers and publishers were becoming more specific
in the labelling of works when targeting consumers and that maybe there was a shift in the emphasis of
marketing music that pertained to pure entertainment rather than to education (not that entertainment
and education did not exist simultaneously in a work).
There was an increase in number, both of trios published and composers writing these works.
However, these are difficult to quantify because many works were either used or composed in a
progressive or facile manner though not all were labelled with these specific titles. For the purpose of
this study, I am only using works that were published using these specific identifiers. Using only trios
titled progressive and facile does not diminish any arguments concerning the content of these trios
post-1800.
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Between 1800 and 1820, the production of trios labelled progressive and facile increased by
140 percent from that produced during the last two decades of the eighteenth century. This large
increase might possibly be an outcome of publishing practices. As mentioned earlier, the categorisation
of string trios was changing from pre-1800 so that the labels themselves were becoming more specific.
Prior to 1800, trios with the same criteria as post-1800 progressive and facile trios might have been
labelled solely with the generic term of ‘trio’, which was part of the nascent publishing practices pre1800. It’s difficult to say for certain if this large increase was due to changing publishing practices or
derived from a concerted effort by composers to produce more accessible works due to demand, or
perhaps a combination of these two factors. Nonetheless, Table 5.8 shows that between 1804 and 1811,
thirteen trios containing the words progressive or facile were available from four different publishers.
Twelve of these trios were newly composed. The trio by Mozart was an arrangement of his
divertimento (K. 229) originally for three basset horns arranged for two violins and bass. After 1811,
Pössinger was the sole producer of trios containing these specific labels in Vienna. Both of his sets
were clearly intended for beginners to moderately-skilled amateur musicians as indicated by their titles:
Trois Trios faciles et progressives à l’usage des Commençants (1818) and 3 leichte fortschreitenden
Terzetten 2 Lfg. den Terzetten für Anfänger (1827). Trios labelled facile and progressive were
commonly published in sets of three, a holdover from publishing practices of the late eighteenth
century. Occasionally a work labelled concertant was published as a single trio, such as Pössinger’s
Serenata in Trio Concertante per il Violino, Viola e Violoncello Op. 10 published by Artaria in 1805,
but this occurrence was rare.

Table 5.8 Progressive and Facile Trios Published in Vienna 1800–c.1820
Composer
Franz Anton Hoffmeister
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Franz Klemp
Johann Vanhal
Peter Hänsel

Title
3 Trios Progressives
Terzetti facile [arr of K 229]
3 Trios faciles
Trois Trios faciles
3 Terzetti facile
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Instr.
2 Vn, Vc
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, B
2 Vn, Vc

Date Publisher
1804 Hoffmeister
1804
Artaria
1808
Artaria
1808
Cappi
1811
Artaria

Trois Trios faciles et
Franz Alexander Pössinger
progressives à l’usage des
2 Vn, Vc 1818
Commençants
3 leichte fortschreitenden
Franz Alexander Pössinger
Terzetten 2 Lfg. den
2 Vn, Vc 1827
Terzetten für Anfänger
Total
19 trios (all for 2 Vn, Vc/B)
by 6 composers all living in Vienna and 4 publishers

Weigl

Weigl

One reason for the growing popularity of these accessible trio types in the first years of the
nineteenth century was that the lesser-skilled amateur musicians were not able to perform the
increasingly difficult string chamber music that was circulating in Vienna at this time. The technical
demands of brillant and grand trios for example, were directed more toward the aspiring professional
and virtuoso performers than to the moderately-skilled amateur. By contrast, these less-demanding
works remained accessible for all who wished to partake. If one recalls the assessment of amateur
players given by the AmZ critic in 1800, the less-skilled amateur players were beginning to outnumber
the skilled amateurs in Vienna. (or it could be that definitions of Dilettant were changing).217 As a
result of these two factors, progressive and facile trios were some of the most commercially successful
string trio music in Vienna after 1800.
The issue of difficulty in this category is of particular interest, for example, the facile trios of
Pössinger and Hänsel often differ a great deal in terms of their designed level of difficulty. Pössinger’s
facile trios are tailored for the beginner to moderately-skilled player while Hänsel’s trios contain
stretches of semi-virtuosic passages that require the player to be highly skilled. It will be argued that
this dichotomy may have more to do with their employment situations in Vienna (private vs. public)
rather than any differing generic typography of facile works. Hänsel was in the service of a well-known
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See Biba, “Public and Semi-Public Concerts: Outlines of a Typical ‘Biedermeier’ Phenomenon in

Viennese Music History”, in The Other Vienna: The Culture of Biedermeier Austria, ed. Clifford A.
Bernd, Robert Pichl, and Margarete Wagner (Vienna, 2002), 257–70.
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patron who held weekly musical gatherings in her salon while Pössinger earned his living by making
chamber-music arrangements and playing in various orchestras. It could be reasoned that Pössinger’s
facile trios reflected the needs of the general public while Hänsel’s facile trios were targeted more
toward the needs of his employer and the fellow musicians/employees in his service. To take further the
public vs. private narrative, it will be shown that Pössinger’s trios also contain elements of pedagogical
design, suggesting that his intended audience was the public consumer rather than a targeted individual
like Hänsel’s trios.

Pössinger’s Progressive and Facile Trios
Pössinger ranks among those composers and practising musicians who worked alongside those who
are today considered the canonical composers: Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. He was equally active
as these three in Viennese musical life and respected by his contemporaries. He was born on 16
December 1766 in Vienna. Much of his youth and musical training is unknown. His teachers included
Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, who also taught Czerny, Hummel, and Beethoven.
Like Hänsel, he was a violinist/composer. In fact, according to Hans-Werner Küthen, Beethoven
regularly consulted Pössinger as a specialist on violin playing.218 Pössinger did not, however, have the
same employment and patronage as Hänsel. Instead, he became a member of the Hoftheater Orchester
in Vienna in 1786 and in 1798 joined the Imperial court orchestra as violinist and violist, a post he kept
until his death on 19th August 1827.219 Pössinger supplemented this income by way of arrangements
for various chamber-music ensembles. He transcribed complete operas by Weber and Rossini, such as
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Hans-Werner Küthen, “The Newly Discovered Authorized 1807 Arrangement of Beethoven’s

Fourth Fortepiano Concerto for Fortepiano and String Quintet: An Adventurous Variant in the Style of
the Late Cadenzas”, The Beethoven Journal 13 (1998), 10.
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Christa Harten, “Pössinger Franz Alexander”, Austrian Biographical Lexicon 1815–1950 (ÖBL), vol

8 (Verlag der Österreichischen, 1983), 146.
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Rossini’s Barber of Seville, aria by aria, for flute and string trio and an arrangement of Mozart’s Don
Giovanni for two violins.
Thanks in part to his popular chamber-music arrangements, amateur musicians admired Pössinger
as a composer. Besides overtures and interlude music, concertos for flute, violin and oboe, and smaller
vocal works, Pössinger’s main output was chamber music: duets, trios, and quartets of various
instrumentations mostly designed for the moderately-skilled amateur. Many of these works were
published from 1800 onwards by the leading publishers in Vienna including Artaria, Cappi, and Weigl.
Pössinger gained a reputation in Vienna when in 1803 he was asked to be a witness in a disagreement
between Beethoven and the publishing firm Artaria about Beethoven’s string quintet Op. 29. He not
only contributed to a settlement, but also gained Beethoven’s respect. Later, Beethoven asked him to
collaborate on a chamber music version of the Fourth Piano Concerto, commissioned by Prince
Lobkowitz for piano and string quintet.
The fact that Pössinger’s works were well designed for Viennese amateurs can be seen through this
review of his duets for violin and viola Op. 4 (1808):
Because of the perfect naturalness of their ideas and modulations, their avoidance of mannerisms
and unnecessary difficulty, they are rich, varied and attractive. There are no meaningless solo
passages played by one instrument and then repeated by the other. … Every single movement is
(often to our regret) short and concise and each keeps to its particular character/style. With such
works Hr. P. will surely earn for himself the gratitude of many amateurs.220
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“Bey dem natürlichsten Gange der Gedanken und der Modulation, bey aller Enthaltung von

Künsteley und unnützer Schwierigkeit, sind sie doch reich, mannigfaltig, anziehend. Es werden hier
keine unbedeutenden Solo-Passagen von einem Instrument hergeleiert und dann von dem andern
wiederholt. ... Jeder einzelne Satz ist (was man hier oft bedauert) kurz und gedrängt, und jeder hält sich
in seinem bestimmten Charakter fest. Hr. P. wird durch ähnliche Arbeiten sich gewiss den Dank vieler
Liebhaber verdienen”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (March, 1808), 303.
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Though the review is not of Pössinger’s string trios, the critic may well have been expressing a
general opinion regarding Pössinger’s aptitude for creating chamber works designed for the amateur
player. The reviewer makes it clear that despite their simple design, Pössinger creates highly rewarding
“rich and attractive” music while avoiding any unnecessary difficulties. The critic also notes that with
such quality works as these, Pössinger will certainly earn the “gratitude of many amateurs”. The critic’s
commentary reflects on two developments transpiring in Vienna at this time: (1) an emerging
distinction between accessible works for amateurs and what can be seen as an increasingly distinct
body of chamber music which was technically and conceptually difficult; (2) the proliferation of works
targeted toward the amateur player that were void of any intrinsic musical qualities.
An assessment of the increasing difficulty in chamber works (Beethoven in particular here) can be
seen in a review of Beethoven’s Op. 18 string quartets published in 1801 by Mollo & Comp in Vienna.
The critic states that “they must be played frequently and well since they are very difficult to perform
and are by no means popular”.221 This increasing difficulty is also observed even earlier in a critique of
Mozart’s chamber works. In 1789 a writer complained that, in comparison with the compositions of
Koželuch, which, he said, “maintain themselves and (in Vienna) find access everywhere”, Mozart's
music did “not in general please quite so much”, and he attributed this state of affairs to Mozart's
“decided leaning towards the difficult and the unusual”.222 Likewise, a critic writing in Cramer's
Magazin der Musik said that Mozart's ‘Haydn’ quartets were “too highly seasoned-and whose palate
can endure this for long?”223 Thus Mozart, who earlier had been praised for composing works that
appealed to a general audience, was now described as too difficult.
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“… müssen sie öfters und sehr gut gespielt werden, da sie sehr schwer auszuführen und keineswegs

populär sind”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (Leipzig) 3, No. 48 (August 26, 1801), 800.
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Quoted in Otto Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography (Stanford: Stanford University Press,

1965), 349.
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Ibid., 290.
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Concerning the proliferation of amateur works absent of musical quality, a review of Prosper
Mosel’s Grand Trio Op. 3 (1807) criticizes the trio as being a “piecemeal work of insignificant, often
boring melodic phrases” and the critic adds that he “can recommend this work to no one except one
who finds it necessary to practice his fingers on these passages”.224
What this suggests is that, unlike Mozart and Beethoven specifically, but also, other composers like
them, who, created chamber music that would challenge musical connoisseurs in terms of both
performance and contemplation, Pössinger understood the needs and wants – simple and charming
works – of the amateur consumer and was designing works specifically for them as compared to a
composer such as Hänsel, who was writing for his own prowess and his patron’s salon rather than the
general public.
The disparaging reference made in the review toward concertant works expresses a general reaction
of German music critics to the “meaningless solo passages” and increased and “unnecessary
difficulties” commonly encountered in concertant works in Vienna after 1800. The reference could also
be a direct comment on Pössinger himself, who, along with Alessandro Rolla, had published concertant
trios in Vienna in 1805 and 1801 respectively. Pössinger’s Serenata in Trio Concertante per il Violino,
Viola, e Violoncello, Op. 10, is one of his few chamber works for strings that is designed for the highlyskilled amateur, and Rolla’s concertant trios are virtuosic in style. Both works contain repeated
passages that offer nothing more than virtuosic pandering. Nonetheless, the critic focuses on the more
positive features found in Pössinger’s chamber works – simplicity, charm, and accessibility – all three
of which are evident in Pössinger’s facile trios.
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“Das Ganze ist ein Stückwerk unbedeutender, oft langweiliger Melodiensätze, und der

allgewöhnlichsten Violinpassagen … und wüsste diese Arbeit Niemandem zu empfehlen, als dem, der
an diesen Passagen seine Finger zu üben für nötig findet”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (July
1808), 686. Mosel’s Grand Trio will be discussed later in the chapter.
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As the title to Pössinger’s facile trios suggest, these are beginner pieces, easily playable by less-skilled
amateurs. Written to be pleasing and perhaps even sight-readable (depending on the player), this music
is characterized by homophonic textures, simple and recognizable melodic materials, and clear
structural layouts for easy comprehension and command of playing. Prominent features include:
extensive use of melodic and rhythmic repetition for pedagogical purposes (see Chapter Four); simple
diatonic harmonies; limited use of dotted rhythms and syncopation; double-stops used by the second
violin to fill out harmonies that are easily manageable. The melodic passages of Trio No. 1 (Example
5.9) are written using minims, crotchets and quavers in stepwise or broken chordal figures, making
them manageable. And though Trio No. 3 (Example 5.10) has extensive use of chromaticism in its
melodies, the level of difficulty needed to play these melodies is still within the grasp of amateurs
possessing intermediate skills.
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Figure 5.2 Title page of Franz Alexander Pössinger’s Trois Trios faciles et progressives à
l’usage des Commençants (Three Easy and Progressive Trios for Beginners) (Vienna: 1818)
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Example 5.9 Franz Alexander Pössinger’s Trois Trios faciles et progressives à l’usage des
Commençants, Trio No. 1 (1818), first movement, bars 1–35
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Example 5.9 (continued)

As the three trios progress, there is an increase to the level of difficulty found in the fingering
that one needs to apply. Some of the most important features found in Pössinger’s facile trios concerns
violin position and bowing techniques. For instance, the violins in Trio No. 1 do not exceed first
position which allows even the beginner a chance to play. Trio No. 2 teaches extensions from first
position, plus second position; while Trio No. 3 teaches third position and extensions from third
position. First and second positions can normally be played by beginners and third position is often
found in advanced beginners or intermediate players. A progressive increase in the difficulty of
articulation is also noticeable. For instance, Trio No. 1 has only staccato and slurs to manage while Trio
No. 2 has long legato passages and portato bowing and Trio No. 3 has a wide use of ornamental figures
and pizzicato passages. Though these works do become progressively more difficult, Pössinger exhibits
a thorough understanding of his potential consumer’s abilities. He makes even the most difficult music
of the set accessible to the player with moderate skills and is able to accomplish this without
diminishing the quality of the music.
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Ex. 5.10 Franz Alexander Pössinger’s Trois Trios faciles et progressives à l’usage des
Commençants, Trio No. 3 (1818), fourth movement, bars 45–72
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Ex. 5.10 (continued)

Hänsel’s Tre Terzetti Facile
Hänsel’s three terzetti facile are reflective of his employment. His employer, Princess Izabela
Lubomirska, made a name for herself as an outstanding patron of culture. Amongst her vast interests,
which covered almost all artistic disciplines, music, and particularly chamber music for small
ensembles, held a special place. Endowed with musical talent herself (she played the clavichord), she
was a patron of composers, singers, and instrumentalists.
The illustration given below (Figure 5.3) is from 1793. It is a watercolour based on a drawing in
pencil by Christian Gottlieb Geissler, made in 1791, the year Hänsel became concertmaster and first
violinist to the Princess. The illustration depicts Princess Isabella playing the clavichord, her adopted
son Henryk the harp, and another musician the flute; the fourth person listens or hands over a score, or
perhaps sings. Perhaps the two unidentified musicians were employed by the Princess in Vienna or in
Łańcut (her two places of residence). There is no audience per se, which suggests that the scene it
depicts is reflective of Hausmusik practices that Hänsel would have recognised, namely, the notion that
his music was often played primarily for the enjoyment of his patron and that the players were most
likely employees. This understanding on Hänsel’s part would certainly have an impact on the overall
design of his chamber music. This perhaps helps to explain why the first violin part of the three terzetti
facile contain semi-virtuosic passages, since Hänsel knew that he would be playing them.
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Figure 5.3 Music-making in the Salon. Princess Isabella Lubomirska
(1736–1816) plays the clavichord, her pupil Henryk Lubomirski (1777–1850)
on the harp. The watercolour, which is located in the Print Room of the Warsaw
University Library, is based on a drawing by Christian Gottlieb Geissler (1729–1814).

Princess Lubomirska commenced regular concerts at either residence, as many as three times a
week.225 These events were meant for a small gathering of family and friends, and the performers were
often a group of highly-skilled amateurs. There can be little doubt that Hänsel, as concertmaster and
first violinist to the princess, would have taken part in these concerts. Though there is no record of his
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Mirosław Płoski, Marcello di Capua – Maestro from Łańcut Exhibition. 2012, Łańcut Castle

Museum, Łańcut Poland.
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trios being performed at one of the Princess’s musical gatherings, it is most likely that they would have
been and other string trio works are found in the Princess’s music library, indicating that she enjoyed
trios.
During his time of employment, Hänsel’s musical output was mainly small-ensemble chamber
music, which reflected the princess’s tastes and size of her musical establishment. Indeed, though
music loomed large in the residences of the Princess, she generally maintained small ensembles of
musicians. According to one source, in 1802, her “orchestra” comprised three double-sided music
stands and in 1809, only five musicians were paid for six months.226 According to Hänsel’s own worklist, he composed a small number of piano pieces for the princess, who was reputed to have been a
respectable player. His Thème et variés pour harpe, Op. 4, and an unpublished work, Polonaise pour la
harpe, located in the archives of the Łańcut Castle music library, were likely composed for Henryk,
who was a skilled harpist.227
The contents of Princess Lubomirska’s music library can cast light onto the aesthetic and
performance practices of her court.228 It can also offer evidence for the musical taste, acquaintance, and
education of the Lubomirski family and their musical staff. Hänsel surely would have had access to the
contents of this music library and the works therein would have influenced his musical output,
including his three terzetti facile.
Chamber music figured prominently in Lubomirska’s music library, signalling both the
princess’s general taste in music and her smaller musical forces. For example, several string quintets,
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Ibid.
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Hänsel dedicated his first set of String Quartets, Op. 1, to Princess Isabella, and Henryk was the

dedicatee of the Op. 2 string quartets.
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For a survey of Princess Lubomirska’s music library see Jolanta Bilińska, “Biblioteka i życie

muzyczne u księżny Izabelli Lubomirskiej w Łańcucie (1791-1816)”, Monochord: de musica acta,
studia et commentarii, ed. Adam Marszałek, vol. 1 (Poznań, 1993), 17–24.
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quartets, and trios, several works for harp, and sonatas for violin and piano form the largest proportion
of the library’s holdings.229 Along with chamber works by Viennese composers such as Haydn and
Mozart, the library includes works by well-known Polish composers such as Józef Elsner (1769–1854)
and Karol Lipiński (1790–1861), both of whom composed much chamber music. The library also
contains foreign acquisitions from years of European travel including works by John Field (1782–
1837), Giovanni Paisiello (1740–1816), and Ignaz Pleyel, to mention only a few.
In fact, the chamber music of Pleyel figures prominently in the library’s inventory. In the early
years of the nineteenth century, Pleyel was one of, if not the most popular composer of chamber music
in Europe. Works by Pleyel that are documented in the library include fifty-one string quartets, two
sonatas for violin and harp, and a septet for strings and woodwinds. Also located in the Princess’s
music library are two sets of his string trios, the Trois Trios pour deux violons et Violoncello Op. 16
(Benton 404–406) and Op. 17 (Benton 407–409).230 That these particular chamber works by Pleyel
would have been known even if only superficially to Hänsel is almost certain. Pleyel’s chamber music
would most certainly have been performed at the Łańcut Castle during Hänsel’s employ. If that is the
case, it does not seem too big a leap to suggest that as Princess Lubomirska’s first violinist, Hänsel
would have played and become familiar with the compositional makeup of these string quartets and
trios. Indeed, there is an indebtedness to Pleyel found in Hänsel’s Terzetti facile for two violins and
cello that goes beyond mere instrumentation. For example, like Pleyel, Hänsel generally employs
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Currently, the contents of Lubomirska’s music library are only partially documented. A portion of

the inventory in the Łańcut Castle music library is listed in RISM under PL-ŁA. The official website of
the Łańcut Castle Museum, (http://www.zamek-lancut.pl) offers a partial listing of the library’s
contents as well.
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Other string trios in the Łańcut Castle music library include, Mozart’s Divertimento in E-flat K. 563

for violin, viola, and cello and Rodolphe Kreutzer’s Trois Trios Brillians pour deux violons et basse,
Op. 16.
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simple textures and a lyrical (as opposed to motivic) approach to thematic construction in his three
terzetti.
This juxtaposition of third-related keys, which was an important stylistic trait of Pleyel’s, is
used by Hänsel in the same manner. Though harmonic third relations in general were becoming
common by the end of the eighteenth century, it was a predictable mannerism of Pleyel and one that
must have caught the ear of Hänsel. When using sonata form in the three terzetti, Hänsel will frequently
open the development section in a key that is a third above or below the exposition’s closing cadence.
In fact, these works exhibit qualities of Parisian trios and quartets throughout. The first
movements are simple sonata structures, most of the slow movements are ABA or variation forms, and
the finales are commonly set as rondos. The slow movement of Trio No. 2 is even given the French title
Romance (and is also a gavotte). Clear formal outlines, tuneful thematic materials and moderate
technical demands of the second violin and cello reflect an evident concern for the tastes of amateurs or
perhaps his employer and his fellow musicians that were part of Lubomirska’s staff. All the movements
consist of a tuneful and flowing character, enlivened with passages of dramatic activity and semivirtuosity in the first violin (Example 5.11).

Example 5.11 Peter Hänsel, Terzetti facile (1811), No. 3, first movement, bars 56–67
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Example 5.11 (continued)

However, most of the first violin part is not semi-virtuosic at all. Hänsel does not succumb to
showmanship at the price of the music itself – in fact, most of the first violin part is well within the
grasp of a moderately-skilled player. For example, at the beginning of the first movement of Trio No. 3
the first violin does not venture beyond third position (Example 5.12). The only deterrent for a
moderately-skilled amateur is that the tempo is marked vivace, which might make it beyond their
ability. Notice too that the second violin and cello parts in examples 5.11 and 5.12 are designed for the
moderately-skilled player. String trios that would have been beyond the ability of most amateurs in
Vienna after 1800 include concertant, brillant and grand.

Example 5.12 Peter Hänsel, Terzetti facile (1811), No. 3, first movement, bars 1–16
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Example 5.12 (continued)

String Trios for the Highly-Skilled Player
Concertante and brillant trios were popular in France and Italy during the early nineteenth
century. However, in Vienna, trios labelled concertant and brillant were not too popular according to
the Viennese publishing catalogues. As Table 5.9 shows, there were only eleven trios labelled
concertante and seven labelled brillant published in Vienna at this time as compared to twenty labelled
facile/progressive and forty-five labelled just trio. Between 1800 and 1820, concertant and brillant
trios only accounted for one out of seventy, or just two percent, of the string trios published. In fact,
much closer to the 1820s, only one set of three concertante trios was published in Vienna, Pössinger’s
3 Trio Concertantes Op. 36 (1823) for violin, viola, and cello, and there were no publications of
brillant trios by Viennese publishers after 1812. It should be noted, however, that title pages do not
necessarily give the most accurate results. One does have to take into account that many trios were
labelled only as “trios” and some of these so-labelled works also utilize aspects of technique directed
toward advanced players. For instance, two of Viotti’s string trios published in Vienna, Op. 3 (1794)
and Op. 4 (1797), labelled only as Trio, functioned to a large extent as virtuosic Hausmusik. These two
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trios foreshadow what would become known after 1800 as the Trio Brillant, as they were designed for
the virtuoso performer, though neither work was labelled brillant.

Table 5.9 Concertant and Brillant Trios Published in Vienna 1800–1820

CONCERTANTE
Composer
Alessandro Rolla
Alessandro Rolla
Alessandro Rolla
Fr. Alex. Pössinger
Fr. Alex. Pössinger

Title
Instr.
Date
Op. 2 Notturno concertato
2 Vn, Vc 1801
Vn, Va, Vc 1801
3 Trios concertantes
Vn, Va, Vc 1802
Op. 1 3 Trio concertantes
Vn, Va, Vc 1805
Op. 10 Trio Concertant
Op. 36 3 Trio Concertantes Vn, Va, Vc 1823
Total
11 (1 for 2 Vn, Vc and 10 for Vn, Va, Vc)
2 composers (Pössinger in Vienna and Rolla in Italy)

Publisher
Traeg
Mollo
Cappi
Artaria
Artaria

BRILLANT
Composer
Rodolphe Kreutzer
Rodolphe Kreutzer
Felice Radicati
Pierre Baillot
Giovanni Polledro

Title
Instr.
Date Publisher
Potpourri ou air Varie
2 Vn, B
1803 Hoffmeister
Liv 1 Trois Trios brillants
2 Vn, Va 1803
Weigl
Op. 13 Trio brillant
2 Vn, Vc 1808
Weigl
Op. 5 Deux airs varies
2 Vn, B
1810
Mollo
Trio brillant
2 Vn, B
1812
Mechetti
Total
7 (all for 2 Vn, Vc/B)
4 composers (Kreutzer, Baillot in France and Radicati and Polledro in Italy)

Concertant Trios
The general tendencies of the concertant style remained intact after the turn of the century in
Viennese string trios: melodic material shared among all three voices; a lack of fugal treatment of
thematic material; and in sonata movements, short developments and a considerably longer secondary
key area. The instrumentation of concertant trios could vary. Typically, before 1800, the more popular
instrumentation was for two violins and cello, however, this was just the opposite after 1800 as more
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concertant trios were written for violin, viola, and cello than for any other instrumentation – and some
written for two violins and viola.
A two-movement structure was popular in Vienna between 1780 and 1800, indicating a French
influence; however, post-1800 concertant trios commonly used a three-movement scheme which was
common in Italian chamber music. Concertant trios consisting of three movements as illustrated in
Pössinger’s Trio Concertantes, Op. 36 (1823), and Rolla’s Trio Concertantes, Op. 1 (1802), typically
contain a sonata first movement, a slow or moderate middle movement which is generally in binary
form, ABA, or minuet, and often a sonata or rondo form last movement.
The biggest change in concertant trios after the turn of the century was in their level of
difficulty. Prior to 1800, the concertant trios that circulated in Vienna were designed for the amateur
with a moderate level of technical proficiency, for example, Hoffmeister’s six Trio Concertants (see
Chapter Four). After 1800, the concertant trios available in Vienna catered to a higher skill level of
player as will be shown in the works of Pössinger and Rolla.

Pössinger’s Concertant Trios
Pössinger’s concertant trios, opp. 10 and 36, were composed around 1805. The structure and
clarity of the writing point to the late classical era but there are also hints of the coming Romantic era
in some of the harmonies and fuller writing. While the melodies are by no means extraordinary,
Pössinger’s treatment of them is noteworthy. For instance, as with some string quartet writing of the
same period, concertant trios tended to spread the thematic material evenly between the voices.
Pössinger makes the most of this and does so in a rather unique way that few others did. There are
frequent changes in register which herald in a reversal of roles. For example, the cello will be suddenly
taken out of the bass clef and find itself playing in the lead, but very high in the violin’s register, while
the latter, or the viola, assumes the function of the bass. This results tonally in a very closely set, high
arrangement and creates a very unusual instrumental timbre. And quick changes in register often make
for a separation of more than two octaves between the voices, for example, in the Romanza Andante of
Op. 10. In bars 21–34 (Example 5.13) the cello plays very high in its register while the violin and viola
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take turns covering the lower bass passages. Unlike Pössinger’s dance and facile trios, his concertant
trios are designed for the highly-skilled amateur player. This difficulty can be seen in both the violin
and viola parts in Example 5.13. Both instruments have large leaps, plenty of chromatic passages and
portato bowing to perform. The violinist is tasked with skilfully playing bars 1–4 and 36–39 sul G to
give the musical phrase a “dark” timbre, and though not shown in the example, the viola is asked to
also play sul corda on its G string later in the movement. Pössinger understood the diversity of amateur
skill levels and created works not just for the beginner to intermediate players, but, for advanced
players as well to be successful in the musical market of Vienna.

Example 5.13 Franz Alexander Pössinger Serenata in Trio Concertante por il Violino, Viola, e
Violoncello, Op. 10 (1805), third movement Romanza Andante bars 1–39
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Example 5.13 (continued)
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Example 5.13 (continued)

Rolla’s Concertant Trios
The music enthusiast (part-time composer and amateur musician) Pietro Lichtenthal (1780–
1853) acknowledged only two types of string trios in his music dictionary, Dizionario e Bibliografia
della Musica (1826): “In the instrumental style we distinguish two sorts of trio: the concerted one, in
which each party plays and accompanies each other, and the trio intended to make a single instrument
shine”.231 The motive for Lichtenthal to name only two types of trios in his dictionary entry is most
likely due to what he considered at the time to be a shift in a genre that typically catered to the less- and
moderately-skilled amateur string player (like himself) to a genre serving advanced and professional
players, as was the case in Italy. It should be noted that Lichtenthal lived in Vienna until moving to
231

“Nello stile i strumentale si distinguono due sorte di Trio: il concertato, in cui ogni Parte recita ed

accompagna a vicenda, ed il Trio destinato a far brillare un solo strumento.” Pietro Lichtenthal,
Dizionario e Bibliografia della Musica (Milan, 1826), 257.
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Milan in 1810, so his comments are likely an observation of what was happening in Italy.232
Nevertheless, he was correct – string trios were typically concertant or brillant in style in Italy and
more difficult to render than just a decade before, as we will see in the string trios of Rolla and Polledro
later in this chapter. Yet, Lichtenthal’s concern is reflective of chamber-music for strings in general –
including that in Vienna – especially as witnessed with string quartets becoming more for the
professional performer during this time. As I have discussed earlier, reviews of concertant trios
composed by Viotti and Rolla indicated that critics considered this type of trio to be well suited for
string players who wished to achieve a more professional level of playing and aspired to play quartets
and/or symphonies. So Lichtenthal’s observation, that there were only two types of string trios, may be
viewed as a by-product of the increased demand for professionalization in the performance of chamber
music for strings occurring in Vienna as elsewhere in Europe at this time. Lichtenthal’s observation has
relevance here. Alessandro Rolla, who was based in Italy and wrote thirty-six string trios in the
concertant style, is likely one of the main composers Lichtenthal was referring to in his dictionary
entry, and Rolla had many of these trios published in Vienna during the early nineteenth century.
Alessandro Rolla (1757–1841) was born in Pavia. He studied the violin and viola and became a
virtuoso on both instruments, but it was his playing of the viola as a soloist in concert that was
considered unique at the time. Rolla also became a renowned teacher and held the position of Professor
of Violin and Viola at the Milan Conservatory.
He was a prolific composer, writing more than 500 works in nearly every genre from opera to
orchestral works to chamber music. Rolla’s instrumental style typifies what became known as the
Italian vocal style, taking its name from the fact that it emulated writing for the opera. It had a
tremendous impact on musicians both inside and outside Italy.
Writing about Rolla's chamber music, Andreas Moser, the well-known chamber music critic
and colleague of Joseph Joachim, notes: “If only concert-giving organizations had the courage to
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Lichtenthal was actually Austrian by birth (Peter Lichtenthal), only changing his name to Pietro

after moving to Italy.
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include in their programs one of Rolla’s trios, quartets or the string quintet, the audience would listen
astounded at the excellence of the music”.233
Unlike the concertant trios of Pössinger that required a moderate to high level of playing ability,
the concertant trios of Rolla were extremely challenging for the players. If it were not for the fact that
they are written in true concertant fashion, meaning florid passages for all three instruments, one could
easily mistake these trios as virtuosic trio brillants. As evidence, one need only look at a small sampling
of a violin passage which clearly indicates the need for a highly-skilled player. Rolla’s Op. 2 features
virtuosic elements such as fast finger action in the left hand and demisemiquaver runs, alternation of
different bow speeds, and fast and slurred string crossings in the bow hand (Example 5.14).

Example 5.14 Alessandro Rolla, Notturno Concertato Op. 2 (1802), Menuetto con Variazioni,
bars 68–88
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“Fände aber eine Kammermusik Vereinigung gar den Mut, einmal eines seiner Trios, Quartette oder

das Quintett für Streichinstrumente auf das Programm zu setzen, so würden die Zuhörer zweifellos
erstaunt aufhorchen über die vortreffliche Musik”, Andreas Moser, Geschichte des Violinspiels (Berlin:
Hesses Verlag, 1923), 292.
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Example 5.14 (continued)

In the trio concertantes of Pössinger and Rolla, each member of the ensemble is given difficult
display passages. The technical demands on all three players would exclude all but the most talented of
amateurs. With works such as these, a significant change in the role of the amateur was taking place –
no longer an active participant, the amateur was becoming a passive listener. This was certainly the
case with the virtuosic trio brillant. However, it should be understood that, if these more technically
difficult works were played in the home, they likely would have alternated with more simple works as
indicated in an account of a house party attended by Louis Spohr during a visit to Vienna in 1812:
“Once each one had had his turn riding on his parade horse, and I had noticed the society had more
appreciation for that than for classical music, I thus brought forth another one of my difficult and
brillant potpourris and knew then as a rule I would also outshine the bravura in the performance of my
predecessor!”234
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“Hatten dann die Anderen ein Jeder sein Paradepferd vorgeritten und bemerkte ich nun, daß die

Gesellschaft mehr Sinn für dergleichen als für klassische Musik hatte, so holte ich zum Schlusse noch
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Trio Brillants
New trios, especially works directed towards advanced amateurs and professionals were not
only coming from Italy by way of Rolla, but also from France via travelling performers and composers
(Pierre Baillot, Giovanni Battista Polledro, Giovanni Battista Viotti, and Rodolphe Kreutzer), who
wrote trios predominately designed for the virtuoso display of the first violin. Though not Viennese,
these composers feature in this section because of their importance in Viennese chamber music culture
at the time. In fact, Beethoven dedicated one of his more famous works for violin and piano, the
“Kreutzer” Sonata, Op. 47 to the French violinist.
There is no doubt that the French composers discussed here were aware of the Viennese
composers’ chamber music. Baillot performed the trios and quartets of Haydn, Beethoven, and Mozart
on numerous occasions (most often the works of Beethoven). Although these French violinist
composers supported the chamber music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven by performing it often,
having a familiarity with Viennese chamber music did not deter them from following vocally inflected
and virtuosic models for their own chamber music. Virtuoso performers such as Viotti, Baillot,
Polledro, and Kreutzer continued their compositional approach and conception of virtuosic Hausmusik
by designing what amounts to a “showcase” for their own prowess of violin playing. The Trio Brillant
was characterized by virtuosic passages with simple accompaniment throughout, with little or no
change in each instrument’s role. The professional would assume responsibility for the first-violin part,
and less-skilled amateurs for the remaining voices. Accomplished virtuosi would have treated brillant
trios essentially as “lead sheets”, as an improvisatory performance; dotting straight semiquaver notes,
adding triplets and ornaments to highlight their virtuosic abilities.

einen meiner schweren und brillanten Potpourri’s herbei und wußte dann in der Regel auch die Bravour
im Vortrage meiner Vorgänger noch zu überbieten!” Louis Spohr, Selbstbiografie, vol 1 (Kassel und
Göttingen: Wigand, 1860), 179.
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The Viennese publishing catalogues show that there were no Viennese-based composers writing
brillant trios, making this type of trio a more French affair, and yet, these virtuosic trios helped to
formulate the musical market in Vienna at this time. Brillant trios were published in various sets
including, as a single trio, a set of three, a set of variations, and as a set of potpourris. The
instrumentation of brillant trios also varied. Table 5.9 (given above) shows that they were written for
two violins and bass, two violins and cello, and two violins and viola but the main instrument was
almost always the violin.

Grand Trios
Prior to 1800 the Grand trio was characterized by a large multi-movement structure which
usually comprised five to six movements (exhibiting continual contrast of tonic, dominant, and
subdominant keys) and a concertant texture enabling all three instruments to share in the melodic
material. However, after 1800, trios labelled Grand did not follow these same criteria; rather, they
typically consisted of four movements, and the first violin was given most of the melodic passages,
with the other two instruments restricted to the role of accompaniment.
After 1800, the term Grand often became little more than a sales slogan used by composers and
publishers to entice consumers through the use of a grandiose title which in reality offered no true
indication of the contents for the trio. In fact, Beethoven’s Grand Trio Op. 29 was not originally
conceived as a grand trio for strings at all, rather, it was his publisher, Artaria, who gave it the “grand”
title and opus number (normally we associate Beethoven’s Op. 29 with the String Quintet in C major,
written in 1801). Beethoven’s Grand Trio Op. 29 is an arrangement of his Trio Op. 87 originally for
two oboes and cor anglais. Because amateur performers would gather in unusual permutations of
players, this trio was quickly arranged for many other combinations of instruments: versions exist for
two violins and bass, two flutes and viola, two clarinets and bassoon, as a sonata for violin and piano,
and in various piano settings. In 1806, Beethoven approved an arrangement (not by him) for two
violins and viola, which was published that year.
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Further evidence of the label grand used only as a sales slogan can be seen in Mosel’s Op. 3,
written for two violins and bass, a Grand Trio in name only. In July of 1808, a reviewer suggested that
Mosel’s Op. 3 acted more along the lines of a trio brillant than a grand trio, calling it “a violin solo
with two-voice accompaniment”. The critic went on to say that:
the trio can only be called “Grand” in so far as it is long because the first violin fills ten large
pages, otherwise there is nothing “Grand” to find here. The whole is a piecemeal work of
insignificant, often boring melodic phrases, and the most ordinary violin passages, as were found
about twenty years ago in the then popular violin concertos and solos for dilettantes; and what
stands in the first part is usually repeated in the second, just as in the related key. Anyone who is
even a little familiar with the violin, and with what has been so crudely written for it, cannot
bother to draw from the good treasure of its memory the same Grands Trios by a dozen others.
However, he cannot enjoy this characterless commodity, and knows to recommend this work to
no one except the one who finds it necessary to practice his fingers on these passages. Of course,
they can serve this purpose.235
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“Eigentlich ein Violin-solo mit zwey Stimmen Begleitung. Groß kann man dieses Trio wohl nur,

insofern es lang ist, nennen; denn die erste Violin füllt zehn große Seiten. Sonst ist hier eben nichts
Großes zu finden. Das Ganze ist ein Stückwerk unbedeutender, oft langweiliger Melodiensätze, und der
allgewöhnlichsten Violinpassagen, wie man sie vor etwa zwanzig Jahren in den damals unter
Dilettanten beliebten Violinkonzerten und Solos fand; und was im ersten Theile steht, das wird im
zweiten gewöhnlich genauso in der verwandten Tonart wiederholt. Wer mit der Geige, und mit dem,
was so ordinär für sie geschrieben worden, ein wenig bekannt ist, dem kann es nicht viel Mühe
machen, aus dem guten Schatze seines Gedächtnisses dergleichen Grands Trios zu Dutzenden
hervorzulangen. Rec. kann sich aber dieser charakterlosen Waren nicht erfreuen, und wüsste diese
Arbeit Niemandem zu empfehlen, als dem, der an diesen Passagen seine Finger zu üben für nötig
findet. Diesem können sie freilich dienen”, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (July 1808), 686.
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It is easy to see why the critic offers such a disparaging view of this trio. For example, in the
fourth movement, bars 20–23 are an exact repeat of bars 16–19 and bars 24–31, though varied, are in
fact much the same, just moving harmonically forward to the dominant (Example 5.15). In fact, there is
nothing of real interest happening in the violin other than fast semiquaver runs intended to showcase
the talent of the player while moving the harmony from tonic to dominant. One can clearly see the
critic’s point of this trio containing insignificant violin passages that are only good for a player to
practice his fingerings. Though this is just a short excerpt from the work, it is representative of the
whole.

Example 5.15 Prosper Mosel, Grand Trio Op. 3 (1807), fourth movement, bars 1–38
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Example 5.15 (continued)
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Example 5.15 (continued)

Before and after 1800, Grand trios were always published as a single trio (see Chapter Four,
Table 4.3 and Table 5.10 below). This publication trend conveyed a sense of privilege attached to these
works: Grand trios were not treated as bulk merchandise to be bought in sets of three, but were
presented as unique, individual compositions.236 A similar trend is found in other genres, for example
the term Grand was affixed to string quartets, piano trios, string duos, and piano sonatas and commonly
published as a single work rather than part of a set.237
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For example, Fesca’s Grand Quatuor pour Deux Violons, Alto & Violoncelle, Op. 4 (1815),

Hummel’s Grand Trio Concertant pour Piano, Violon et Violoncelle, Op. 83 (1820), and Beethoven’s
Grand Sonata, Op. 7 (1797).
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The Grand Trio for strings had a relatively short existence of only fifteen years, beginning in
1792 and ending in 1807. The term was initially applied to the title of Mozart’s Divertimento, K. 563
for violin, viola, and cello by its publisher, Artaria. Composers of grand trios post-1800 include
Ferdinand Kauer, Josef Hoffmann, Philippe Freund, and Prosper Mosel. All of these composers lived
and worked in Vienna. Mosel’s Grand Trio Op. 3 (1807) marked the end of the ‘grand’ title used in the
publishing of a string trio in Vienna (Table 5.10).

Table 5.10 Grand String Trios Published in Vienna 1800–1820
Composer
Josef Hoffmann
Philippe Freund
Ferdinand Kauer
Ludwig van
Beethoven
W. A. Mozart
Prosper Mosel

Title
Gran Trio
Grand Trio Op. 5
Grand Trio

Vn, Va, Vc
Vn, Va, Vc
Vn, Va, Vc

Date
Publisher
1802
Traeg
1803 Kunst und Ind.
1804 Eder/Burmann

Op 29 Grand Trio [arr op 87]

2 Vn, Va

1806

Artaria

Op 19 Grand Trio [K563]
Op 3 Gran Trio

Vn, Va, Vc

1807
1807

Artaria
Traeg

TOTAL

Instr.

2 Vn, B

Total
6 (2 for 2 Vn, Va/B and 4 for Vn, Va, Vc)
6 composers

What this section has shown is that trios written after 1800 in the style of grand, concertant, and
brillant offered no more than virtuosic pandering – the playing of highly technical passages with no
substance but for the empty praise of virtuosity and the glorification of the individual.238 In other
words, these types of trios did not meet German qualifications of “serious” music, or more to the point,
music that was capable of contributing to the cultivation of self-education and culture – the concept of
Bildung – and therefore these three types of trios performed only moderately in the musical
marketplace of Vienna at this time.239
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See the Epilogue for a discussion of Bildung.
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Conclusion
All of these varied types of string trios (Tänze, Progressive, Facile, Concertant, Brillant,
Grand) published in Vienna during the early nineteenth century reflected the particular skills, tastes,
and needs of the Viennese amateur musician between 1800 and 1820. The string trio as a genre
responded to the aesthetic trends and social practices of the period. Changes in musical style, as these
case studies demonstrated, can therefore be best understood when placed in the context of music’s
function as a commodity and a social activity. These rich and varied string trios were successful
commodities (some more than others) in Vienna’s musical marketplace in large part because of the
appeal of their stylistic characteristics. In practical terms, these characteristics rendered them widely
accessible to amateur musicians who possessed a wide range of skill levels.
Pössinger found favour with the less- and moderately-skilled amateur with his large output of
dance, facile and progressive trios while Rolla catered more toward the advanced amateur. Situated
stylistically between Pössinger’s highly accessible works on one side and the demanding technical feats
of Rolla’s trios (and the virtuosic show pieces of trio brillants) on the other, Hänsel’s string trios
catered to consumers seeking a middle ground. His individual parts use common, easily learned
figurations and accompaniments, and yet, his melodies alternate between simple and brillant passages
to create a highly entertaining work. None of these three composer’s string trio outputs could be called
revolutionary; nevertheless, they produced trios of undeniable quality that served their respective social
functions very well.
In general, the period 1800 to c.1820 was a time of change for the performance and publication
of string trios in Vienna. After 1800, music publishing continued to develop in Vienna and became
more compartmentalized, which allowed for a narrower specification in the labelling of string trios.
This was evidenced by a noticeable decline post 1800 with works labelled using only the generic term
Trio, which signalled only that the music was for three instruments; it gave no indication of style or
difficulty associated with the work. A new label for virtuosic string trios emerged after 1800 – Trio
Brillant – which was mainly developed by touring virtuoso violinists from France and serviced
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advanced amateurs and professional players. Though both of these concepts (publication and
performance) were changing after 1800, much of the string-trio repertoire continued to be aimed
towards domestic music making and the amateur musician, who comprised the largest share of the
music-buying public in Vienna at this time. In fact, the vogue for facile works aimed at the amateur
player, especially dances for two violins and bass which began to take hold in Vienna during the 1790s,
increased immensely after 1800.
Generally speaking, the function of string trios remained intact after the turn of the nineteenth
century. String trios were still designed for and functioned as: entertainment, a means of sociability,
and education. Unlike the string quartet, which was becoming a “public” music as more and more
professional quartet ensembles formed and performed in public, the string trio remained (for the most
part) in the confines of “private” domestic music making. Exceptions to this can be evidenced by an
occasional public performance of a string trio written by either Mozart or Beethoven, which can be
attributed to the canon formation that was taking place after 1800. The chamber music of Mozart and
especially Beethoven (along with that of Haydn) was seen by those in southern Germany and Austria as
all that was correct in German music at this time: contrapuntal writing and equality of voices; whereas
the more popular styles of string trios corresponded to the stylings of French music: homophonic and
melody driven. Eventually, the dominance of the string quartet and piano resigned the string trio to the
lower rung of the chamber-music ladder.
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Epilogue

Around 1800, the German word Bildung was a broad term referring to personal and educational
development. Generally speaking, the string trios discussed in this study reflected the bourgeois pursuit
of entertainment, socialisation, and education. Collectively, these interests were part of the German
process of self-cultivation or Bildung. At this time chamber music more generally played an important
role in the concept of Bildung, which could be easily achieved through music-making with family or
friends in the home.
As was demonstrated throughout this study, string trios were a highly popular form of
entertainment for middle-class amateur consumers. Their popularity is evidenced through their
prevalence in publication catalogues in particular. Although trios were not as prevalent as string
quartets at this time, they were not far behind in number, especially if we consider the large number of
dance trios available just after the turn of the century. In fact, dance trios would have been exactly the
kind of music the bourgeois would have lavished their time and incomes on. This was pleasurable
music in which they could be entertained through playing, listening, and dancing among family and
friends.
Carl Friedrich Zelter, among others, saw music education as a necessary means in Bildung; he
argued musical study, unlike learning a craft or skill, was self-realisation and the very embodiment of
Bildung.240 The string trio would have fit well with Zelter’s idea of Bildung. As I have shown, this
music was aimed at the bourgeois amateur musician not only for the purpose of private domestic
entertainment and socialisation, but also for the self-edification of the players involved, especially by
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way of pedagogical trios. For instance, Hoffmeister’s Terzetto Scolastico trios demonstrated that
ensemble playing through string trios (and chamber music in general) was an important educational
factor in the development of a person’s quest for Bildung — not only as a player, but also as a listener.
The playing of string trios makes certain demands on the musicians involved, in technical aspects (the
physical part of instrumental playing) as well as conceptual aspects (the intellectual understanding of
the music). As we have seen, Hoffmeister’s six Terzetto Scolastico were specifically designed to
educate the amateur player through these concepts. The processing and eventual command of these
technical and conceptual demands through string trio playing helped in the mental growth of an
individual, thus taking part in the concept of Bildung.
Significantly, German use of the term Bildung during this period relates specifically to the
personal development and education of men, and was considered largely unachievable for females.241
As we have seen, string chamber genres (quartets, trios, etc.) were male dominated, so string trios
catered to male Bildung. Indeed, string trios promoted socialisation and entertainment for men, which
formed a balance between work and pleasure: an important concept of both Enlightenment and Bildung
at this time.
There were other ways of achieving self-education and actualisation through music, such as the
act of attentive and contemplative listening. To this end, there were string trios that were designed more
for attentive listening than as a simple means of entertaining distractions. In Chapter Three we saw how
Kleczyński’s Trois Trios pour Violin, Viola et Violoncelle, Op. 4 Livre 1 & 2 (1797) display an obvious
debt to Haydn and Mozart in their compositional approach. His trios are fused with thematic
development and displays of substantial equality between the three instruments indicating a composer
of some depth and imagination, and for these reasons alone, would justify attentive listening by
members of the bourgeois seeking Bildung. Also, Beethoven’s three string trios Op. 9, which were
published in 1798, demanded attention for their significance of design. In the Op. 9 trios, there was a
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clear attempt by Beethoven to affect a more earnest quality than in his earlier string trios, Opp. 3 and 8
– and that which was lacking in some of the string trios of his contemporaries.
Beethoven departed from the generic norms of most other Viennese string trio types in his
deviation from traditional formal movement plans for the much larger four-movement structure
evidenced by all three trios, and his experimentation of new movement types, i.e., the Scherzos of the G
major and C minor trios. Also apparent is a much greater emphasis on motivic work, “thematische
Arbeit”, and counterpoint. Indeed, perhaps no other composer of the period thoroughly exploited the
concept of Bildung through the act of attentive listening as did Beethoven.
The string trio of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, however, was not a single
entity which reached its culmination with Beethoven’s Op. 9 (or Mozart’s divertimento K. 563), which
is often thought to be the case in modern music history. In fact, this outlook was criticised in Chapter
One. While I have viewed how a few certain composers may have indeed moved along a compositional
path similar to that of Beethoven and Mozart, such as Kleczyński (Chapter Three) and Eybler (Chapter
Four), I also made it clear that others did not follow this line at all, such as Hoffmeister, Pleyel
(Chapter Four), and Pössinger (Chapter Five). This was done in part to show that the string trio during
Beethoven’s time was a chamber genre that received attention from a number of composers in a variety
of ways. For instance, Vanhal’s set of twelve Deutsche Tänze (1786), Hänsel’s thirty Polonaises (1802)
and Pössinger’s six Deutsche Tänze and eighteen Menuetti (1805/1808) were shown to exemplify the
pervasiveness of dance music for two violins and cello in Vienna which only became more prevalent
after the turn of the nineteenth century. Hoffmeister’s six Terzetto Scolastico (1785–8) and Pössinger’s
Trois Trios faciles et progressives à l’usage des Commençants (1818) illustrated the pedagogical
function of trios designed for the less-skilled amateur musician, while Hänsel’s three Terzetti facile,
published in 1811, represented string-trio music designed for the more advanced amateur musician by
way of a semi-virtuosic first-violin part. The concertant trios of Pleyel were designed with an
intermediate level amateur in mind while the concertant trios of Pössinger and Rolla were designed for
the skilled amateur with a high level of technical proficiency as well as the professional musician.
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We need to modify our understanding of the string trio and exercise a better means of
examination that will allow all types of trios to be included and evaluated, not in comparison to
Beethoven’s and Mozart’s works as mentioned above, but as unique and independent representatives of
the genre; to this end, it was proved more useful to examine the genre in light of functionality rather
than considering only structural components.
The classification of string trios as salon music, with a utilitarian, pedagogical, and entertaining
function, has resulted in the supposition that the majority of these works lie outside the field of serious
scholarly enquiry. However, it is for these reasons that the genre should be studied. Examining how
these works functioned in Vienna during the final years of the eighteenth century and first two decades
of the nineteenth, gives us a better contextual understanding of how chamber music operated during
this time. So much scholarly emphasis has been placed on the symphony, the string quartet and public
music making during this period, that genres like the string trio and duo get left behind. And yet, this
marginalised music played such an important role in the musical lives of the bourgeois amateur players
who used string trios for entertainment, socialisation, and educational purposes.
In this dissertation, I have recovered some of the musical experiences of amateurs who lived
and played in Vienna during this period. This influential community of amateur musicians engaged
with music in ways significant for both its membership and music history itself. As I have shown,
amateurs drew on music when fashioning social identities; in turn, their particular use of music
informed the composition of the string trio repertoire in Vienna. While this study has focused on what I
believe to be some of the most substantial aspects of the Viennese string trio culture, its chapters are
really only a beginning. The work contained herein raises new questions and points the way to future
research on chamber music, specifically into string trios, amateur musicians and their musical culture.
We still do not have a clear picture of private domestic music making, but through the examination of
this string trio repertoire, we now have a better understanding of who played this music and what skill
levels were required. During this period most composers wrote music of varying difficulty for amateur
musicians, one reason being that there was such a wide range of skill levels amongst the amateurs in
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Vienna at this time. These amateurs, as I have argued, understood music differently from the
professionals who typically dominate musicological studies of the era. The amateurs were playing (not
performing) this music for their personal enjoyment and edification rather than for an attentive
audience.
Above all this thesis shows that to better understand the Viennese string trio culture of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the works should be considered in relation to the following:
composers’ approaches to the medium; how players and listeners received these works; and the
function of this music in a private domestic setting. The string-trio repertoire needs also be approached
from multiple perspectives including analytical, historical, historiographical, and biographical. Only
after we combine musical analysis with cultural contextualisation can we begin to better understand the
various meanings and significance of the string trio as it functioned in Vienna during the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: String Trios Published in Vienna 1780–1800
Composer

Francesco
Ricci
Luigi
Boccherini

Title
Six trios [C, D,
G, C, Es, B] à
violon, viole et
basse ... opera X
Sei
Conversationi à
trè 2 V. u. Vc.

Date

Publisher/
Plate #
1780–81

Notes

9.6.1781

Huberty

Op. 10

9.6.1781

Huberty

6 Concertant Trios
Op. (?)

1782–84
Luigi
Boccherini

Sei trio [f, G, Es,
D, C, E] per due
violini e
25.8.1784
violoncello ...
œuvre XXXV

Artaria/37

Op. 35 (G. 101–106)
New edition organized by
Artaria (?)

1785
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto
Scolastico I

12.1785

Hoffmeister/20

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 2

1786
Trio I [B] et II
Franz Anton [G] concertante a
Hoffmeister
due violini et
violoncello
Trio III [Es]
Franz Anton
concertante a
Hoffmeister
due violini et
violoncello

3.1786

Hoffmeister/41

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 4

6.1786

Hoffmeister/73

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 6

1787
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Ignaz Pleyel

Terzetto
Scolastico II
Trio IV [C]
concertante a
due violini et
violoncello
III Trios
concertantes
pour violon,

1.1787

Hoffmeister/94

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 9

3.1787

Hoffmeister/106

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 10

Hoffmeister/112

Op. 11 (Ben. 401–403)
Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 11

5.1787
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viola et
violoncelle
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto
Scolastico III

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Trois trios
concertante a
due violini et
violoncello

10.1787

Hoffmeister/127

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 1
[1787]

1787

Hoffmeister/41
and 73

Reprint of Pl. Nos. 41 and 73 –
trios 1–3 from Trios
Concertantes

1788
Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Trio V [A] VI
[F] concertante a
due violini et
violoncello

1.1788

Hoffmeister/136

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto
Scolastico IV

8.1788

Hoffmeister/168

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto
Scolastico V &
VI

9.1788

Hoffmeister/180

Franz
Joseph
Haydn

Trois trios pour
violon, viole et
violoncelle

1788

Hoffmeister/173

Paul
Wranitzky

Sei terzetti [a, F,
d, B, Es, C] per
violino, viola, e
violoncello

1788

Hoffmeister/154,
165, 246

Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 3
[1788]
Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 7
[1788]
Part of Hoffmeister’s
Subscription Series Cahier 8
[1788]
Arrangement of piano sonatas
XVI / 40–42, composed in
1784. First edition of this
arrangement.
Nos. 1 and 2 were part of
Hoffmeister’s Subscription
Series

1789

Ignaz Pleyel

Ignaz Pleyel

Trois trios [C,
Es, D] pour deux
violons et
31.1.1789
violoncelle ...
œuvre 16
Trois trios [e, B,
G] pour deux
violons & un
31.1.1789
violoncelle ...
œuvre 17

Artaria/228

Op. 16 (Ben. 404–406)

Artaria/229

Op. 17 (Ben. 407–409)

1790–92
W. A.
Mozart

Gran Trio per
Violino, Viola, e
Basso composto
del Sig.r W. A.
Mozart Opera 19

3.3.1792

Artaria/368

First edition of Mozart’s
Divertimento K 563

1793
Johannes
Amon

Trio pour violon,
alto et basse ...
œuvre VII

1793

Hoffmeister
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Op. 7
without Pl. No.

Ignaz Pleyel

Tre trio per
violino, viola e
violoncello ... 3zo
libro de trio

1793(?)

Artaria/434

Op. 11 (Ben. 401–403)
this is a reprint – first offered
in Vienna by Hoffmeister in
1787 – assumed to have been
pub. by Artaria in 1788 but Pl.
Nos. in the 400s were pub. in
1793

1794
Giov. Batt.
Viotti

Trio [A] per due
violini e
violoncello ...
Op. 3

19.3.1794

Artaria/465

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Tre trio [B, G,
Es] per due
violini e
violoncello

16.8.1794

Artaria/489

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Terzetto

1794

Artaria/504

Op. 3
Reprint –
Pl. Nos. taken over from
Hoffmeister. Artaria’s
catalogue lists Op. 6 as
containing 6 trios, however,
according to RISM, these are a
reprint of Hoffmeister’s Pl.
Nos. 41 and 73 trios 1–3 from
Trios Concertantes
Published as Op. 2.
Possibly one of the six
Terzetto Scolastico

1795
Franz
Joseph
Haydn

Trois trios pour
violon, viole et
violoncelle

1795

Artaria/538

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Op. 18, 3 Trios

1795

Artaria/576

Franz Anton
Hoffmeister

Op. 19, 6 Trios

1795

Artaria/577

Reprint of Hoffmeister Pl. No.
173
arrangement of piano sonatas
XVI / 40–42.
Reprint of Hoffmeister Pl. Nos.
41 and 73 – trios 1–3 from
Trios Concertantes
Reprint of Hoffmeister

1796–97

L. v.
Beethoven

Giov. Batt.
Viotti

Jan
Kleczyński

Serenata per
Violino, Viola, e
Violoncello del
Sigr Luiggi van
Beethoven.
Opera VIII
Trois trios pour
deux violons
concertans et
violoncelle
Trois trios [C, G,
D] pour le
violon, viole, et
violoncelle ...
œuvre IV, liv. I

1797

Artaria/715

Op. 8

1797

Artaria/716

Artaria published as Op. 4 but
also known as Op. 26

1797

Koželuch/234

Op. 4 liv. 1
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Jan
Kleczyński

L. v.
Beethoven

Trois trios [Es,
B, A] pour le
violon, viole, et
violoncelle ...
œuvre IV, liv. II
Gran Trio per
Violino, Viola,
Violoncello
composto dal
Signore Luigi
van Beethoven
Opera III

1797

Koželuch/242

Op. 4 liv. 2

1797

Artaria/626

Op. 3

1798

L. v.
Beethoven

TROIS TRIOS
pour Un Violon,
Alto, et
Violoncelle
Composés, et
Dédiés à
Monsieur Le
Comte de
BROWNE
Brigadier au
Sevice de S. M.
J. de touttes les
Russies par
LOUIS VAN
BEETHOVEN
Oeuvre 9.

1798

Traeg

Johann
Ziegelhauser

12 Variazioni

1798

Artaria/765

Joseph
Eybler

GRAND TRIO
pour VIOLON
VIOLA ET
VIOLONCELLE
Composé et
Dédié A M.r
François Noble
d'Adlersheim par
JOSEPH
EYBLER Œuv.
2.

1798

Traeg/32

Op. 9
Without Pl. No.

Op. 2

1799–1800

Josef
Klauser

Jean
Mederitsch

Huit variations
sur l'air Es
glinget so
herrlich, pour
deux violons et
basse. No. II.
Trois trios [A, C,
A] pour deux
violons et

1800

Eder/83

8 variations from Die
Zauberflöte

1800

Traeg/88

Op. 12
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W. A.
Mozart

violoncelle ...
œuvre 12
Trois trios [F, B,
D] pour violon,
viole, et
Arrangement of piano sonatas
1800
Mollo/143
violoncelle, par
K 533, 494, 454 and 205b.
W. A. Mozart.
Op.: 50
TOTAL FOR THE YEARS 1780–1800 = 96
TOTAL OF EACH PUBLISHER

YEAR
1780

Artaria
Hoffmeister
Huberty
Traeg
Koželuch
Mollo
Eder
TOTAL
WORKS
PUB/YEAR
0

39
28
12
7
6
3
1
NUMBER PER
PUBLISHER

NUMBER PER
COMPOSER
Boccherini = 6
Ricci = 6

1781

12

Huberty = 12

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786

0
0
6
1
3

Artaria = 6
Hoffmeister = 1
Hoffmeister = 3

1787

9

Hoffmeister = 9

1788

14

Hoffmeister = 14

1789
1790
1791
1792

6
0
0
1

Artaria = 6

1793

4

1794

5

Artaria = 5

1795

12

Artaria = 12

1796

0

Artaria = 1
Artaria = 1
Hoffmeister = 3

1797

11

Artaria = 5
Koželuch = 6

1798

5

Artaria = 1
Traeg = 4
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Boccherini = 6
Hoffmeister = 1
Hoffmeister = 3
Hoffmeister = 6
Pleyel = 3
Haydn = 3
Hoffmeister = 5
Wranitzky = 6
Pleyel = 6

Mozart = 1
Amon = 1
Pleyel = 3
Hoffmeister = 4
Viotti = 1
Haydn = 3
Hoffmeister = 9
Beethoven = 2
Kleczyński = 6
Viotti = 3
Beethoven = 3
Eybler = 1

Ziegelhauser = 1
1799
1800

0
7

Eder = 1
Mollo = 3
Traeg = 3
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Klauser = 1
Mederitsch = 3
Mozart = 3

Appendix B
Music Sources Cited

Eybler, Joseph, Grand Trio, Op. 2 (Vienna: Traeg, 1798).
Hänsel, Peter, Polonaises pour deux Violons et Violoncelle (Vienna: Cappi, 1802).
______ Tre Terzetti facile per due Violini e Violoncello (Vienna: Artaria, 1811).
Hoffmeister, Franz Anton, Terzetto Scolastico à Due Violini e Violoncello (Vienna:
Hoffmeister, 1785–1788).
Kleczyński, Jan, Trois Trios pour Violin, Viola et Violoncelle, Op. 4 Livre 1 & 2
(Vienna: Artaria, 1797).
Mosel, Prosper, Grand Trio, Op. 3 (Vienna: Traeg, 1807).
Neubauer, Franz, Trois Trios pour Deux Violons & Violoncelle Dédiés aux Amateurs,
Op. 8 (Vienna: Artaria, 1803).
Pamer, Michael, Neue brillante solo Ländler (Vienna: Cappi, 1827).
Peyerl, Johann Nepomuk, Münchnerische Redout Deutsche Tänze mit Trios und Coda für 2 Violinen und
Bass (Vienna: Traeg, 1800).
Pleyel, Ignaz, 3 Trios concertantes pour violon, viola et violoncelle (Vienna:
Hoffmeister, 1787).
——— Trois Trios pour deux violons et Violoncello Op. 16 (Vienna: Artaria, 1789).
Pössinger, Franz Alexander, 6 Deutsche Tänze (Vienna: Artaria, 1805).
______ Serenata in Trio Concertante por il Violino, Viola, e Violoncello, Op. 10
(Vienna: Artaria, 1805).
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